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DECISION
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Following contested hearings on the Pacific Gas and Electric

Company' application for licenses to operate its Diablo Canyon

Nuclear Power Plant, the Licensing Board found the plant adequately
I



designed. to withstand. any earthquake that can reasonably be
unexpected.

LBP-79-26, 10 NRC 453 (Partial initial Decision of

September 27, 1979) . The joint intervenors —- have appealed1/

~ that "'seismic decision." Before we could decide their appeal,

however, they moved to reopen the record for new evidence de-

rived from a subsequent major California earthquake. We granted

the motion and took that evidence ourselves. ALAB-598, 11 NRC

876 (June 24, 1980) .. The following decision-covers all the

seismic issues, whether raised in the initial appeal or at the
2/reopened hearing.—

2/

Joint intervenors are the San Luis Obispo Mothers for
Peace (SLOMFP); the Scenic Shoreline Preservation Con-
ference, Znc.; the Ecology Action Club; Sandra A. Silver;
Gordon Silver; John J. Forster; and Elizabeth Apfelberg.

The Licensing Board's September 27, 1979 decision also
resolved contentions about the risk of aircraft and missiles
striking the plant and the adequacy of the plant's "physical
security plan." See LBP-79-26, 10 NRC 453, 459-463, 507.
No exceptions were taken from the Board's determinations on
the former issue;. SLOMFP's separate security appeal is before
another Board and not covered in this decision. See ALAB-
580I ll NRC 227 (1980) ~

An earlier partial initialRecision by the Board below covered
environmental matters. LBP-78 19I 7 NRC 989 (June 12~ 1978) .

No exceptions were taken from that decision. Zn accordance
with customary Appeal Board practice, however, we have re-
viewed it on our own motion. See p. 179, 'i'nrra.'s

a result of actions directed by the Commission following
the accident at Three Mile Xsland in March 1979, certain
matters in this case are still before the Licensing Board,
including issues involving emergency planning and other
"lessons learned" as a result of the TMX incident.



NATURE OF THE CASE

A; The Decision Below

For purposes of the issues now before us, we need, sketch

only the salient points, of. this proceeding's anfractuous history.

The 750-acre Diablo Canyon site is located on the California

coast halfway between San Francisco and Los Angeles, some twelve

miles,- southwest of the City of San Luis Obispo.. Like other lo-

cations in that State, the area is subject to earthquakes. This

was known, when the Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PGGE) was

initially authorized to construct two nuclear-powered electric

generating stations at Diablo Canyon. — Since- that time., 'how--"-3/

ever, new information bearing on the seismic potential of that

site has come to the surface.. These new developments lie
at'he

heart of this appeal.

Ne explained on an earlier occasion in this case that

[a]11 nuclear power plants must be designed and built
to protect the public from the hazards of radioactive
releases should the plant be subjected to movements in
the earth's crust. And such considerations were taken
into account when the Diablo Canyon facility was initially
proposed for its Pacific coast site. At that time the
Nacimiento Fault was taken to be the nearest major active
fault, some 18 to 20 miles northeast of the plant. The
facility was designed, engineered, and constructed to
withstand earthquake damage on this basis. But, years
after construction was approved and well underway, that
assumption was discovered to be ill-founded.

3/ .See Docket No. 50-275, 4 AEC 89, 92-93 (1968) (Unit 1); and
Dcckea Hc. 30-323, 4 33'C 447, passim (1970), affirmed, AZAB-
27, 4 AEC 652, 653-55 (1971) (Unit 2) .



Subsequent offshore explorations for petroleum
have revealed that, at its closest point, the '!Hosgri

~ fault" lies only a few miles off the site of,.the Diablo
Canyon facility. That proximity raised the:likelihood'hat an earthquake in the vicinity- of San Luis Obispo--
might be "considerably more severe" than initially
anticipated. Xn light of this intervening development,
the plant's design was extensively reanalyzed by the
applicant . the staff, and the ACRS. Their consensus
was [thatj the Diablo Canyon facility as constructed,

~ with some design modifications, would withstand safely
-the more severe earthquake shocks now reasonably antici- .
patable. 4/

The joint intervenors, do not share that consensus. They

opposed PGGE's applications for licenses to -operate the Diablo

facility and appeared as adverse parties in the Licensing Board

hearing convened to consider them. — According to that Board,5/

4/

5/

ALAB-519, 9 MRC'2 45 (1979) (footnotes'mi7tted) (on
petition to subpoena two ACRS consultan'ts as witnesses).
We note that the statement in the first paragraph of 0he
above to the effect that the Diablo Canyon facility was
designed, engineered, and constructed to withstand an
earthquake on the Nacimiento Fault: some 18 or 20 miles
from. the plant was taken from a 1969 letter from the USGS
to the staff. Testimony now on the record shows that in
actuality applicant also designed the plant to withstand
an earthquake of magnitude 6.75 with a focus 12 miles from

,the plant. See testimony of John A. Blume, fol. Tr. 6099,
at pp. 9-11 (see NOTE below).

Under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, 42 U.S.C. 552011 et
~se ., a utility seeking to build and operate a nuclear power
plant must obtain separate permits or licenses at both the
construction and the operation stage of the project. Vermont
Yankee Nuclear Power Cor . v. NRDC, 435 U.s. 519, 525-~27 1978);
Power Reactor Co. v. Electricians, 367 U.R. 396, 404-05 (1961).

NOTE: The names of all witnesses with their education and
resent osataons are listed al haheticall in. addendum Z.

"Tr." references are to the transcri t of the Licensz.n Board
hearin ; "R.Tr."'ef'erences are to the transcri t of the
reo ened seismic hearin'efore this Board 'in October 1980.



'--intervenors'eismic- contentions. focused. on four main areas.

(LBP-79-.26,- 10 NRC at 463): (1) the largest earthquake

treasonably anticipatable on the Hosgri Fault; (2) the -yibratory-

ground: motion, such a seismic event would induce at the -plant

site; (3) the proper criteria for evaluating- the plant's ability
to survive'hat event; and (4) the plant. structures'esponses

to its tremors.—6/

Following a long trial, the. Board rendered its seismic de-

cision on September 27, 1979- LBP-79-26, 10 NRC 453. Zn it,
„= '7'/

the, Board, below concluded that- the "Hosgri Fault"—had beenI'\
fully and properly analyzed. and found't capable of producing

an earthquake of'.5 magnitude (7.5N) — (id.. at pp...468=78).8/

The Board deemed that value "very conservative" and an appro-

priate basis for the Diablo "Safe Shutdown Earthquake" or

"SSE" (id. at pp. 478-85). An -SSE is the seismic event "which

6/ Joint Zntervenors'ontentions appear in full at LBP-79-26,
10 NRC at 468, 478, 486, 490 and 492.

7/ This offshore fault is named for the geologists Hoskins and
Griffiths, who found it in the course of private underwater
explorations for petroleum. Zts existence was not made pub-
lic until 1971, however, after construction of the plant was

. authorized and underway. 'Zd. at p. 470.

8/ Although the Board did not specify the exact magnitude scale,
we believe the record is clear that the "magnitude" referred
to is the "surface wave magnitude" NS. See pp. 45-46 and
fn. 198, infra



KI

.- produces 'the'aximum vibr'atory ground'otion. for: which,,
certain structures, systems, and components, are.,designed.-,

to remain functional.'."' A nuclear power plant must be able ..

to wi;thstand the forces of an SSE without re3.easing: dangerous -;,--.

cpxantities of radioactivity.—10/

---- The Licensing Board also predicted the maximum vibratory

ground motion (in terms of acceleration, measured in units of .

gravity-, '"'g") that an SSE, might induce at the. plant site. - In-.

tervenors'vidence was that this would be 1.15g. The Board,:

however, credited'he staff and, applicants'itnesses who testi-
fied that a 7.5M event on'. the Hosgri Fault would produce an

"effective" acceleration no greater than 0.75g.. The Board

approved that figure as the anchor point for determining the

basic res onse s ectrum —used to evaluate the Diablo Canyon11/

plant's ability to withstand an SSE. 10 NRC -at pp. 486-89.
I

9/ "Seismic and Geologic Siting Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants," 10 CFR Part 100, App. A, 5 III(c).,

10/ Id. at 5 I.
The concept and purpose of "design response spectra" are
discussed in the opinion below at. pp. 493-506.
See also pp. 31-32, infra.



As mentioned, the SSE is the most powerful. earthcpxake

eyer expected, to occur at the plant site., A..=.second .seismic

event also considered in designing nuclear plazrLs..is the:

"Operating Basis Earthcpxake" or "OBE.."- This -is- the .strongest - - -:.

earakcpxake considered ~likel ro occur during:.a plant's oper-

ating lifetime. Nuclear facilities must be designed, and built
to function through the OBE without creating undue risk to the:

public health and safety.—12/

On this point there was disagreement, about the meaning of

the. governing regulations. Joint intervenors read them to di-
rect that the maximum vibratory ground motion.at the plant site

during an OBE be assumed in every case. to be .half that induced

by an SSE, or Oe375g at Diablo Canyon.. The applicant and staff,
however, construe the regulations to call for a. resort to half

the SSE value only where no justification has been made for

determining OBE ground motion on the basis of specific site condi-

tions. The Licensing Board agreed with the latter construction

and found 0.2g to be an appropriate value for the Diablo Canyon

OBE. LBP-79-26, 10 NRC at pp. 490-91

'2/

10 CPR Part 100, App. A, 9 XXZ(d).



Finally,. the Board sanctioned, the response spectra developed

for evaluating. the various plant systems'apabilities of safely

'ithstanding;. earthquake stresses and approve4 -the methods employed

=- ~ --= to-'d'esign and. test the Diablo facility against those standards.

LBP-79-26, 10 NRC at, pp. 492-507.

The Board s, decision contained a series of findings to the,

effect that (1) the safety-related structures, systems and com-

- -- ponents"of the Diablo Canyon plant. will perform satisfactorily..
through a safe shutdown earthquake; (2) the -plant s. "Category

I"'afety

systems "will be adequate to insure (a).,the integrity of
- the reactor coolant pressure boundary„ and (b)- the capability to

shut down the reactor, and maintain it in a safe condition;"'nd

(3) the facility meets the requirements to function safely through

an operating basis earthquake. Xd. at p 507.

B. The Reo ened Proceedin

~The joint intervenors timely filed and briefed a number 'of

exceptions to the seismic decision. Thereafter, the Governor of

California —who had not participated in the hearings below—

sought to become a party on appeal and support one of intervenors',

exceptions. Over the applicant's objections we allowed the

'overnor to participate as amicus curiae. ALAB-583, 11 NRC 447

(March 12, 1980).



On October 15, 1979, about three weeks after-.the- Licensing
13/-'Board had rendered its seismic decision, a large earthquake—

struck California,'s Imperial Valley. This area,.some. 250=miles

southeast. of the Diablo Canyon. site,, is known for=seismic activ-.

ity. For that. reason,. an array of seismographs —'instruments

,
that record. the level of seismically-induced ground motions—

were in place there. When data derived from. that 1979 Imperial

.. Valley earthquake ("IV-79") became available in early 1980,

after this appeal. had been briefed but before..it was decided,

)oint intervenors moved. us to reopen. the record. They argued

that, this. new information cast doubt on the validity of key
/

seismic findings made by the Licensing Board and therefore must

be taken into consideration.

We granted that motion and chose to receive the new evi-

dence ourselves, framing the issues as questions focusing on

our own concerns as well as the intervenors'. ALAB-598, 11 NRC

876 (June 24, 1980). — The reopened hearing was held in San14/

Luis Obispo, California, beginning October 20, 1980. It con-

sumed six full trial days; the seventeen witnesses who appeared

13/ The magnitude of this earthquake has been variously estimated
from 6.5 to 6.9. See fn. 83, infra.

14/ Our questions are appended to the decision to reopen. ALAB-
598, ll NRC at 888-92. We authorized the submission of testi-
mony other than in direct answer to our questions provided
that it was relevant to the reopened issues. Id. at p. 883,
fn; 21.
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-and testified there included two ACRS consultants:-caU.ed by =.-.

.15/us;— Thereafter the parties and the amicus. Giled'-.proposed .

fi,ndings= of fact and conclusions of law on the .reopened .issues,.

'These are considered in the opinion. which fa13,.ows,:.;for the...;-,.:.-.

most part in the course of addressing the issues.-raised by the

:- '-initial appeal. Those not covered are either„ rejected -.because.:

they are unsupported by the record or disregarded -as immaterial

or irrelevant to this, decision.

15/ These are Drs. Mihailo Trifunac and Enrique Luco. The
reasons for their appearances as Board witnesses are ex-
plained in ALAB-604, 12 NRC 149 (August 7, 1980)-
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THE HOSGRI'AULT ~ r

A. The Reason For Review,
~ \ A

Seismology is an evolving. science. Reflecting this)

the Commission's regulations, calling for. its application to

the siting -arid design. of nuclear plants are complex and per-

haps even abstruse. But their purpose is clear: to estimate

the magnitude of the strongest earthquake that might affect

the site of a nuclear power plant during its operating life-.
time; to determine= the. most; intense ground motion that a

seismic event: could cause there; and to ensure that the'nu-

clear- facility is, designed and built to survive such an event

without undue risk to the public.

The Hosgri Fault, in the Pacific floor some five kilometers
r

offshore from the site location, is accepted by all'arties as

the geologic'eature capable of triggering the largest seismic

event at Diablo Canyon. That fault is of relatively recent

discovery. J'oint intervenors initially questioned whether it
had been investigated sufficiently to justify a finding that it



was.-capabIe of causing no more than. a 7.5M earthquake But .after

the issue had been tried, intervenors themselves -(as. well,:as

the=other. parties) proposed. that- the Licensing Board make; that ~ ----.

finding; The Board. did so; its opinion marshals. the evidence-

it believed called for that conclusion (10 NRC at 470-85),and

--'- - explains why,, in the Board's judgment, "'a 7'.5 magnitude earth-

-'uake i:s a very conservative value for the, safe .shutdown earth-

quake" (id. at p. 485) .

On appeal, joint intervenors "agree that. the assignment of

--a-7-.5-magnitude earthquake to the Hosgri Fault is. acceptably

conservative" (Br. at p. 13) but nevertheless filed 39 exceptions

attacking the. Board's path to that result. Znteryenors did not

~ =expand-upon those exceptions in their brief. They argue only

that the Board below took a "one-sided"'pproach in resolving .

contested issues of fact against them in "almost every case"
*

(Br. at p. 14)., The applicant defends the rulings in question

as supported by the "overwhelming weight of evidence" (Br. at

pp. 16-20) . The staff, however, questions whether the joint
intervenors may even challenge, a conclusion that they do not

dispute simply because they would prefer that it rested on

another ground. Stressing the parties'ccord on the 7.5M

figure, the staff says we may disregard the controversy as

moot (Br. at p. 25) .
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I'n,Commission practice:. as in judicial proceedings, only

.a.party aggrieved. may appeal —and'ssues n'ot, bri'efed''may
17/be: d'eemed waived. — We normally. would invoke those precepts.

and. forego addressing, an academic dispute over'he best approach

to an accepted. result. We must eschew that- course here. The

conservatism (or lack of it) involved in the determination
of'he

Hosgri Fault's, potential. for causing severe''earthquakes is
central to this. case;, This'.'is. so because the strength of seis-

mic ground:. motion (acceleration) which. the Diablo facility must.

be designed to withstand depends directly on the largest earth.—

quake- that can. reasonably be forecast to occur. on. that fault.
The aspersions'ast on. the Licensing Board's .objectivity in
weighing, the evidence on this key issue'perforce impugn .its
fairness generally and .thus may not be ignored.; We therefore

reviewed the. Licensing hoard's Hosgri Fault. determinations

sufficiently to test its objectivity..

16/

17/

Rochester Gas and Electric Cor . (Sterling Project, Unit 1),
ALAB-502, 8 NRC 383, 393 fn. 21 (1978), affirmed, CLI-80-23,ll NRC 731 (1980);Consumers Power Co. (Midland Plant, Units-
1,& 2), ALAB-282, 2 NRC 9 (1975 ; Tol'ed'o Edison Co. (Davis-
Besse Station), ALAB-157, 6 AEC 858 1973).

Public Service Co. of Oklahoma (Black Fox Station, Units 1
and 2), ALAB-573, 10 NRC 775, 786-87 (1979); Public Service
Co. of Indiana, Inc. (Marble Hill Station, Units 1 and 2),
ALAS-461, 7 NRC 313, 315 (1978), and cases there cited.

I



The Licensing Board indeed resolved the key factual:.dis-

putes in this- area against the intervenors'.contentions. Our

: own review of the record satisfies us that the Boax.d did so.:

with justification. Because the intervenors chose not .to brief
their bias- claims; we think it sufficient to illustrate

.our'easons..forrejecting, them with one concrete-.but representative

example. We do so by reviewing the evidence on the length of

the Hosgri Fault.

B. Seismic Back round,

The evidence recounted, in the opinion below illustrates
that the present state-of-the-art in geology and seismology

does-'.not consider any single element to control the magnitude

of an earthquake that a given fault is capable of triggering..—18/

Rather, as Commission regulations provide, a number of geologic

and seismic factors must be investigated in making that deter-,

mination,— one of which is the overall length of the fault.—.19/ 20/

18/ Zt is not disputed that the Hosgri is such a "capable fault"
within the meaning of the regulations. See 10 CFR Part 100,
App. A, 9 ZZZ (g) .

19/ 10 CFR Part 100, App.- A, 5 ZV.

20/ Other factors to be considered include (a) the geology and
seismology of Southern California; (b) the Hosgri Fault's
relationship to major fault systems; (c) the correlation
between maximum earthquake size and fault length; (d) type
of faulting and past displacement; (e) seismic history, in-
cluding 'the location of recent large earthquakes; and (f)
the relationship between earthquake recurrence. rate and
intensity.
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Basic. Southern California geology
21/in controversy. — As an appreciation

and'eismology is not

of it, is helpful in

focusing the parties'isagreements,. we., summarize here the

overview presented in the prefiled'oint testimony of appli-
22/cant' witnesses, Douglas H. Hamilton and. Richard H. Jahns.—

The central f'eature of California geology-is--the San

Andreas Fault This is displayed on the map.contained,'in

Figure 1 on the following page. — The San .Andreas.is now23/
P

accepted as a major boundary between two of the large, some

80km thick, slabs or "plates" that; comprise the earth's crust

and "float" on its molten interior core. Modern seismologists

attribute most major earthquakes to "plate tectonics," i..e.,
24/

movement, of these plates relative to each other.—

21/ Except for the location of an earthquake that occurred
.in 1927, which we touch upon later. See fn. 38, infra.

22/ Thea.r testimony, bound into the transcript of the Licen-
sing Board hearing, is cited hereinafter as "Hamilton-
Jahns, fol., Tr. 4457."

23/ Figure 1 is an outline map of South Central California
showing structural provinces and faults. It also appears
as Figure 8 in the Hamilton-Jahns testimony, fol. Tr. 4457.

24/ See Board Exhibit 3 for identification„ Bruce A. Bolt,
Earth uakes — A primer (1978) at 12-17 (hereinafter cited

pfor the apple.cant z.n- the Licensing Board hearing. Tr. 5446.
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The- San, Andreas, Fault was formed. some 100 million years

ago. Zt runs, north-northwest from the Gulf, of. California in
an essentially straight, line (except for an S-type bend. north-

west of Los'ngeles) to San Francisco. From there it-curves

in and out. along the, California coastline for another. 150 miles

before turning northwesterly into the Pacific Ocean. |:n its
passage through California, the San Andreas Fault splits boy
the Coastal Mountain Range and the Transverse Mountain Range.

The latter runs east-west, and reaches the coast in the-Santa.-—

Barbara region, south of Diablo'anyon. Probably originating

by under-thrusting of the American Plate by the Pacific Plate,

the San Andreas: changed; about 20 million years ago to a, right
"'strike-slip" motion between the plates. (Zn a "strike-slip"
fault, the ground on one side of* the fault moves horizontally

and parallel to that on the other side. A "right strike-slip"
means th'at. an observer. looking across the fault perceives the

ground opposite as, moving to his right vi'ce versa in a left
strike-slip. See Figure 2 on the next page.) The San Andreas

Fault is the only geologic feature that can be clearly traced

without interruption. from northern. to southern California and

the only regional fault, on which both ends show divergent
25)plate boundary features.—

25/ These features are described as "spreading ridges centers
in the Gulf of'alifornia on the south; the Mendocino
triple junction on the, north." Hamilton-Jahns, fol. Tr.
4457 at p. 8.
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Left strike-slip fault

h

ibomal fault
4 ',

Revere
fault

FIGURE 2 ~ Diagram showing the three main types of fault motion
I*k f 1, ~-h
a thrust fault as a reverse fault with a small dip.
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Complications in the geology show up at the central area

of, the. "S-bend"'urve mentioned above. Zn this. region (between

Bakersfield on the northwest and San Bernadino on the south-

east) the San Andreas Fault is intersected by the Garlock, Fault.

Thi's fault runs approximately east-northeast. to the Death. Valley
26/

area and has a left. strike-slip- motion. — This indicates'hat

the mass. of the earth's crust north of the Garlock and east of

the San Andreas is moving westward towards the Pacific.. This

crustal extension has influenced the deformation '(i.e., foidang-—

and faulting) caused, by the north-south "compression" —
. of the

Coastal Ranges to produce, a. boundary region or "transition. zone"
- 28/,„

between the Coast Ranges and, Transverse Range Provinces: —""This
29/

region is. marked by the "big bend" in the San Andreas. — The

Hosgri and other faults which roughly- parallel the, Coastal Range

Mountains to the west of the San Andreas show similar sharp
30/

bends to the east just north of the Transverse Mountain Range.—

26/ See Figure 2, supra, p. 18.

27/ Compressional stress produces folding of the crust (mountain
forming) and "thrust, faulting." Zn a thrust fault, the
crust on one side of the fault moves vertically in relation
to the crust. on the opposite side, rather than horizontally
along the fault as in a strike-slip fault. The difference
between thrust faults and strike-slip faults is illustrated
in Figure 2, ~su ra, p. 18.

28/ Hamilton-Jahns, fol. Tr. 4457 at pp. 11, 15-17, 20-26.

28/ See Figure 1, ~su ra, p. 16.

28/ Zhid.
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C'. The Len th of the Hos ri
As we mentioned (p. 14, ~su ra), fault length is one -.:- .

. key factor considered in determining its maximum:earthcpzake

potential., The. Licensing Board rejected intervenors evi-.

dence that the. Hosgri was. 250, miles in length,. finding 'in--
stead, as the other parties contended, that i< was only .90.-

miles long. LBP-79-26, 10 NRC at 472-75,. The Board.'s evalu-

ation of the record'n this. disputed point provides. a. fair.
test of its objectivity.

The. applicant's evidence described a series of'ndividual
faults, mapped to the west of and parallel ta..the San.Andreas,.

the Hosgri among them. (see Figure 3, p. 21., infra) .—.31/

.It is joint.,intervenors position, propounded by their witnesses

Drs.. Eli Silver and Stephan Graham, that several of these faults

are interconnected. The salient points of their testimony in
32/support of this thesis are set forth in the margin below.—

In essence, Dr. Silver traced the evidence he believed led to

31/

32/

Figure 3 appears in the record as Figure 16 appended to the
Hamilton-Jahns testimony, fol. Tr. 4457.

Dr. Silver s prefiled direct testimony appears as Joint
Intervenors'xhibit Number 49 (hereinafter "Silver,
Exh. 49 at .")

(a) As evidence supporting a connection between the Sur
and San Gregorio Faults, Dr. Silver referenced a 1973 thesis
prepared for the U.S. Navy Post-Graduate School at Monterey,
California, by W.B. Woodson III, entitled "A Bottom Gravity
(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON PAGE 22)
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- the conclusion that the Hosgri. Fault connects .directly to the

San Simeon Fault north of it, the San Simeon,in turn to the

Sur-Nacimiento Fault further up the coast, and-this to the -,

San'r'egorio which joins the San Andreas north of San Francisco;.

to form; in all a 250-mile, long fault.

32/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PAGE'0)
Survey of the Continental Shelf Between Point Lobos and

. Point Sur, California," and. a report by Dr. Graham and W.R.-

Dickinson, "Apparent Offsets of On-L'and Geologic Features .

Across the San Gregorio-Hosgri Fault Trend in San Gregorio-
Hosqri Fault Zone, California,"'hat appeared in the Cali-
fornia Division of Mines Geology Special Report (1973) pp.
13-23, edited 'by Dr.. Silver and W.R. Normark.. Dr. Silver
testified, that these. reports "indicate that the Palo Colorado
may be a minor splay fault off the main San Gregorio fault
zone,, and that. the main. trace comes ashore in the area of
Hurricane Pt., to connect with the Sur fault zone." (Silver,
Int.. Exh. 49 at 1,2-4). According to Dr. Silver, the Woodson
work included gravity mapping of the Point Sur area indi-
cating that the main trace of'he San Gregorio Fault tends
into a gravity gradient southwest of Point. Lobos and its
"most likely course" is along this gradient to Hurricane
Point, where it continues as the Sur Fault (id. at 1,2-4
and 2-5) ..
(b) Dr. Silver acknowledged'hat data are lacking to con-
nect the south end of the Sur Fault directly to the north
end of the San Simeon. But he added that aeromagnetic sur-
veys reduce the gap between them to only 5km and these show
the San Simeon trending offshore to the northwest with the
two fault zones striking "directly toward each other."
(Id. at 1,2-5.)
(c) According to Dr. Silver, the situation between the San
Simeon and Hosgri fault. zones is similar to the Sur-San
Simeon connection; i.e., seismic proof (e. cC., observed geo-
logic data) of the connection is lacking. Dr. Silver asserted,
however, that available aeromagnetic data show that the San
Simeon fault zone "projects southward along a magnetic high
of the same strike," while "[t]he Hosgri, where mapped to the
south, projects northward along the upper west flank of this
magnetic high."'r. Silver claims that if the Hosgri fol-
lowed the magnetic high to the coast, "it would intersect a
segment of the San Simeon fault zone, as seen on the aero-
magnetic map, and would be within 1-2 km of the main trace of
the San Simeon."'hus he explained that "(d]efinitive seis-
mic reflection data are lacking in this zone, but. the aero-
magnetic data provide a guide to the possible location of the
fault zone in this area. " (Id. at p. 1, 2-5) .
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Generally agreeing with; Dr. Silver, Dr. Graham emphasized

what he characterized as offsets, in older "basement" rock for-

mation (i.e., structures underlying the rocks formed hy sedi-

mentation) .- These basement, offsets, he testif ied, . evidenced a

right strike-slip displacement in excess, of 100km. that occurred

between 5 and 15 million ears earlier, and'he existence of

a lengthy, continuous fault system during that time is necessary

to account for this movement. Dr. Graham postulated'hat these
'aultsthen represented the stress boundary between two major

tectonic: plates, but, that, the focus of that stress.has now

33/-shifted eastward. to the San Andreas fault zone.—

33/ Dr. Graham's testimony. (hereinafter "Graham,'J.I. Exh.
48't- "), supported Dr. Silver's view that the San
Gregory.o, Sur-Nacimiento, San Simeon, and Hosgri Faults
form one continuous fault zone with an examination of
basement rock formations on both sides of these faults.
In attachment B to his prefiled direct testimony (and
see also Tr. 6175) he outlines seven pairs of rock for-
mation of ages between 15 and 60 million years that he
concludes show a similar right-strike movement of about
115km in each of these faults. (Attachment B appears
to be a pre-publication copy of a California Division of
Mines and Geology Special Report dated 1978, prepared in
conjunction with W.R. Dickinson. Mr. Dickinson did not
testify.)

Dr:. Graham further noted that the northern end of the
San Gregorio merges directly into the San Andreas Fault
near the entrance to San Francisco Bay. (See Figure 3,
~su ra, p. 21.) To the north of this junction, Dr. Graham
asserts that the basement rocks along the San Andreas show
about 115km more fault slip than do the basement rocks on
the San Andreas south of the junction. From this Dr. Graham
postulates that the movement of the combined fault north
of the junction must- be the sum of the right-slip movements
of the San Andreas and. San Gregorio-Hosgri south of their
point of merger. (Graham, J.I. Exh. 48, Attachment B.) ~

(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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The thesis put forward by Dr. Silver and supported in
some part by Dr Graham was, however, undercut-.by. testimony

from another of intervenors'itnesses,. Dr..:Clarence;.Hall;

- -.He- departed: markedly from their positions both on.-the Hosgri's

33/ (FOOTNOTE CONTXNUED FROM PREVXOUS PAGE)

Xn. Dr. Graham's judgment, the "[g]eologic evidence sug-
gests. that. the San Gregorio-Hosgri was a continuous fault
in the past that. was the focus of shear resulting from.
the stresses generated by the movement of the North Ameri-...
can and the Pacific Plates,"'ut, that "[t]he f'ocus of .shear.
appears- to have moved. east to the San Andreas fault zone."
(Graham, J.X. Ezh. 48 at. 1-1 and 1-2). He concluded with,
the observations that "[a]lthough this evidence does not
require thorough-going continuity in the. present, it is
suggestive" of this fact, and that he was unaware of geo-
logic data that. would preclude it (ibid.). He added that
"[bjased on our conclusions which we stated in the paper,
particularly with respect to the rate of movement 'curves,it looks to us as though the predominant right slip, by
our interpretation of the fault system, occurred between,
15 and 5 million years [ago]" (Tr,. 6364).
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- origins and on its movements-. — Among other things„,Dr. Hall34/

.. expressed'he judgment that the Hosgri Fault was formed within

only the last. 5 million years. He further testified .that the.

3 4'/ Dr. Hall was a. rebuttal witness, for intervenors and did
not submit. prefiled testimony on their-behalf—. However,--—
the substance of many points in his testimony also appears
in two of his published articles, in evidence as J.I. Exhs
36, "San Simeon-Hosgri Fault System, Coastal California:
Economic and Environmental Implications,"'c'ience,
190, 1291-94 (December 26, 1975); and 3T, "Origin and
Development -of the Lompoc-Santa Maria Pull-Apart.Basin and
Its Relation to the San Simeon-Hosgri Strike-.'Slip Fault,
Western- California," in= California Division of Nines,
S ecial Re ort Number 137, ere~na ter cate as
"J..I. Exhs.. 36 and 37."

Dr. Hall focused on. the, San Simeon and Hosgri Faults,
with major emphasis on the southern end, of 0he Hosgri.,
He asserted that "[c]omparison of stratigraphic sections
exposed on opposite sides or. the late Quaternary '[i.e
last 5 million years] San Simeon-Hosgri fault system at
Point Sal and near San Simeon +' * strongly suggests
large-scale lateral displacement.." J.I. Exh. 36 at p. H-l.
Dr. Hall further stated there that, recent geologic mapping
near San Simeon and the area between Santa Maria and San
Simeon has revealed remarkable similarities between rocks
west of the San Simeon Fault zone near San Simeon and east
of the Hosgri Fault near Point Sal. Id. at p. H-2. See
also Tr. 9474-75 and J.I. Exhs. 73 through 108.-

In the remainder of his oral testimony and in J.I. Exh.
37> p. 25, Dr. Hall proposed "|.'aj speculative model, * * *
to account for the distribution of tertiary igneous, sedi-
mentary and volcaniclastic. rocks that lie within the Santa
Maria-Lompoc region, Santa Barbara County, California. "

He used this model to suggest a possible southern extension
of the Hosgri Fault, "because clearly if there is to be
80 kilometers of movement somewhere along the San Simeon-
Hosgri Fault that movement must also include areas to the
north and south. So what would. happen? Nhere would that
movement occur in the south?, And we have then a possible
landfall of the Hosgri Fault in the area between Puris'ima
Point, and- Point; Arguello." Tr.. 9537-38.
(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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80km'f movement which he attributes to it, took place during

period. His testimony thus contradicts...Dr. Graham' ..=

As- we- just mentioned, Dr. Graham testified that-the formation

of and- movements along the Hosgri occurred millions of years

earlier. See p. 23, ~su ra., Dr,. Hall's own theories on the

formulation and evaluation of the Hosgri Fault-. are themselves,.

highly problematical -.— for one thing, they assume the movement

34/ (FOOTNOTE. CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)

'- Dr. Hall's model. employs. a "pull apart theory." This
assumes that, prior to 15 or 16 million years ago (Tr. 9575),
there existed what Dr. Hall called the Santa Maria River-
Foxen Canyon-Little Pine-Lompoc-Solvang Fault (Tr.. 9578).
He postulates that this opened up and eventually formed

- the Santa Maria Basin, now bounded by the Santa Maria River
and Foxen Canyon Faults on the north and the Lompoc-Solvang
Fault on the south. His conclusion rests on certain rock
sequences along the north side of the Santa Maria-Foxen
Canyon Fault, which Dr. Hall asserts match similar sequences
on the south side of the Lompoc-Solvang Fault, but are
absent in the hasin hetween those faults (see, e.cC., Tr.
9574-76) . Dr. Hall. testified that the Hosgri Fault formed
after the development of that pull-apart basin, most. likely
5-'8 million years ago (Tr. 9579), when it merged with the
Lompoc-Solvang Fault on the California coast (Tr. 9569-70).

Dr. Hall finds confirmation for his theory in the sequences
and absences of rock formations in the log of the "Oceano
Well." (This exploratory oil company well was drilled on
the west. side of the Hosgri offshore of Point Sal; in 0he

'process, a complete core of the lower part of the well. was
obtained so that the rock types could be recorded against
the depth at which they were located.) In Dr. Hall's judgment,
sequences from the west side of the Hosgri opposite Point
Sal match rock sequences found in wells drilled in the Santa
Maria Basin between the Lompoc Fault and Purisima Point.
From. this he deduces that the rock found around the Oceano
Well came from the onshore, California coast south of the
Lompoc-Solvang Fault (Tr. 9554-55). Dr. Hall concluded that the
Hosgri Fau3.t was formed after the completion, of the pull-apart
basin some 5 million years ago, and that an 80 kilometer move-
ment occurred after its formation, i.e., within the last 5

million years.
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j
"--=-= of'-large masses of rock, across a fault,, testified -to be:-a. geologic

351-- =and'hysical impossibility.~ This does- not, however, change

.the .fact that on key- pointsithe testimony of interyenors.'w1t-
nesses-" was markedly divergent.

Beyond the" disharmony in intervenors'wn case, the opposing-'

parties introduced persuasive evidence that the actual geology of
the- area is incompatable. with intervenors'ombined fault theory.

36
Perhaps most significant are aeromagnetic stiM'ies=-'nd

'di'rect='estimony

that the Hosgri and San Gregorio. Faults are separated
37/by a large and undisturbed mass of Franciscan- bedrock. — The,

Board below relied on, this., among other things, in rejecting the

combined fault. theory that was central to intervenors'ase on

fault length. LBP-79-26, 10 NRC at 475..

35/ Compare Hall, Tr. 9614 et sece., with Jahns,'r. 10,035-49
'airnessrequires acknowledgment that Dr. Hall candidly

characterized his own theory as a "speculative model."
J.I. Exh. 37 at: p. 25.

36/ In this technique, aircraft equipped with continuous"
recording magnetometers fly above the area being studied.
Those devices measure variations in the earth's magnetic
field which information can be used to determine the pro-
perties and types of rocks overflown.

37/ For example, applicant's witness Mz. Douglas Hamilton
explained in his testimony that (Tr. 10,019-20):

"Now Dr. Silver goes on to say that if projected north-
ward the Hosgri fault would run on 1'and near the San Simeon
fault at a point 1 or 2 kilometers to the west.
(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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Further evidentiary support for the: Board's finding.that
the Hosgri is not part of' 250-mile long sy>tern but.an individual . =

fault some 90 miles long is recited in the opinion below.,„(See,

e.cC.;, LBP.-79-26, 10 MRC at 485.) There is no:cause .to rehearse

it here. For* the reasons we gave at the outset, of this dis-.

cussion (P. 13, ~su ra), we reviewed the record basically to

see, if,.there was a basis for intervenors'nparticularized. claims ..
of bias on the Board' part. against their witnesses. Our. dis-

. cussion of the- record on the Hosgri. Fault's length is simply, a.

representative illustration of why we found intervenors'harges..
unsubstantiated. We think it amply clear from that example that
the Board's rejection .of intervenors'ontentions on fault length

was soundly based.

37/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVZOUS PAGE)

"The point I want to make is, if we make the projection
we find that the San Simeon —the Hosgri fault would pro-
ject to a place along the shoreline that does indeed lie a
few kilometers west of the San Simeon fault. This is an
area that has been very carefully mapped both by myself
and my associates and also by Dr. Hall, and it's an area
where there are very good exposures right along the seacliff
with more scattered exposures inland. There is no major
fault appearing in this area. There is no disruption of the
geologic units that extend from right next to the San Simeon
fault going out across this area. There is also no pattern
in the branching faults that would permit some kind of a
branch connection from the San Simeon fault to transfer to
the Hosgri fault.

"So the point simply is that if one takes the contention
that Dr. Silver describes in his written testimony and you
compare it with the data, you do not get a connec(ion between
the two faults. You, instead, find them separated; as we have
claimed, by an intact mass of Franciscan bedrock that has
several kilometers width. and lies between the two."
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The Board's. evaluation of the other issues underlying. the-.

conclusion. that 7'..5E is the largest. magnitude earthquake likely-
*on the Hosgri,. also faithfully reflects the record'. made, before

3.8/.i.'t..—" Without. implying that: the Board resolved; every- dispute

perfectly,. we are satisfied that. it weighed the evidence fairly
and arrived at the correct. result.

We close this point. with a reminder..'he- resolution of

issues. of fact in, favor,- of one. side: suggests. neither bias. nor

error on the. tribunal's- part; without more, the appropriate

inference is that. the evidence of the prevailing party was the.

more persuasive.. Be- that as. it may, we reiterate that in admin-

istrative hea'rings- as in court- cases, rulings. and findings made

38/ We do th'ink it worth noting, however, that a basis for
assigning earthquakes as large as 7.5M to the Hosgri has
weakened rather. than strengthened since the initial hearing
below. USGS witnesses testified in the Licensing Board
hearings, that a 7.3 earthquake occurred on that fault in
1927'. LBP-79-26, 10 NRC at 485. At the reopened hearing
before us, however, witnesses from that agency acknowledged
that more recent studies tend toward the idea that the 1927
earthquake occurred on another fault, the Lompoc (R.Tr. 943-
65)'. Those witnesses could not, however, rule out all
possibility that. the Hosgri was the'ource of that event.
See Devine, R.Tr. 950-51 (see MGTE, p. 4,. ~su ra) .
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in the-course of a. proceeding- are not in themselves, sufficient-.-. -;--.-

'- reasons to believe that the tribunal. is biased. for or against

a party.—39/

39/ Northern Ind'iana Publ'ic'. Servi;c'e Co. (Bailly Generating
.Station, Nuclear 1), ALAB-224, 8 AEC 244, 246, rehearing "
denied,. ALAB-227, 8 AEC 417 (1974), reversed'ub nom.
Porter Count Ch'a ter v. AEC, 515 F.~2d 513 7th Car.),
reversed'ummarzl and remanded sub nom. Northern Indiana

a farmed on remand, 533 F.2d 1011, (7th Cir.), certiorari
. den~ed, 429 U. S. 945 (1976) .
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THE'EISMIC REANALYSIS OF DIABLO CANYON

A. Introduction.
1

As, we noted. (p- 12, ~su ra), no party has challenged the

L'icensing B'oard's determination that the appropriate safe shut-

down earthquake for the Diablo facility is a 7s5M event on the

Hosgri Fault The next step is translating the ground motion

induced at the- plant site by the SSE into information useful

in. analyzing the plant's ability to withstand such a seismic

event. Earthquake motion can be described in terms of displace-

ment (the distance the. ground moves at any give'n point during

an earthquake); velocity (the speed of that ground movement);

and'cceleration (the: rate at which that. velocity changes ex-

pressed in terms of "g", the acceleration of gravity) . Zn

order to assess earthquake effects< a building or mechanical sys-

tem may be conceived of as a damped, harmonic oscillator having

a particular frequency. When such oscillators are subjected to

the vibratory motion induced by an actual or postulated -earth-

quake, their maximum reactions in terms of displacement, velocity,

and acceleration can be predicted by means of a "response spec-

trum."— The spectrum can then be used both to design and to„40/

40/ More definitively, a response spectrum is the result of an
analytical procedure whereby a number of one-degree-of-.
freedom harmonic oscillators, each having the same degree
of damping but with different natural frequencies, are
(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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-.". - -.analyze- structures, components, and systems for their- capability-

to- wi:thstand earthquake induced stresses.— =-. The- development of41/

- such response spectra is required by the governing. regulations-.

10 CFR Part 100, App. A, 5- VX(a)..

40/

41/

I

(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)
driven by the time-dependent motion characteristic of a
real or postulated seismic event. For a particular event,
and degree of damping there will be a time-dependent re-
sponse which varies for oscillators of the different fre- ~

quencies. The maximum v'alues, of the response. of- the os-
cillators iq. terms of acceleration, velocity and displace-
ment, may be plotted as. a function of the frequency of the
oscillators. being excited. Such a plot can be produced for
any one of the three parameters taken individually. Because

~ of the relationship among acceleration, velocity and dis-
placement under harmonic motion, a tripartite plot showing
the maximum responses. in acceleration, velocity and displace-
ment as a function of oscillator frequency may also be pre-
pared (see, e.cC., Regulatory Guide 1.60, Figure 1) .

The term "damping", as it pertains to the response of a
simple harmonic oscillator, relates to internal, friction-like
processes by which the initial kinetic and potential energy
of the oscillating system are. transformed into heat, thus
reducing the amplitude of the oscillation. The analysis of
the motion of the harmonic oscillator system proceeds under
the assumption that the motion is in the linear or elastic
range (i.e., the restoring force is directly proportional to
the displacement.). See also the discussion of response spectra
in the opinion below, LBP-79-26, 10 NRC at 486, 493 and in
the testimony of Dr. Blume, fol. Tr. 6099 at pp. 5-7, and
Dr. Frazier, Tr. 6607 et ~se

Response spectra tend to have jagged peaks and valleys. For-
engineering analysis and design purposes these can be evened
out either (1) by drawing a smooth curve enveloping the peaks
(or *by averaging the peaks and valleys), or (2) by statisti-
cally combining individual spectra derived from similar earth-
quakes. When so smoothed they are sometimes called "design
response spectra." See NRC Regulatory Guide 1.60 at p. 1.60-3
(Rev. 1, December 1973) .

See, e.cC., Tr. 8641. '
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For.. the reanalysis of the Diablo Canyon- facility- the----

applicant- and'he NRC staff each prepared. a basic response.".: "

spectrum. to characterize the motion at the Diablo =Canyon

site assuming a magnitude 7.,5 earthquake on .the- Hosgri Fault..

Both took a. value of 0 75g —for the high frecpency anchor42/

43/point- acceleration for the spectrum.— Variations of these

spectra, modified. to reflect specific effects believed to be

active at that site, were, then used to provide the -basis for-
the seismic reanalysis of the Diablo Canyon facility-.

42/

43/

The expression 0.75g indicates an acceleration equal to 75%
of the acceleration due to gravity (g = 980 cm/sec2).

See, e.cC., LBP-79-26, 10 NRC at 486. The most commonly.
measured characteristic of earthquake. motion, obtained
using a seismograph, is the time-dependent acceleration
of the ground (or some other foundation of the seismo-
graph) during the earthquake (Tr. 5495). Xn an earth-
quake, a hypothetical very rigid structure ('i.e., one
with very high natural frequencies) would shake in phase
with the motion of the ground itself —and the ground
motion would not be amplified in the building. For this
reason, the high frequency or "zero period" portion of the
response spectrum provides a convenient point from which
to scale the standard spectrum; hence the high frequency
end of the spectrum is called the anchor point. Zn
Regulatory Guide 1..60 the staff indicates that »uilding
whose natural frequency is 33 hertz or greater will move
with the acceleration of the ground. The natural frequencies
of nuclear facility buildings lie in the range of 1 to 10
hertz and, in that range, structures. will experience some
motion amplification (see fn. 33 6, infra) .
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= In the proceedings below, joint intervenors .contended that
~ the choice of 0.75g; was an inappropriate value for the

7.5M'arthquake

on the Hosgri. See. LBP-79-26, 10r NRC at 457-—.

(Contention 3).. In other contentions they challenged the

validity of the response spectra that were used', the methods'.

for generating them, and'he mechanisms utilized .to justify
'a reduction in, the motion predicted by the basic spectra. Id.

at p.- 492'. After hearing evidence on these issues, the Licen- .

sing Board concluded that the response spectra employed by the

staff and applicant, as anchored at 0.75g and as modified, were

appropriate. Id. at pp. 490, 493-97. Whether the Board was

in
lst

za.
the Licensing, Board hearings) to

with us. — The amicus brief—45/ ~ . "46/
P

conclusions on the focusing of

, (who did not participate in
file an amicus curiae brief
questions the trial board.'s

correct. in doing so is a central issue raised by
intervenors'ppeal.— In addition, we allowed the Governor of'..Californ''4/

seismic motion and the existence of high stress drops along the

44/ See Joint Intervenors'rief in Support of Exceptions,
December 7, 1979, pp. 16-55 (hereinaf ter "J. I. Br. at ") .

46/ See p. 8, ~su ra

46/ Brief Amicus Curiae of the Governor of the State of
California, Becemher 7, 1979, passim (hereina6ter
"Gov. Br. at ") .
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fault,.— subjects: which, ultimately pertain to the appropriate-.47/

ness; of the response: spectra used to analyze, seismic
ground'otion—at the Di;ablo site..48/

The intervenors and. the Governor, criticize the -Licensing

Board's. treatment of the response: spectra evidence: in three:

broad categories:

(a) The, maximum. horizontal ground. motion -to
be associated with, a 7'.5N 'Hosgri event
and'he use of "eff'ective acceleration"
to fix. the: anchor point at 0.75g;

(b)'he use of. a. "tau-ef'feet"'o reduce the
high frequency portions; of the resp'onse
spectra; and

(c) The use of a. 7 percent "damping ratio"'
for steel. and concrete structuresez

The evidence introduced. before us at the. reopened hearing-

to consider new data from the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake

(see p. 9, ~su ra) essentially bears on the first two of those

three points. But it also brings up an additional issue: - the.

adequacy of the Diablo redesign in relation to the vertical

ground motion of a 7.5N seismic event and, hence, the .appropri;

ateness of the vertical motion response spectrum used for'hat
purpose.,

47/

4S/

These subjects are discussed infra at pp. 76 et ~se

1

Unless. otherwise specified, references to seismic ground mo-
tion in this opinion and in the underlying record are to
horizontal motion (e.cC., motion in the plane of the earth'
sur ace . Earthquakes also generate motion in the vertical
direction (see, e.cC., pp. 102-113, infra) . When vertical
motion. is being considered zt wall be explicitly identified.
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B'efore we may address those issues,, however, it:.is necessary.

fi'rsvp to look closely at the special characteristics. of'eismic
gxound motion phenomena with which this case-is principally con-

cerried. —motion in the "near field" of a strong earthquake.

B', . General Considerations of Effects of a. Hos ri Earthquake

in the Diablo Can on Area

The=-Diablo Canyon seismic reanalysis started from the assump-

tion- that the 7.5M. SSE would occur on the Hosgri at the point

closest to the nuclear facility, a. distance -of- about 5.8 kilo-
meters.— A site this close to a rupturing fault is considered

to be in the "near field" of earthquake motion. —. The char-50/

- acteristics of near-field motion (and their reflection in design

response spectra) are manifestly important in determining the

potential.. stresses that the Diablo,facility would. have to with-

stand and, considerable evidence on the point was adduced before

the Board below. — Because there are relatively few seismographic. 51/

49/ See, ~e., Blume, fol. Tr. 6100, at 12; Blume, TV-79
testimony, at I-3; Newmark, fol. Tr. 8552, Reference AF

at C-2; SER Supp. 7, fol. Tr. 8183, at 1-3. (XV-79
testimony refers to prefiled, direct testimony presented
at the reopened hearing., Unlike that of witnesses for
the intervenors and staff, prefiled testimony of the appli-
cant's witnesses was not, bound into the transcript.)

50/ Smith, Tr. 5916-17; Bolt, Tr. 5927;. Bxune, Tr. 8023-24,
8088-89. See also pp. 40-41, infra.

51/ See, ~e... Smith, Bolt, Frazier and Hamilton, Tr. 5859-97,
5915-48, 5990-6002, 6031; Brune, Tr. 7934-8129; Newmark,
Tr. 8596-8630; see also LBP-79-26, 10 NRC at 487-89.
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.: records:-,of motion close to rupturing faults-, much. of. that

testimony was based on information from recording instruments:

~ distant from the actual region of energy release, that, is to.

- --say, beyond the near field'.. This reason (among others) -per=

suaded us. that joint. intervenors were correct in asking to

have= the record. reopened'or the XV-79- data. Thos% d'ata were

not only derived from a strong seismic event, bu~nc'lax'ded
*

extensive information on near-fi;eld ground motion. that could

be compared with predictions made in the Licensing Board hear-.
5-2/

"

ings ..—

. The record reveals a general agreement among the experts

about the. basic nature of fault-related, earthquakes and the
'

resulting motion in the- near field. Tt also provides a sound

basis for describing the events associated with the strong

tremors that affect structures close to a rupturing fault.
Understanding those phenomena- is needed not only to place in
context the Licensing Board's- findings and conclusions on vi-
bratory ground motion and design response spectra, but. to

53/
appreciate the challenges made to those findings and conclusions.—

Accordingly, we first describe the seismic phenomena giving rise
to near-field motion, then explain certain significant conclusions

52/ See ALAS-598, ~su ra, 11 NRC ae 876-881.

53/ See Rp. 34-35, ~su ra.
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—which in our judgment follow. from those phenomena,— .and,54/

'finally-, in the light of those discussions, examine the;specific
55/issues. raised by the. appellants.—

l Fault.-related'arth akes., Zn simple- termsf a fault- „--

related .earthquake'occurs as; the result of,- an increase .in stress -.

across'- the. fault. (This stress buildup can have;various .causes;

e..cC., subsidence of rock; on cne side of a fault or, in.the case of
-.a'- plate boundary, deep earth motions causing the plates

themselves.'o

shift positions). Rocks strained by this -increase in stress

finally rupture-. and release the stored. energy in the- form of

seismic. waves These waves have a. wide rang'e of frequency and

may exert compressional or shear forces on the earth through

which they pass. — As the energy radiates outward from its56/

source in. the form of seismic motion, the higher frequency

components are attenuated by the earth more rapidly than the
'7'/

low frequency portions.—

54/ Our conclusions do not necessarily represent the consensus
of all the expert testimony; where there are conflicts, we
explain why we have adopted one position over another.

55/ We cover the broad issues raised on the initial appeal (see
p. 35, su ra) at pp. 56-102 and 114-150, infra, taking into
account e IV-79 data received at the reopened hearing.
The matter of vertical ground motion we treat separately at
pp. 102-113, infra.

56/ Tr. 5501-06; 6023.

57/ Tr. 5499.
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The magnitude of an earthquake —the amount. of. energy=--=

.released' - can be related. to the "stress drop".—occurring -=-

when the rock fractures, the style of faulting involved, i.e.=,'.-
59/thrust or normal—, and. the rupture's..size. Rupturing on

faults has'oth longitudinal and- vertical, dimensions; in terms

of the magnitude of energy release, however, the longitudinal.
60/component is the more significant.— As the record reveals,

the rate of energy. release. along a rupturing fault. is not uni-
form but highly. irregular, corresponding generally to regions

of high and. low stress concentration in the fracturing rock.—61/

The picture which. evolves. for large earthquakes of fault origin
is. essentially one of'nergy being released over an extended

portion of the fault, and there have been correlations made

58/ Smith, fol. Tr. 5490. at 17., "Stress drop" may be defined as
the change (decrease) in the rock stresses on either side
of a fault before and after an earthquake.

59/ Under normal faulting conditions the rocks are in tension—
that. is, berng pulled apart. 'hrust faulting results from
the failure of rocks in ccmpressaon. —being sgueesed to-
gether. The stress associated with thrust, faulting is gener-
ally. greater than in normal. faulting (Smith, fol. Tr. 5490
at 9).

60/ Tr. 5586-87; Tr. 5685; R'.Tre 755.

61/ Tr. 5938-39; Tr. 8629; R.Tr 1385; J.I.. Exh. 66 at 3-14;
Tr. 8505.
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--.between an earthquake's measured magnitude and -the length:of .

62/the ruptured. fault.—

'A'nother observable characteristic of fault-induced; earth- -.

squakes. is. that generally the faulting and'nergy rel'ease take,-..-...

place deep (i.e, on the order: of. 10km in California) beneath

the.earth's surface.— Such a rupture may:also:be expressed-63/

on.-the earth'. surface .when the relative vertical ox, horizonta3.

motion across the sides of. the fault, produce.:czacking -and vis-
ible ground displacement along the line of the -fault.

2 "Sear-field" motion characteristics. As we explained,

p. 36, ~su ra ,t"he term "near field" describes locations on

the earth's surface close to the rupturing rocks. involved .in:
the'eismic motion.. A. number of more or less qualitative def-

initions of "near field" were proposed during the hearing.—

62/ Tr. 5685-88. While the scatter of the data included in these
correlations is considerable, because other factors also deter,—

. mine the total energy release, it is not seriously disputed
that large magnitude earthquakes are generally associated with
rupturing along a considerable length of a fault. See also
Renner B. Hofmann testimony on Contention 2, fol. Tr. 8522,
Figures 2-2 and 2-3.

63/ Smith, fol. Tr. 5490 at 18; Tr. 5536; Tr. 6641.

64/ See, e.cC., Tr. 5927, 8023-24, 5916, 8088-89; R.Tr. 677.
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- For. our purposes, however, it is sufficient. to- treat the near

field as'hat, strip on the earth.'s. surface about..10km: on either

side of the fault.—65/

There is a. phenomenological, basis, for defining a near=; — =

field- region Because the energy release on, rupturing. faults .

takes place at some depth, locations: on the. earth's surface-

within this region. are, at. nearly the same distance from the

source -of energy release. Hence, the attenuation of- seismic.

motion that is a function of distance from that source. g'i. e

the reduction attributable to the resistance of the earth it-
self) would be nearly the same everywhere in the

near=fr.el'egion.,

Only beyond'he near field. does distance on."the earth'-

surface away from the fault significantly increase the overall
66/distance to the region of energy release.—

65/ For faults oriented vertically to the earth s surfac'e,-
this definition of near field would result in a strip 20km
wide centered upon the surface expression of that fault.
For faults with planes at some angle with respect to the
earth's surface, the region of energy release during fault-
ing at depth would not lie directly beneath the surface ex-
pression of the fault. In such a case, the midline of the
near field would. be 4, region on the earth's surface directly
above the rupture at depth. R.Tr. 366.

66/ Tr. 8637'. This simply reflects the geometry of 'the situation.
If, for a vertical fault, energy is released at 10km below
the earth's surface, the total distance (D) of a point on the
earth's surface to the energy release is related to the
(FOOTNOT~ONTINUED ON NEXT'AGE)



-- -3.:. .. Ma nitude saturation.. A consequence of the release

of. seismic energy over an extended area is that...peak. ground

motion -in. the near field "saturates." Saturation as we use

the--term here,. refers to an observed physical;„.effect which-

occurs -when two variables or parameters- normally. directly pro-.

portio'nal to each other lose that proportionality. at some=. point

in their. range. Saturation occurs when, as .one-.,of .0he variables

continues to increase in value:,. the other increases. less rapidly.

66/ (FOOTNOTE, CONTINUED FROM PREVXOUS PAGE)

distance (R) to the
following way:

D

surface expression of the fault in the-

Surface
Expression ~ Site.

0
3
7
10
15
30
100

10km
10. 4
12
14
18
3'1
101

Fault D

Energy
Re le as e~

///// ( I'/ / I I I I II /

Within R = 0 to 10, there is only a modest change in D;
For R greater than 10, R and D become nearly the same.
For a very short rupture (i.e., the length of rupture
much less than R or D), the values R and D represent
the epicentral and hypocentral distances, respectively.



...and finally may become constant.. In the graph below, A

saturates: with respect to B.— Magnitude saturation begins67.'/

.when the peak ground motion to. be expected in the near field
of a strong earthquake is no longer. primarily. dependent upon.-

the tota1 release of seismic: energy. Rather, it is more

strongly influenced by the. nature of the faulting, along the
68/rupture adjacent to where the ground motion is measured.—

To, understand the concept of saturation one must appreciate

the full scope of an earthquake movement. In the stress re-

lief process, which. causes. the earthquake oscillationsl a-vide ——-
range of wave motion frequencies — is produced. in the earth.,69/

The, higher the frequency;.the= greater is the attenuation as",

Non--
Saturated

Saturated

Bolt, Tr. 5920, 5876-79; Smith, Tr. 5916-17, 5470, 5889-90
(quoting Hanks-Johnson, see reference fn. 78, infra); Brune,
Tr 792.8 (quoting Ambraseys); Trifunac, Tr. 8993; Smith, fol.
Tr 5490 at 9; R.Tr. 1261, 1272.; Trifunac, fol. R.Tr. 1138
at p. II-2. But see Brune, fol. R.Tr. 601 at pp. 4-5;
Newmark, fol. R.Tr. 534 at pp.. 11-12.

69/ These frequencies can vary from a low of 1 oscillation over
many seconds to 100 or more oscillations per second.



the. waves travel through the earth. While ext:remely.- high,-

frequencies are. present very close to the fault. they. are --.

qu'ickly attenuated, and'aves in the range. of„ 1. to 10- hextz"„...

(wh'ich- are most likely. to damage large buildings.-) — tend; <o70/

predominate in the near-field area. — The lower frequen'cy71/

waves .(less than 1 hertz) are attenuated very slowly- and-. can
72/

be measured. at great distances.—

'agnitude saturation. of peak ground motion occurs .at a;...: . ~

\

near-field, site because the higher frequency waves. from distant

portions of the rupturing fault are attenuated- before they, can:.,

contx'ibute to. motion at that site. Lower frequency waves -from.

the entire rupturing fault may contribute to site motion, but
73/they-are not critical with respect t:o structural damage.—

70/ See D-LL 42, Figure 42-A —A figure on which the natural
frequencies of the major structures at Diablo Canyon are
shown to lie in the range 1-10 hertz. Throughout this
opinion reference will be made to a series of reports which
were prepared by the applicant on specific topics and sub-
mitted. as a part of Appendix D to amendments 50 and 53 to
th'e "Seismic Evaluation for Postulated 7.5M Hosgri Earth-
quake," (hereinafter cited as "Hosgri Report" ), which is
part of the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR). The reports
are identified by the prefix D-LL, and a number. Citat:ions
to reports of this series shall be,'D-LL xx, where xx refers
to the specific report number (see Blume, fol. Tr. 6100, at
30-31). The FSAR was, admitted below as part of App. Exh. A.

71/ Tr. 5528.

7 / '.. '*h . ~~1
73/ Tr. 5970, 5877; Trifunac, fol. R. Tr. 1138, p. ZI-2.
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(a) It is. the- low frequency waves. (about 0.05 -hertz)

measured at great distances that are used,. to..determine the sur.-

f'ace .wave magnitude (MS) of an earthquake, and.these measurements

are-indeed an indication. of the total or integrated energy re- =.
'4'/

lease along. the. entire. length of the ruptured.-:fault.— Closer,-

to the-- source (within 600km), magnitude measurements:=are.made

using the M , or Richter,. scale and are- largely .influenced
by,'aves.-

of frequency greater than

scale. is. considered to- give -the.

earthquake size for engineering

a. few cycles, per second. This,

most appropriate measure- of
75/ *

purposes.—

The'estimony of Dr. Enrique Luco submitted..for the IV-79

reopened: hearing provides us with a graph of values of the MS

of historical earthquakes plotted against values .of M for the.

same earthquakes. —- This. figure shows .that for smaller earth-76/

cpxakes, i.e., below MS or N of about 6, there is little clif-

ference. between those values. But for high M values —that
S.

is for very severe earthquakes involving faulting over great

74/ Smith, fol. Tr 5490 at- pp. 12-13; Tr. 5523-32.

75/ Ibid.
76/ Luco, (follows Trifunac testimony fol. R. Tr. 1138),

Fig. 1-1. (This figure. is taken from an article by
Eanamori, 69 Bull. Seism. Soc. Am. 1645.-70 (1979) ) .



lengths (M . values, as high as 8.2) —the meas'ured M .values
S

are no longer. equivalent to those of MS but.appear to-reach a

maximum in the M = 7.2 to 7.5 range., To be sure-, there is
=some scatter in. the d'ata presented, by Dr., Luco-,in. this. figure,
but the-existence of the saturation effect. displayed by those

77/data cannot be gainsaid.,—

(b) Additional support for the concept of near-field,mo-

tion saturation is provided by data presented in J.X. Exh. 47,

a paper by Thomas C. Hanks and Dennis A. Johnson, referenced.
78/

,by several of the experts who testified. —. The gist of the

Hanks-Johnson report;. is that in the near field. (which the

authors defined essentially as we have done here) the high

frequency acceleration from earthquakes, is a function. of physi-

cal processes related to the fault region near the measuring
79/

point. and is not dependent upon earthquake magnitude.—

Figure 1 of the Hanks-Johnson paper plots measured peak
'I

near.-field accelerations as a function of earthquake magnitude
80/for a number of seismic events. — The figure suggests that,

77/ Tr. 5970.

78/ J.I. Exh. 47, T.C. Hanks and D.A. Johnson, "Geophysical
Assessment of Peak Accelerations," Bull. Seism. Soc. Am.

66, pp. 959-968 (1976) .

79/ Tr. 5889-90.

80/ Both vertical and. horizontal peak accelerations are plotted
in this figure.
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.the peak- accelerations measured are at least to- some extent .

-.dependent on the magni'tude of the earthquake, below M = 4.5te

The authors conclude, after acknowledging that there is- con-

=. siderable scatter in. the data available to them, that- the data

indicate little= or no similar magnitude dependence. above M' 4:.5..

With one exception (a measurement made at Pacoima- Dam. February 9,

1971 for the 6.4M San Fernando Earthquake) of 1.15g, — the plot81/

shows no peak acceleration values greater than approximately

0.8g, —and such. values. were measured. for.-earthquakes below as

well as. above M:- = 5

In his testimony below., applicant.'s witness Dr.

. presented' modified. version of Hanks-Johnson Figure 1 (App.

.Exh.. 61) on. which he had plotted peak, acceleration data for five
additional, earthquakes measured in the near field.— (These82/

data were also presented in tabular form in App. Exh. 62.)

Dr. Seed's data include., a measurement at. 5km (well within the,

near field) for the severe 1978 earthquake at Tabaz, Iran, of

magnitude M = 7.8. Dr. Seed's additional information fully
S

supports Hanks and Johnson's conclusion on saturation. The

maximum acceleration of the new data was 0.95g —but this was

81/ Values of the peak acceleration at Pacoima Dam in this record
vary from 1.15g to 1.2Hg (see, e.cC., Hanks. and Johnson, fn. 78,
su ra, Table 1; Newmark, fol. Tr. 8552, Reference A, p. C-6;
Ho mann, fol. Tr. 8522, p. 5) .

82/ Tr. 10, 104-07 ..
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measured close to 'an earthcpxake of. magnitude-.-5.5;.. the highest

acceleration otherwise measured was 0.8g;

-.At the- reopened hearing, applicant's witness Dr... Blume

presented evidence on magnitude saturation derived from IV-79.
1

Figure 1-10; in, Dr.. Blume's. testimony is. a further refinement

of the Hanks-Johnson figure.. The new figure plots data ob-
83gtained- in the near field of the MS = 6.9 IV-79. event. — In

„this-.case there were a large number of acceleration measure-

ments- made in the near-field region; again, the maximum acceler-

ation measured in that region. reached only 0.8g.

83/ R.Tr. 70; Joint Intervenors'roposed Findings at p. 10.
Staff witness Dr. Rothman reports that the USGS assigned
values of MS = 6..9 and M = 6.6 to the IV-79 event
(fol., R.Tre 536, pp. 4-5g. These are the same values

.cpxoted in Staff Exh. R-1 (pp. 1, 4). Dr. Brune for the
,intervenors,felt that the M value was in the range 6.2
to 6.6 (R.Tr. 757-58). Dr.. Luco agreed with Dr. Brune
that there may be some uncertainty with regard to the

~

~

value, and'e also ascribed a range M = 6.5 to 6.9.
( uco, IV-79 testimony at, pp. 1-2., 1-3.) Both of theseS

witnesses, however, testified that. the USGS
6.9. Applicant's witness Blume used the value M = 6. 6

(Blume, IV-79 testimony, p. I-2.) Ne note also Chat the
recently published USGS Open-File Report 81-365 (March
1981) also uses M = 6.6 for ZV-79 (see p. 176, infra) .
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(c) A number of the witnesses, (and the'authorities they
84/cite) supported. the. idea of. magnitude saturation.. — None-,

however, was wi3;ling to claim that the peak ground motion

measurements displayed. by the original Hanks-Johnson. figure

and its various refinements. necessarily reflect the maximum-

peak motion possible in. the near. field'.— There is agree-, 85/

ment, though, that peak high frequency ground motion in the

near field is primarily dependent upon the nature of. fault
86/rupturing in the vicinity of the measurement site.— There

cannot be total assurance that the measurements made in the

near field to date sample all conditions that might result
\

in 1'arge local values.-of'cceleration., Applicant 's witness

Dr. Bolt expressed. the view, however, that. the physical pro-

perties of the fracturing rocks themselves limit the seismic-

energy locally r'eleasable.—87/

84/ Newmark, fol. Tr. 8552, Ref erence B at, pp. 5-6; Smith,
Tr'. 5916-17, 5941; B'olt, Tr. 5920; Smith, quoting Hanks-
Johnson, Tr. 5889-90; Brune, quoting Ambraseys, Tr. 7928;
Trifunac, Tr. 8993; Newmark, fol. R.Tr. 534, pp. 11-12;
R..Tr. 547.

85/ See, e.cC., Tr. 5895;. Tr. 5940.

86/ Pn. 68, ~su ra.

87/ Tr. 6026.
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(d) Joint intervenors'itness Dr. James Brune did take

a different view of the concept of magnitude saturation.

He.testified that "all statistical correlations .available in
literature indicate an increase in average peak accelerations,

velocities and spectrum of ground motion with.magnitude, with

decreasing, slope. for. larger magnitude." — Citing uncertainties„88/

in. the data for large events, Dr. Brune went on to conclude

that. on the, average peak acceleration values would be greater

for K = 7.5 than for M = 6.5. — While Dr. Brune's position89/

certainly is not an adoption of saturation, in actuality his

testimony differs little from the ideas expressed, by the other

witnesses.

(e) We find, that the physical description that has been

developed for the nature of the earthquake motion in the near

field and the data on peak ground motion that have been pre-

sented in these proceedings (i.e., the Hanks-Johnson figure
and its modifications) provide a convincing case for the con-

cept of magnitude saturation. Put another way, we find that in

the near field, peak high frequency ground motion is largely
independent of earthquake magnitude.

88/ James N. Brune, Testimony on Behalf of Joint Intervenors,
fol. R.Tr.. 601 at p. 7 (under Item D, "Extrapolation
to Y. = 7.5").

89/ Ibid. Di. Brune also testified that the effects of focusing
and high stress drop could result in peak ground accel'aration
values of 2g or higher (Tr. 7923-28) . For further consider-
ation of Dr. Brune's ideas in these areas, see pp. 76-90, infra.



This finding does not discount the possibility that, future

. giound motion records may exceed those previously measured. Nor

do. we ignore the fact that larger magnitude earthquakes give rise
to a greater probability of high peak measurements. (The latter

90/point was in fact maGe in the Hanks-Johnson paper'. —) As appli-
cant,'s witness. Dr.. Smith explained, this is in part due to the

sampling effect —there is a greater chance of'aving a recorder

in the near-field, high-peak acceleration region of a large earth-

quake than a small one because the= near field of a large event

simply covers more- ground.— He further explained that the91/

higher probabiI;ity was also due in part to physical processes,
92/

such as focusing and. local inhomogeneities in the fault zone.—

The significant factor in our finding accords, with the

principal observation of Hanks and Johnson -- that peak motion

in the near field is determined primarily by magnitude-independent,

fault«related processes.,— This circumstance, we conclude, makes93/

it appropriate to use measurements of severe, high frequency

90/ J.I. Exh. 47 at 964.

91/ Tr. 5938-39.

92/ Ibid.
93/ J. I. Exh. 47 at 963 ..
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ground motion in the near field. of smaller earthquakes to infer
properties of, such motion in the near- field -of larger seismic.--

- events. The reason for doing. so is to obtain-:broader-based
'- 'nd hence more reliable data for the seismic:.evaluations-:that

must be made here..

4.. Distance saturation. Another form of. peak ground .

motion. saturation is. associated with the earthquake types .we

have under review.. As we have mentioned (p-;40z,~>< ra)6

the release. of earthquake energy generally- occurs at some depth

beneath- the earth'. surface (e.cC., 10)cn) .. At surface locations

within the near field, therefore, there. is li tie difference .

in the distance between'he measurement site and the region of

rupture. 'hus, within the near-field, region,, the magnitude of

peak ground motion should not be strongly affected by the dis-

tance to the surface expression of the fault (hence, distance

.94'aturation).—

In this .connection, we asked the parties, at, the reopened

hearing to provide us with peak acceleration data from IV-79

plotted with the empirical predictions of peak motion versus
9 5//distance introduced previously before the Licensing Board.—

94/ See fn 66, .~su ra; Tr. 5922; Tr. 8637.

95/ See ALAB-598, ~su ra, 11 NRC at 888; Board Question 1.
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Such. graphs allow a. comparison between experimental. data and

the empirical. curves for predicting the intensity of earthquake ~

motion as a function of fault distance.
r

The responses contained basically two general methods for
plotting earthquake motion with respect to. distance. The appli-

9 6'/ 97/cant s figures— and those in USGS Publication 7 9 5—
in our question to the- parties) both plot the data from various

locations as a function of'he distance to the- 'nearest surface

ex ress ion of the ru turin ortion of 'the fault . Graphs of this

type accept the concept that the significant distance for- deter-

mining the attenuation of high, frequency motion is that to the

nearest portion of an extended region of energy release.

Board witness Dr. Mihailo Trifunac and intervenors witness

Dr. James Brune, however, preferred to plot the peak acceleration

data as. a. function of the distance to a particular point. In
98/Dr. Trifunac' graphs, — that point was the postulated seismic

event' "epicenter," i.e., the point on the earth's surface di-
rectly above the portion of the fault where the rupture ini-

99/tiated.— Dr. Brune's graphs were made with respect to a

96/ Blume, IV-79 Testimony on Question 1, Figures I-l, I-5, I-6,
I-7, I-8, I-9; Seed, IV-.79 Testimony on Question 1, FigureI 2 ~

97/ J.,I. Exh. R-1.
„

98/ Trifunac testimony fol.. R.Tr. 1138, Figures I.l, I.2, I.3.



--hypothesized, "zone of energy release," a region. of limited
- s jat'ial. extent believed by him to be somewhat -removed from

the epicenter (illustrated in J.X. Exh. R-12),—..100/

Figure X«l of Dr.. Blume's IV-79 testimony and Figure. I-2,

= of Dr. Seed's IV-79 testimony on Board Question 1 are compari-

- -sons of the IV-79'ata with predictions based on ear quake
101/models constructed by Dr. Blume (SAM-V)—-and Dr. Seed, re-

spectively. Both models- predict distance saturation in the

.near- field, and; in both cases there is reasonable agreement

between the XV-79 d'ata and the model predictions. Dr.,Smith

testified, that the IV-79 data demonstrate the validity of plot-
ting peak ground motion data with respect to the nearest point

on the ruptured fault, as the technicpxe that best accounts for
102/

the: known physical, nature of'he faulting process.—

100/ Dr. Brune's graphs (J.X. Exhs. 13, 14 and 15 for identifi-
cation) were not admitted into evidence because of the un-
certainty of the points plotted with respect to the unknown
center of energy release. See R.Tr. 877-887.

101/ SAM is an acronym for the Site-Acceleration-Magnitude pro-
cedure formulated by Dr. Blume for estimating the relation-
ships of site, materials, horizontal peak accelerations,
magnitude, and epicentral distance. SAM-V is the latest
modification of the original SAM procedure. See D-LL llB.

102/ R.Tr. 52-59.
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On the other hand, the graphs of measured peak acceleration

ae a,.function of distance to a, point (~.cC., epicenter or zone .of

energy release) display behavior inconsistent..with. the general."..'.

characteristics of the attenuation of earthquake motion predicted;

by physical principles,. —Both Dr. Trifunac"s and- Dr. Brune s,103/

I'raphscontain collections, of data points having a wide spread

of acceleration- values associated with a narrow range of dis-

tance. — These: graphs; appear to be disproportionately influ-
104/'ncecL'y

the .particular arrangement of the. seismographs aligned

across-'he. Imperial Fault rather. than to reflect an accurate
\

representation of physical attenuation processes at work.

In sum-, our review of the IV-79 data displayed in the

various graphs confirms the view that, in a. major fault-related

earthquake, energy is released at depth along an extensive length

of the fault. The data support the concept that peak ground

accelerations in the near field saturate and are not strongly
105/dependent on distance. —This is consistent with the present

103/ R.Tr. 59-61; App. Exhs. R-3 and R-4; R.Tr. 110.

104/ R.Tr. 568.

105/ An obvious exception, of course, would be at locations
directly upon the surface expression of the fault itself.
Here ground motion associated with the displacement of
the fault may occur Tr. 6027.
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understanding of physical earthcpzake mechanisms.=..It follows106/

that empirical models of earthcpxake motion incorporating this.--.

concept ax'e apt to*be. reliable tools fox d'eveloping response.

spectra suitable for. designing structures ta be located in a

potential near-field site.

C. Methodolo Used. to Predict Ground Notion for =

the Diablo Can on Site and the Develo ment of,

the Res onse S ectrum in the. Hos ri Regnal sos

The basic parameters of the ground motion at'he Diablo

Canyon site as a result of a 7'.5M earthquake .on the. Hosgri

Fault .were established by the USGS, whose recommendations in
this area were generally adopted by the NRC staff. = The USGS

.recommendations included a. table of peak ground accelerations for
various magnitude earthcgxakes. For the Diablo Canyon reanalysis,
however, the staff and applicant adopted a ground response

106'r. Blume's IV-79 testimony on Question 1, Figure I-6, shows
the IV-79 peak acceleration data displayed on Figure 4 of
USGS Circular 795, J.I. Exh. R-1. The latter provides
prediction intervals (+ 70%) of peak motion data for three
magnitude 'categories (5. 0-5. 7, 6. 0-6. 4, and 7; 1-7. 6) . Pre-
diction. intervals for magnitude categories are shown for
defined distance ranges. Only the intervals for the 5.0-
5.7 category are defined within the near field (i.e., less
than 10km). The IV-79 data for distances within 10km fall
within the 5.0-5.7 prediction interval. This observation
is consistent with the concept of magnitude saturation in
the near field.
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spectrum anchored. at a high frequency acceleration lower than

the highest peaks- shown in Table 2 of'SGS Circular 672. (J'.Z.
107'/'xh.45) .—Xntervenors complained. that., at least, the USGS

peak. acceleration value should'ave been used to anchor the
10S/response: spectrum.—

As discussed earlier, the device used for the design of a

structure to be subjected, to earthquake tremors is. a response

spectrum. generated for free-field ground motion. This provides

a. measure of. the maximum ground motion over a- frequency range

encompassing the natural frequencies of. systems and structures-

designed to withstand seismic loading..„ For nuclear power plants

sited. beyond, the near field., the usual methodology is to assign

a peak. high frequency ground acceleration. —This peak acceler-109/

ation. then becomes a scaling factor'y which. a standardized

107/ See discussion of this at pp. 58-62 i infra.
108/ LBP-79-26, 10 NBC at 486; J.X. Br. at pp. 16 et ~se

109/ Applicant's witness Dr., Frazier in his 'oral testimony (Tr.
3.0,127-10,129) pointed out that high frequency ground motion
(frequencies greater than 2 hertz) is attenuated very rapidly
in the shallow layers of the earth. This attenuation can be
as high as a factor of 10 in one kilometer of near-.surface
travel for a wave with a frequency of 10 hertz. However<
these high frequency waves do travel with low attenuation in
the deep, more competent rock and. reach the surface at fairly
steep angles by diffraction from the low lying rock strata.
Thus, some high frequency motion may be present at a large
distance from the source but except in the very near field
where horizontal components are still unattenuated, the high
frequency waves found at the surface arrive at steep angles.
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110/response spectrum—may be adjusted to reflect ground motion-

conditions anticipated at the site. —The standard response~ lli/
spectrum was. developed by averaging over individual response

spectra-generated .from ground motion record@-.taken at. a number

of si;tes, in the United States. and is. given in Regulatory- Guide

1.60, a document which also outlines. how this methodology. is
to be applied.—112/

Although the standard. response spectrum of Regulatory

,Guide 1.60 was generated conservatively, the data that went
113/--into it. was recorded'ainly at far-field locations.. — The .

Diablo Canyon site, however, is situated in the near field
of the Hosgri Fault and on a rock foundation. Because of this,

. the staff and the applicant concluded that the Regulatory Guide

1.60 spectrum might not be the best representation of the ground

motion to be expected at the Diablo site from a 7.5M event on

110/ See fn. 40, ~su re

111/ Tr. 8328.

112/ Tr. 8583-86.

113/ Ibid.
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the Hosgri.. They. therefore elected to adopt-.a.'methodology foi
developing a spectrum to be used in the Hosgri reanalysis that
in their judgment, would correspond to the actual. Diablo Canyon-

site conditions.—114'/

The decision to elect a: different methodology was neither

impermissible nor inconsistent with Regulatory Guide 1.60. The
115/guides., advisory rather than obligatory,—explain on, their

face* that they "'are issued to describe and make available to

the public methods acceptable to„ the [NRC] Regulatory staf f of
- implementing specific parts. of the Commission s regulations,

to delineate techniques- used by the staff in..evaluating specific„

problems or postulated accidents, or to provide guidance to

applicants.. Regulatory Guides are- not substitutes for regulations

and compliance with them is,. not required. Methods and solutions

different from those set out in
if they provide a basis for the

the guides will be acceptable

findings requisite to the issu-

ance or continuance of a permit or license by the Commission."

As we mentioned, the event specified to control the seismic

response of the Diablo Canyon facility is a 7.5M earthquake on

the Hosgri Fault adjacent to the facility. This magnitude was

114/ Newmark, fol. Tr. 8552, Reference B at p. 6; Tr. 8639.

115/ Porter Count Cha ter v. AZC, 533 F.2d 1011, 1016 (7th
. Cxr.), certiorari denied, 429 U.S. 945 (1976).



suggested by the USGS, despite the opinions .oZ the. applicant ...
I

.and the staff that Hosgri probably would not. be *the site of. an... ---.

116/earthquake of this size.—

Zn addition to specifying the magnitude of the earthquake

to be expected on the Hosgri Fault,. the USGS advised.'the NRC

staff with regard. to the peak ground acceleration that might

.. be expected in the near. field, of such an. event.: Xts recommen-

dation rs included as, Appendix C to the Safety.=.Evaluation .Re-.

.port, (SER).. Supplement 4, issued May 1976.. Xn. conclusion. 7'p.
C-16), the USGS states:

Consequently, we feel that an appropriate
earthquake for this site should be de-
scribed- in terms of near-fault horizontal
ground motion. A technique for such a
description is presented in the Geological
Survey Circular 672 entitled "Ground Mo-
tion Values for Use in the Seismic Design
of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System"
[1972] - 117/

116/ Stepp, fol. Tr. 8484, p. 31; Blume, fol. Tr.6100 at p. 16.
The previous discussion regarding the saturation of earth-
quake ground motion with respect to earthquake magnitude
leads at most to a weak correlation between magnitude and
peak acceleration. Thus, the contest over the size of the
earthquake to be expected on the Hosgri loses some of its
significance. The magnitude of the event is important,
however, to the extent'that it effects the likelihood that
the Diablo Canyon site would be in the near field of that
portion of the fault which ruptures during the earthquake.
Clearly, the Diablo Canyon facility is more apt to be ad-
jacent to a long rupture along the Hosgri Fault than to a
short. one..

117/ Z. Z. Exh. 45.
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:- -- --: In particular, Table 2 of Circular 672 .-:is-'labeled "Near-,.

fault: horizontal ground motion." In that table are pre'sented

values of peak absolute horizontal accelerations that might.be-

expected for earthquakes of varying magnitudes. — For the118/

ground. motion record'. that. might be generated by a. 7.5M earth-

quake-, Table 2 indicates a. high peak of acceleration of 1.15g;

a second highest peak of lg; a fifth largest peak of 0.85; and

a tenth largest peak of 0.65g., Presumably, then, the table

could be used to generate a simulated ground motion record of

a 7.5 magnitude earthquake.

In discussing how the. ground motion values of Table 2

could be used to determine a structural response spectrum (for..

the design of the Alaska pipeline), the authors of Circular 672

suggest that design values of motion be derived by modifying

the ground motion values- of Table 2 to allow for various mecha-

nisms in the vibratory response of a structure. The USGS reply

to the NRC recommending the use of Circular 672 (see R. 60, ~su ra)

similarly explains that:
It is our intention that the ground motion values
as exemplified by Table 2 "Near-fault horizontal

118/ The peak ground motion values displayed in USGS Circular 672
show. a definite increase in expected peak ground motion as
a function of earthquake magnitude, although there is a de-
creasing rate of increase, for the larger magnitude events
(i.e., there is no strong saturation with magnitude indi-
cated for earthquakes of magnitude up to 7.5).
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ground motion" of Ref. 4 [i.e, USGS 672)
for magnitude 7. 5 be used to form the basis.-
of a desex'iption of the earthquake- postulated
to have the potential for occurring on the
Hosgri Fault at a point nearest to the Diablo
Canyon site, subject. Co the conditions placebo,.
on these values. in Ref. 4.. The earth ake
so described should be used zn t e'era.vatxon
of an effect>ye en ineering acceleration for..
input into, Che process leadxng to the seisma,c .. ~

design analysis.
Ibid;. (smphasis added)

r

- - Thus, the USGS'ecommended'ot only the magnitude of the

earthquake, but also a maximum peak ground acceleration .for

such an event and the use of some form of "effective acceler-

ation" as the basis, for a. response spectrum .to be used in the

reanalysis. —Although,. as we have noted,. the "effective
acceleration" concept is: one that the joint intervenors and

the Govexnor find objectionable, it is the approach suggested

by the USGS both in its original recommendations to the NRC

and again supported in the testimony of a USGS official before

the Licensing Board. — On the other hand, the USGS made no120/

suggestion regarding how that effective acceleration might be

determined or what its magnitude might be relative to the peak

ground motion values presented in Table 2.

119/ We note inter alia that in a concluding sentence of the
section entitled "Design Approach (p. "3), the authors
of USGS Circular 672 state: "Finally., smoothed tripartite
logarithmic response spectra are constructed from the de-
sign seismic motions by the general procedure of Newmark
and Hall

120/ Devine, Tr. 8330-31.
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Our review. of the. record below discloses that it-was

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff,, guided by its: con-

sultant and. primary witness Dr. Nathan Newmark,, who developed

the basic design response spectrum to be used for the- Diablo

Canyon reanalysis. This. process is described in Dr. Hewmar'k-"s

121/direct testimony (fol. Tr. 8552, Reference A).—

It is not entirely clear how the anchor point" acceler-

ation of'.75g ultimately settled upon for the basic response

spectrum was actually obtained. Dr. Newmark referred to a

relationship provided in a paper by N.C. Donovan relating

ground. motion to distance from an earthquake source which yielded,

a maximum ground acceleration of 0.75g.— On the other hand,"'22/

further reading of Reference A reveals that he generated response

spectra for the= ground motion recorded at Pacoima Dam (a record

which includes a peak acceleration of'.2g, somewhat larger than

recommended for a 7.5M event in. Table 2 of USGS Circular 672) .

He then compared these spectra with an. idealized design spectrum

that was roughly equivalent to the standard spectrum appearing

121/ Reference A of Dr. Newmark's testimony was previously pub-
lished as Appendix C to Supplement 5 of the Diablo Canyon
Safety Evaluation Report (SER). Although i;n his direct
testimony .Dr. Newmark referred to an effective acceleration,
under cross-examination he stated that 'he did not employ
the concept. Tr. 9287, 9275-76,. 9321; R.Tr. 544.

122/ Newmark, fol. Tr. 8552, Reference A, at C-3.
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= in Regulatory Guide 1.60. He then observed .that. the .Pacoima..

Dam-spectrum was virtually bounded by the idealized.'spectrum

when the latter was anchored at the high frequency end; wt..
123/ IQ.75g-= Except for frequencies in excess of'bout. 13; cycles

'er

second and for very small excursions at several somewhat.

lawer frequencies, the Pacoima Dam response, spectrum lies. be-
124/

Row. the.-idealized Newmark, spectrum anchored at 0.75g.. —. Be-

.cause the Pacoima Dam spectrum- was generated;.using ground.mo- ...
. tion. records having the largest peak horizontal acceleration

125/measure-ed,— Dr.. Newmark explained that the -idealized spectrum-

anchored at 0.75g was, in, his. opinion, a conservative upper

limit of the motion that might be expected at Diablo Canyon

and indeed was responsive to the USGS recommendations that the

peak ground, motion of 1.15g be, "'associated" with a 7.5N earth-

quake on the Hosgri Fault.—126/

123/ Zd at C-4, also Figures 1A, 1B, 18 and 19'.

124/ Tr. 9275-76, 8589-90.

125/ Newmark, fog.. Tr. 8552, Reference A, at p. C-4.

126/ Having thus established a basic response spectrum, Dr.
Newmark then allowed for a reduction in'the response in the
higher frequency portion of this spectrum, the so-called
"tau effect," for certain of the. larger structures at. the
Diablo Canyon site. The tau effect reduction is also con-
sidered to be inappropriate by the intervenors; the entire
guestion of'ts validity is discussed at pp. 114-145, infsa.
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Zn his direct testimony, applicant's'itness Dr. John Blume

outlined a- different approach which he used to determine the

response spectrum fox the Diablo Canyon reanalysis (fol. Tr.

6100 at pp. 39-41). Dr. Blume generated a response spectrum

from each of several strong motion records obtained from x'ela-

tively intense near-field records on. rock sites. From these

records he generated a smooth idealized average spectrum and

scaled the. amplitude of the resulting spectxum to a high fre-

quency anchor point acceleration of 0.75g.—127/

The- results obtained by Dr.. Newmark for -the staff and

Dr. Blume for the applicant yielded basic design spectra (and

spectra. modified for the tau'ffect) not greatly different from

one another. Xn employing those spectra for the Diablo Canyon

reanalysis, the staff's approach was to use the one which gave

the largest magnitude of motion for the particular frecpxency

range and structux'e being considered;. in other words, the staff

adopted the highest magnitude portions of both the Newmark and

Blume design spectra.—128/

127/ Dr. Blume seems to have accepted Dr. Newmark's recommen-
dation of a 0.75g as an anchor point. He agreed that the
concept of effective acceleration was valid, but added in
his opinion that. a lower value of effective acceleration
would have been more appropriate for the Diablo Canyon
site. Tr. 4'495.

128/ Tr. 6836;,Tr. 8594; Knight, fol. Tr. 8696 at p. 10. Also
.eee pp. 138-140, infra..
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The Licensing Board approved this methodology.--(LBP-79-26,

10 NRC at 486-89); we turn now to the joint .intervenors'ex-

ceptions: to that portion of the decision belmw.-;,
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INTERVENORS'HALLENGE TO THE'PPROPRIATENESS

AND VALIDITY.OF THE BASIC DESIGN SPECTRUM

DEVELOPED FOR THE'IABLO CANYON REANALYSIS

A. The Use of Effective Acceleration

The gravamen, of intervenors'omplaint involves the design

spectrum used- for the- Diablo Canyon reanalysis.. In their view,

to represent the maximum vibratory ground motion associated with

a 7.5 magnitude earthquake on the Hosgri, that spectrum should.

at least have been anchored at the 1.15g peak ground acceleration
129/value given in Tab3.'e 2 of USGS Circular 672.—

129/ J..I. Exh. 45.



Their first obj.ection goes to "he use of a 0,.-7:5.anchor

'point: acceleration, a challenge which they base on,:both: legal

and:-technical considerations. First, they assert. this yalue -.

does not satisfy the requirements of Appendix=A to:-.10. CFR -Part

100 ( -Seismic and. Geologic Siting Criteria for Nuc1ear- Power

Plants"=).. Section VZ of that Appendix ("Application ta .Engi-

neering Design" ) provides in pertinent part",=--

4 Vg

(a) Vibrato Ground Mo'tion —(1) Safe Shutdown
th *k. * vg d ~p

by the.Sa e Shutdown Earthquake shall be deEineG=
by response spectra corresponding to the maximum..;--
vibrato accelerations at the elevations of, the

oundations o the nuclear power plant structures
* * *. (Emphasis: supplied.)

The 1,.15g figure is the value of peak acceleration for .

a 7.5K earthquake as given in Table 2 of USGS 'Circular. 672.

It.does not necessarily follow that this figure corresponds

to the "maximum vibratory acceleration" ment'ioned in Appendix

A to Part 100. As we have explained before, "under any rule

of reason, however, that requirement must be understood to

have reference to effective maximum acceleration." — In„130/

the Seabrook hearing, "Dr. Newmark testified without contra-

130'/ Public Service Co. of New Ham shire (Seabrook Station,
Unz.ts 1 and 2), ALAB-422, 6 NRC 33, 63 (1977) (emphasis
in original), reversed'n other 'unds, CLI-80-33, 12
NRC 295 (1980).
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diction that the= highest, acceleration peaks; are associated

with the highest frequency ground waves. These high frequency
4

wave's would. be fully record'ed by the relatively.'small and corn=

pact seismographs, but yet would have no significant 'effect in'=
„131/the large massive structures of a. nuclear facility."—In

short, the scientific validity of the effective acceleration cori-

cept to one: side, the Board below correctly dfstingui;shed be-

—.. tween--measurements of peak acceleration and
I'ffective, accele- ——'-

'ration., See- LBP-79-26,, lp NRC at 486.

A more fundamental objection is the. argument, advanced

by Dr., Enrique. Luco, that: there exists no physical basis for a.,

reduction from- the peak, measured acceleration to an effective
acceleration —. Testifying for joint intervenors in the Licen-l32/

sing Board hearing, Dr. Luco offered the following criticism in

response to a question by intervenors'ounsel (Tr. 8893):

Q. * -* * Could you indicate what your problem is
with the use of the effective acceleration
values that have been designated for the
response spectra? I think in this case the
effective acceleration which serves as a
zero period limit for the Newmark spectra
is 0.75g.

A. The main problem I have with this re-
duction for effective acceleration is that
no sound physical basis has been given for
that reduction. The only argument, that I

131/ Kb1d.

l32/ Tr. 8867-8895. Another of intervenors'itnesses,
Dr Mihailo Trifunac, expressed similar doubts about
"'the concept of effective acceleration." Tr. 8973.
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could consider —and it has been mentioned: —.

is that in many cases the structures seem to,.
or appear to be stronger than they were designed-.-
for. Or that the structures that in the paper
are supposed to fail do not fail

;.'.-.. expert witnesses. who testified on behalf of the.-staff. and

applicant, however, strongly supported the use .of an- effective
acceleration. Applicant's witness Dr. Blume. explained that peak

ground; motion records often reflect spikes of..short duration.-
--- He stressed'hat these. have. little energy associated with them.-

and simply have no structural significance or. impact on a.re-
133/

sponse spectrum. —He backed his. statements -.with detailed—
analyses showing that "clipping" high acceleration. peaks from

time history of motion records has. but minor-. effect. on the
134/response spectra developed from those records; —. He also

relied on empirical evidence to support his point that high

acceleration spikes are not significant from the standpoint of

building damage. Dr. Blume referred to observations of a

133/ Blume, fol. Tr. 6100 at p., 19.

134/ Ibid; see a3.so D-LL.30.
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number- of structures that. survived in the near field of earth-.

quakes despite peak acceleration measurements, at leveXs where

damage would have been expected were those spikes truly..in-..... "

135/
. dicative of effective acceleration. —Applicant.'..s .witness .

- Dz;. Bruce Bolt agreed. with Dr. Blume that. the very,- high fre-
quency peak accelerations= have little significance for struc-

13 6/tural design.—

Moreover,'in the Pacoima. Dam record, wh'ere the 'reco'rded.

peak accelerations, include an acceleration. spike of 1.2g,
E

Dr.. Newmark's response. spectrum (anchored at 0..75g) virtually
137/

enveloped'. the response- predicted, by the measured,- ground motion,—
indicating that the. high, peak acceleration had little or no

effect on the, calculated response to the: Pacoima Dam event.

(Those calculations also provide the quantitative basis for

the assignment of the- anchor point or effective acceleration

at 0.,75g. )—13 8/

Finally, the USGS itself accepts the use of effective

acceleration in seismic design. The concept was included in

that agency's recommendation to NRC that the peak acceleration

135/ Blume, fol. Tr. 6099 at pp. 21-25. Dr. Newmark made similar
observations at Tr. 8638-39.

136/ Tr. 5846-48.

137/

138/

See pp. 63-64, ~su ra.

See p. 64, ~su ra
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values of, USGS Circular 672 be employed in the,.Diablo Canyon .- -...
139/reanalysis. — And at the Licensing Board .hearings,. a USGS

---'witness called, by the staff, Dr. James. Devine,-:express',y. repre-,
-: sented'hat his agency approved the concept of.-effective acceler.—

ation- as an acceptable approach to deriving response spectra- for.

nuclear power plants.—140/

Xn the. circumstances, for the reasons discussed-. we .find .

that the use of an anchor point or effective. acceleration- lower..

than the peak ground acceleration is a physically.. valid and-.

acceptable procedure for structures in the near field. Xn

our judgment, this finds particular confirmation .in the fact
that the Newmark spectrum, anchored at 0.75g, virtually en-

velopes the response spectra generated by ground motion records

containing an acceleration spike of 1.2g..

B Use of the Pacoima Dam Record

Drs. Luco and. Trifunac, testifying for the joint intervenors,

objected to Dr. Newmark's use of the Pacoima- Dam record as the*-

basis for his redesign response spectrum. They pointed out that
C

139/ See pp- 61-62'su ra

140/ Tr. 8332-33. Dr. Devine did not endorse the precise anchor
point chosen by Dr. Newmark. He indicated that as USGS geo-
physicists it was their duty to provide engineers with
ground motion data, without. presuming how these data would
be used to anchor ground motion spectra (Tr. 8331).
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the 1971 San Fernando earthquake (which produced. the Pacoima,

Dam record) had a-, magnitude of 6.5 whexeas the Hosgri event

;specified for the Diablo„ Canyon SSE is an. earthquake with a

- magnitude of 7.5.— Xn their view, the spectrum developed..
141/'sing

the Pacoima Dam record would be appropriate only if .the

plant were to be designed. for a 6.5M event. —. (Dr. Trifunac,142/

however, added his opinion that 6.5 rather than 7.5 is the

appropriate magnitude to expect at Diablo Canyon from a Hosgri

earthquake. On this basis he accepted the basic Hewmark design
~ ~

spectrum —i.e., uncorrected for the tau effect —. as adequate

for the plant. —), Both witnesses. expressed the belief that,143/

for a 7.5M 'event, the response spectrum should be anchored at

the 1.,15g peak, acceleration value given in USGS Circular 672.—144/

We discussed, in the previous section (pp. 63-64, ~su ra) the

rationale for using the Pacoima Dam record to characteriz'e a

7.5M event. That ground motion record has the highest peak--

horizontal ground acceleration ever measured, even though there

have been several recordings made in the near fields of larger

141/ See J.Z. Br. at pp.. 27-28.

142/ Licensing Board Exh. 2C (Dr. Luco's comments to the
ACRS dated May 30, 1978) at p. l.

143/ Tr. 8971, 8985.

144/ Tr. 8872-77 (Dr. Luco); Tr, 8974-75 (Dr. Trifunac) .



earthquakes. — Our previous findings regarding near-fi.eld145/

saturation of peak acceleration with magnitude-. (see pp. 42-52,.

~su ra)- suggest that the pacoima Dam record is characteristic of

the. strongest horizontal motion in the near .field..of..any
1

large earthquake. If anything, the Pacoima Dam record is
~ - widely- believed to overstate the- maximum ground motion in the

1971 San Fernando event because the record was. taken on a ridge-

which, acting like' structure, tended to magnify the.acceler-

ation. — Finally, the San Fernando earthquake was generated146/

by thrust faulting., which causes near-field motion of greater

magna,tude than would an event triggered by a- strike-slip fault
like the Hosgri.—147/

We find- these factors sufficient to justify the use of

the Pacoima Dam record as. the basis for a near-field ground

145'/ Tr. 10,103-105.

146/ See Smith fol.. Tr. 5490 at p. *26; Tr. 8529; Tr. 10,085-88,
10,093-94; Tr. 10,104-05; Int. Exh. R-1'(USGS 795) at p. 25;
D-LL 12.

147/ Tr. 8617-18. In response to a question on cross-examination
Dr. Newmark explained the physical basis"for expecting greater
motion from a thrust fault than from a strike-slip fault like
the Hosgri. Tr. 8624. Hee also p. 49, ~su ra
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response spectrum for a 7.5M event and that,'the procedures

followed'n that basis took proper
148/commendations.—

account of the USGS'c-

148/ witnesses for the applicant. and the staff testified that
the USGS Circular 672, Table 2 peak acceleration values
were extremely conservative. and, in their view, included
an unjustifiably strong magnitude dependence of peak.
acceleration (see, e.cC., Bolt, Tr. 5874-78; Smith,
fol. Tr. 5490 at pp. 27-28; Tr,. 5470; Newmark, .Tr,.9287-
89; Hofmann, Tr., 8538).

ZV-79 provided a. statistically significant set of near'=
field data for evaluating the Circular's predictions;
we reviewed them for that purpose. Table Z of USGS 67Z
presents values of'xpected- peak near-field horizontal
acceleration for earthquakes of various magnitudes (pre-
sumably MS magnitudes, because the scale goes up to M =

8.5; see pp. 45-46., ~su ra.) Por M = 6.5. and M =. 7.0',
the predicted highest peak accelerations set forth in

. the table are 0..9g and 1.05g respectively.

Figure I-1. of Dr. Blume's IV-79 testimony on Question 1
is, a, plot of. 35 values of uncorrected peak accelerations
recorded during lV-79 within 10km of the fault. The
highest peak, recorded at the Bond's Corner station.--- —-=

(3km), is. 0.8lg. The next highest peaks shown are one
at 0..71g (lkm) and two at about 0.65g (-3-4km) . Nine
of the 35 values exceed or equal 0.5g. Thus for 35
near-field recordings of peak ground motion for an
earthquake of magnitude M = 6.5 — 7.0 (see fn. 83I
p. 48, ~su ra), not a single peak acceleration falls in-
to the range ~ 0.9g to 1.05g predicted by Table 2 of
Circular 672. The ZV-79 data thus lend support to
the position that, Table 2 predictions of near-field
peak: horizontal accelerations are conservative, i.e.,
they tend to predict. overly high results.
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C.. Focusin and Hi h Stress Dro

- Joint intervenors. also contend that even were -the -Diablo

=--- Canyon response spectrum anchored at 1.15g, .i;.t.would,,not-,be
„149/conservative. They assert that in some regions-.-..-"focusing;" —.

"high stress drop," or both together could. produce-accelerations

of 2g or more. Intervenors'ase on this point was presented
- principally through their witness Dr James -N, Brune. —

,
The150/

: Licensing Board, however, rejected Dr. Brune's. evidence as

speculative. Noting that. focusing is not a--.new phenomenon,"

the Board stressed. inter alia that only two -instances of acceler-

ation .in excess of 1.15g have ever been recorded and neither

approached the 2g level hypothesized by intervenors'itness.
LBP-79-26, 10 NRC at 489.

149/ Focusing or directivity (we believe the terms may be used
interchangeably) refers to an enhancement of vibratory
earthquake motion along the direction of fault propagation.
Staff witness Dr. Robert L. Rothman explained in the re-
opened hearing that "[t]he focusing effect results from
constructive interference of signals whose velocity is
close to that of the rupture propagation velocity." Fol.
R.Tr. 536 at p. 13. His testimony contains an illustrative
,figure taken from an original work on the subject. Id. at
Fig. 4. The effect was also described as a seismic Doppler
effect. Frazier, IV-79 testimony at p. VII-2. See also
Tr. 5878-82.

150/ J.I. Exh. 66 at 3-10 et scca. In the reopened hearing on
IV-79, Dr. Brune appeared as the Governor's witness on
this issue, fol. R.Tr. 601.
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dd', h (' d d"h~
that the focusing and stress drop phenomena are important: new:

saf'ety- z.ssues raised- for the first time by Dr:.. Brune. - . He there-.-.
151/- fore argues that,. under our Indian Point, decM on;—the

Licensing Board erred in. not seeking further, evidence. to resolve

h

l.. ~., h' d d 'hd h

sing Board, Dr.. Brune stated that focusing "can lead to acceler-

ations and velocities-. amplified by more than a factor of 2 in a

sector of about + 5'rom the direction of fault propagation."—
He added. that, as a result of'he direction of strike in the

Hosgri Fault northwest of the site, "[e]nergy released about 20 .kmd
~

'pthe- fault could be focused nearly directly at the Diablo Canyon

site "— (Because the Hosgri changes direction as it appioaches.

closer to the site, seismic energy released within 20km of Diablo

Canyon would presumably be directed in a focusing. zone which does

nct include the facility. See p. 21, ~au 'ra, pig.. 3) .

151/ Consolidated, Edison Co. o'f New'ork (Indian Point, Units
1 I 2 & 3) I ALAB 3 19 g 3 NRC 188 1976) ~

152/ Z.I. Exh. 66, at- 3'-2.

153/ Id. at 3-13.
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Dr. Brune's direct testimony on focusing was essentially ...

theoretical. Zt included several analytical.and laboratory
- studies by himself and others in which the phenomenon had..;been

- demonstrated. —As'ctual examples of focusing.,-. however-~
154/'r.

Brune cited only the 1971 San. Fernando (Pacoima Dam), and.
E

1940 Parkfield earthquakes. He testified that, in those

„ events,. focusing enhanced the velocity of the -seismic ground
~ 155/motion..—

156/.. During questioning at the hearing below,—Dr. Brune

acknowledged that in the cases of the earthquakes- at. Parkfield

(NS 6.3) and 1940 Imperial Valley (MS about 7), seismic record.-

ings within 20km of the rupturing faults and. in the direction
.. of their propagation revealed no unusual values- of acceleration

due to focusing..— Dr. Brune testified that the phenomenon of157/

154/ Id. at 3-10 to '3-13.

155/ Id at 3-10. As we have mentioned, (8n. 70," supr'a), the
evidence indicates that the important structures and systems
at Diablo Canyon have relatively high natural frequencies.
At high frequencies, the critical seismic motion parameter is
not velocity or displacement but acceleration. Blume, IV-79
testimony at pp. ZZZ-2 to IZI-3. Neither point is in dispute.

156/ Tr. 7941-8084, 8114-8129.

157/ Tr. 8030-8039; see, also J.Z. Exh. R-6, Table 3-3 and Table
3-4. Applicant's witness Dr. Frazier agreed that focusing
was recorded at Parkfield, where the peak acceleration at the
station, near. the fault (f2) was 0.5g (IV-79 testimony, p.
VII-3).
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=: 'seismic focusing had, been demonstrated, but he added =that it was:-

158/--.- not. known how effective it is in actuality.=. : Ke. agreed -.that

-focusing. was more apt to be noticed for waves. of .low frequencies..

.-than. for high frequencies. —Finally, he:asserted tha~ddi--159/

tional field evidence is needed to demonstrate the significance

of focusing and that further analytical modeling-of .the pheno-

menon is- called for.— On redirect examination, Dr, Brune,160/

admitted that the model. he used. as one basis for his focusing

predictions could; not. be claimed to be reliable 'and that the
161j-calculations should be made more realistically.—

.Nith regard to the IV-79 earthquake (which we- reopened

the. record, to consider), the Xmperial Fault ruptured right
through an 'array of seismographs. Dr. Brune. agreed that, there

162/was. no clear evidence of focusing at this seismic event. —- .

r

158/ Tr. 8011-12; see also Tr. 8028-30, 8041-42.

159/ Tr. 8016-17.

160/ Tr. 8028-29, 8042, 8091, 8104.

161/ Tr. 8135-36. At this point Dr. Brune also volunteered the
modeling technique of Archalita and Frazier as being capable
of helpful calculations. - Tr. 8138.

162/ Brune, fol. R.Tr. 601- at p. 8.
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He suggested, however, that further analyses -of the. data and

rqpture mechanism might show that the XV-79.earthquake would

be "better represented as a sequence of multiple-events. than

as, a 'continuous. rupture," and, if such. were;.the case,.-".that

focusing from a more continuous rupture would .have led to

even higher accelerations."—„163/

The applicant and staf f dispute Dr. Brune ' position on=

- the importance of focusing. Zn their view,, to the extent that .

focusing. has a significant effect in actual events, it is already

accounted for as part and. parcel of the seismic records that.

already exist. — Their witn'esses testified, moreover, that- 164/

no accelerations as high as those expected by Dr. Brune have

163/ Ibid.
164/ Tr. 5878-81 (Bolt); Rothman, fol. R. Tr. 536 at p. 13;

Edwards, XV-79 testimony, VII-3; Smith," fol. Tr. 5490 at
p. 26. While Dr. Brune agrees that focusing is a part
of all earthquakes, he holds to the opinion that, to this
date, records may not have been made in the maximum direc-
tion of focusing. Tr. 8075.

The matter of focusing in the Pacoima Dam record has led
eo considerable conrroversy (see, e.cC., Gov. prooosed
Findings, pp. 56 -57). The subject was consider'ed in
detail before the Licensing, Board (cross-examination of
Drs. Bolt and Frazier, Tr. 5880-5887) . A review of that
discussion reveals that a study by T.A. Eaton, with which
those applicant witnesses appeared to agree, hypothesized
that in the early stages of the 1971 San Fernando event,
there was rupturing'oward Pacoima Dam with considerable
focusing, which caused a large velocity pulse (a "fling")

in the record (Tr. 5884) . The peak acceleration associated
with this pulse was 0.4g (Tr. 5886) . The large high fre-
quency= peak acceleration of about 1.20g, for which the
(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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ever'een. measured, adding their judgment, that;none.is reason-=..

ably likely to occur.. — They further stressed that .the posi.-.165/

tion of Diablo Canyon site with respect to the Hoagri Fault. was
166/

such that focusing effects are not to be expected= —.

The question whether the Diablo Canyon site is situated

so as to experience the focusing of a rupture on the Hosgri

Fault.was strongly contested. Under cross-examination before

the Licensing Board, Dr., Brune concluded tha4.-the probability
167/of -focusing at any particular site is low.—.

- At the reopened.

hearings, he: suggested that his testimony before the Board had

164/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE) .—

Pacoima record is best known, occurred later in the ground
motion record and. was not related to the focusing.'(Tr 5S85-
87; see also J.Z.. Exh. 47, fn. 78, ~su ra) .

In developing a response spectrum from the Pacoima Dam
record, the motions included in the entire record were
utilized in the procedure (Newmark, fol. Tr. 8552, Ref-
erence A, pp. C-3 to C-10; Reference B, pp. 5-6; also
see pp. 63-64, su ra). Thus the spectrum incorporates the
effects of both t e velocity pulse due to focusing and
the high frequency peak acceleration..

165/ Tr. 5878; see also Z;I'. Exh. 47.

166/ Smith, fol. Tr. 5490, p. 27; Edwards, IV-79 testimony,
pp. VII-3 to 4; Frazier, IV-79 testimony, p. VII-12.

167/ Tr. 8140-44.
Fig. 44.

See also Hamilton-Jahns, fol. Tr. 4459 at
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been misconstrued —.in particular, that'he restriction. of
'U

focusing to a + 5'ector was: too stringent and that different:::.=
maps of the fault yield different distances-between the.»ablo,
facility and that, portion of the fault aligned for focusing -to-,--,

ward the site. — Our review of the record on this quest'ion.168/

3.eads us: to conclude that focusing of earthquake motion due to.

a rupture- on the Hosgri Fault does not present. a credible like-
lihood- of exceeding the Diablo Canyon seismic design spectrum.

We are guided to this result primarily by the fact that the

focused, motion must travel some 20km —to reach the site and1'69/

that the damaging higher frequencies of. this. motion vill be

preferentially attenuated in. traveling this distance.—17 0/

168/ R. Tr. 619-.623

169/ See p. 77, ~su ra (Dr. Brune' own estimate) .

170/ Edwards IV-79 testimony, p. VII-4. At the IV-79 hearing,
Dr. Brune testified that motion from an apparent short
splay of the Hosgri Fault, ending some 3.8km from Diablo
Canyon, could be focused directly 'at the site (R.Tr. 623).
Applicant's witness Nr. Hamilton offered the opinion that
such a splay would not participate in a major earthquake
on the Hosgri (R.Tr. 321-22). Dr. Frazier for the appli-
cant was of the opinion that the splay would be capable
of generating little more than a magnitude 3 event (R.Tr.
317). And Dr. Devine of the USGS, testifying for the
staff, said that he. did, not believe the feature existed,
and thus did not consider it "capable " (R.Tr. 939-40).
We do not believe the splay represents a reasonable source
of earthquake motion beyond those already being considered
in the plant's design.
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At the reopened hearing, both the staff:,-and the- applicant-

presented testimony (and Dr. Brune agreed.) %at the- peak hori-,
'zontal acceleration values of IV-79 show no .-.indication oC.

171/focusing'. The applicant'. principal witness..on focusing.

phenomena. in general was Dr,. Gerald Frazier. —Dr.'razier172/

outlined his analytical simulation of earthquake motion .on the

Hosgri. Fault;.: He used a, model developed by the TERA Corporation

that. followed procedures: he helped to, d'evelop,that are. described...

by him in published. papers.—173/
4

171/ See, e.cC., Brune, toi.. R Tr. 601, p. 8 . (Section E); Frazier,
ZV-79 testimony,, p. VZI-4; Rothman, fol. R. Tr. 536, pp. 13-
14 and Figure 5. As shown in Figure 5;. several recording
stations are within the sector that Dr. Brune considered
susceptible to focusing. The absence of focusing was strong-
ly supported by applicant's witness Dr. Edwards (IV-79
testimony on Board Question 7).

172/ See Frazier, ZV-79 testimony on Board Question 7.

173/ J.I. Exh. R-6 at pp. 2-1 et seq. J..Z. Exhs. R-6,. R-7, R-S,
and R-9 were a Final RepoM ET'upplements I, ZI,'na III,
produced by TERA Corporation in support of the San Onofre
Nuclear Power Plant licensing "proceeding. The Final Re-
port sets out in detail the model used, and the results of
testing it, using the 1966 Parkfield, 1940 Zmperial Valley,
and 1976 Brawley earthquakes; Supplement I presents com-
putations of. earthquake mot'~on at San Onofre; Supplement ZZ
is a test, of a modified version of the model against the
1933 Long Beach and..1971 San Fernando earthquakes; and
Supplement IZZ is a comparison of predictions of the model
with data taken at .IV-79 (see R.Tr. 1357-64).. The rele-
vant portions of thes'e exhibits were admitted into evidence.
R. Ti. 1133-34.
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Dr...Frazier's ca3.culated results for values .af various
' types. of rupture along the Hosgri indicate that some, focusing,

effects; are possible- at Diablo Canyon. For rthe: hypothetical...
ruptures; considered, however, at least two af which. are..greater

174/than. 7M —,, the mean. peak horizontal accelerations-he calcu-
S,

lated. never exceeded 0.58g, and the values- of. peak acceleration

were.. relatively independent of the length of fault assumed to„

be involved in the postulated event.—175/

Although Dr. Frazier' calculational model was: of the. type

that Dr. Brune. had himself suggested to the -Licensing Board be

used; —Dr. Brune, testified before us, that. ".C'u]-nfortunately>176/

the results presented in Dr. Frazier's testimony. do not, repre-

sent the results for reasonable variations in model parameters

which will. ind'icate conservative conclusions as recommended in
„177/

my testimony."— A major dissatisfaction of Dr.. Brune was

that there was no calculation run similar to "Case G"'n the
178/

San Onofre analysis.— For the reasons noted in .the margin,

174/ R. Tr. 1371.

175/ Frazier IV-79 testimony at pp. VII-14 and 15.

176/ See in. 161, supra.

177/ R. Tr. 632.

178/ R.Tr. 629. A review of the parameter variations employed
by Dr. Frazier in his calculations indicates that twelve
different cases were studied. Frazier IV-79 testimony,
pp. VII-9 and VII-10.
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however, we find that "Case G" is neither relevant to the-
179/situation before us nor illustrative of focusing.—

The staff, while it agrees that focusing is not likely
to cause ground motion accelerations of concern at Diablo,

essentially rests on the gxound that Dr.. Brune's speculations

are unpersuasive. However, it also takes the position, that
4

the calculated'esults from the applicant's new model are in-

sufficiently tested to be. useful as cpxantitative predictions

of earthcpxake motion.—18 0/

Dx. Frazier's modeling —while not yet perfected —does

appear to be a sophisticated tool useful in analytically pre-
181/dieting seismic motions caused at points by a rupturing fault.—

179/ See Z-Z- Exh. R-7, pp. 6-3 and 6-4. Case G in the San Onofre
analysis has an epicenter 10km south of the site along the
fault and assumes that the ruptuxe propagates southward away
from the site. Zn that case, according to Dr. Brune (R.Tr.
629-30), "even lower response spectra" would result at the
reactor site because of focusing in the opposite direction.—
But, as the rupture starts south of the site and continues
in that direction obviously at no point is it ever adja-
cent to the site and, hence, it has no real relevance to
the Diablo Canyon analysis.

180/ Staff XV-79 Proposed Findings, p. 72, fn. 52.

181/ See the series of Dr. Frazier's modeling studies presented
in J.I.. Exhs. R-6 to R-9 as noted in fn. l73, ~su xa.
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Several .instances are portrayed, in the exhibits. in which the
182/

technique is Nested against results of actual earthquake records. —-.

Given the difficulties inherent in attempting .to portray analyti-
V

cally. -the result of an event which encompasses. as ~any variables
183/as--an earthquake, the- Frazier model. does rather well.— We.

are of'he opinion that this, type of effort;is of value for the

future However, we agree with the staff that,.at its present

stage of development-,. the model's results are.not persuasive

evidence; we have accordingly given-"them minimal, weight.

We have reviewed carefully all the evidence on the enhance-

ment of seismic motion caused by the phenomenon of focusing. The

Licensing Board- might have, elucidated further its reasons for
a s

rejecting Dr. Brune s position, but we cannot criticize its
conclusion. The evidence does not permit acceptance of the

postulations that seismic focusing might cause enormously en-

hanced ground'otion at Diablo Canyon. As our preceding discussion

182/ Zn its initial test against the IV-79 results, the model
indicates too much focusing,'.e., a hyp'othetical recording
station along the fault is calculated to have an acceler-
,ation 2 to 3 times the acceleration actually recorded at
an analogous. position (J.Z. Exh. R-9, Fig. 4-19). At
the same time, stations further from the fault were
calculated to be lower than actually measured accelerations.

183/ See R.Tr. 1372-77..
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even remotel+approaching those he hypothesized; .it -is. at -best

doubtful that Diablo Canyon lies wi;thin a "focal zone"..on the;
*Hosgri:in;-'any event; and, to the extent earthquake modeling.

techniques have been perfected, their results cut. aga'inst Dr..-

Brune's theory., His hypothesis was correctly rejected as. with-

out evidentiary support and speculative.

2'. Hi h stress dro .. This is a shorthand reference to

what happens. when a short fault segment ruptures under very high

forces.'he resultant energy release is concentrated in a. small

area and. can cause ground motion that accelerates rapidly 'The

potential for. a stress drop of this kind is .accepted in seis-

mology and high values for thi;s factor are known to exist in

some areas. — Because high stress drops can influence the184/

magnitude of energy release in earthquakes, they are one of the

factors that make correlations between earthquake magnitude and

ruptured fault length inexact.—185/

Zntervenors contended below that this phenomenon might act

to produce unusually high ground acceleration at the Diablo Canyon
186/site, relying, on testimony of Dr. Brune. — The Board below,

184/,Tr. 5833-37.

185/ See pp. 39-40, ~au ra; Tr. 5685-88.

186/ See, e.cC., Tr. 7930-31; Z.Z. Exh. 66, pp. 3-14 to 3-16.
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.'-"- however-; agreed with the applicant and staff—. that..-in terms-187/

of design significance, the hi'gh acceleration values which Dr-.

188/'Brune. postulated —on the order. of. 2g—-—were-. entire1y

speculative, stressing that he could give no= examples of the-
189/

- measurement or existence of such values occurring- anywhere. —.
LBP-79-26, 10 NRC at 489.

,As with. his focusing. testimony, we believe the Board did

:.=-'-not= err in disregarding Dr. Brune s position- on. stress drop.-

as speculative. Knowledgable witnesses. testified. that there

are no indications of high stress drop regions on the Hosgri

Fault, emphasizing (among other things) that. were it to rupture,

the fault. is expected to exhibit a strike slip.-dip slip motion

rather than a thrust motion, the latter being the- accepted cause

of the highest stress drop values. — The evidence introduced190/

187/ See, e.cC., Tr 584.6-47; Stepp, fol. Tr. 8484 at pp. 32-34.

188/ J.I.. Exh; 66, p. 3-16.

189/ See id.. at pp. 3-14 to 3-16. Dr. Brune cited, numerous
exam~Tes of instances of high stress drop, but none
resulted in high measured accelerations except the
Pacoima Dam event. Even there, the highest measured
acceleration was only 1.2g,, and other causes for that
unusual measurement. have been suggested that are more
persuasive than the possibility of high stress drop.
See p. 74, ~su ra.

190/ Smith, fol.. Tr. 5490 at pp. 9-11; Hofmann, fol. Tr. 8522
at pp. 2-3; Newmark, Tr. 8617-18.
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below provided no reason to believe that unus'ually high. ground=

acceleration would be experienced. at the
'a result of this phenomenon.—191/

Diab1o-Canyon- site-. as-

Nor. has anything" presented as a result of XV-79 changed

this picture. Dr. Brune.'s postulation that much of the energy

in, that event was released in a. small zone- is simply not sup-
192/'ported by the complete set. of motion records of that event-.~

For example, Dr. Brune advanced the theory that as much- as- half-
the total energy release of 6.9 MS could be due to stress- drop

193/in' relatively small part of the rupturing fault.— Znter-

venors point to the. high acceleration (0.81g) recorded at one
.194/s'tation'Bond's Corner) as evidence of this..—' But if, as-

Dr. Brune postulated, the energy release at ZV-79 was at 6-10km

depth (R.Tr. 613), there are several. other recording stations

at roughly the same hypocentral distance to the..high stress drop

191/ See, e.cC., Tr. 6469; Z.I. Exh. 66 at 3-1p.

192/ See R.Tr. 1379-86; App. Exh. R-6; Rothman, fol. R.Tr. 536, Fig. 5

193/ R.Tr. 853-54; see also J.l. Exh. R-12.

194/ J.X.. TV-79 Proposed Findings, 17-22.
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zone .as Bond's Corner. —None, however, showed acceleration.195/

values'pproaching that of Bond's Corner —a fact-that under---

cuts the idea that a. great, portion of the energy-was released
196/-in. a- small zone of high stress drop.—Moreover, rather

than evidencing. unusually- high peak acceleration, the Bond.'s

Corner measuxement of. 0.81g is. commensurate with measux'ed near-

field values, reported. for earthquakes above-5 M in other .re--

cent studies. — In short, Dr. Brune's theory is inconsistent-197/

with the evidence of record and, accordingly,-we find. the icosi«

tion of the intervenors and. the Governor on high stress drop

not well taken.

D. Ade ac of the Newmark S ectrum in Li ht of Actual

Ground Motion Records

The joint intervenors and the Govex'nor press the further

argument that the Newmaxk free-field ground motion spectrum is

not an adequately conservative representation of a 7.5MS event

on the Hosgri Fault.. They point out that the Newmark Spectrum

has been exceeded by response spectra developed from ground mo-

tion records obtained during two less severe earthquakes, the

195/ Fn. 148, ~su ra.

196/ Ne note in passing that Dr. Brune himself acknowledged
that his "'small zone" of energy x'elease could have been
some 10km. in length. R.Tr. 854.

197/ See J.I. Exh. 47 (Hanks-Johnson paper); App. Exhs.. 61 and
62.
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Pacoima Dam record from the 1940 San Fernando event (6.5MS)

and the Bond.'s Corner record from the 1979 Imperial Valley

earthquake (6.9M )..— The point is not disputed but is198/

i3,lustrated in Dr. Newmark's. own discussion of the Pacoima
1

Dam .record, —as well as in the testimony of Dr. Pao-Tsin99/

200/ 201/
Kuo for the staff—'and Dr. George. Young for the Governor—

who addressed the Bond's Corner record. In each instance the

Newmark. Spectrum, though bounding the others over most of. the

range of frequencies, is in fact exceeded for certain narrow
202/ranges.,—

198/ J.I. IV-79 Proposed Findings at pp. 24-27; Governor'- IV-79
Proposed Findings at pp. 22-27 . The design basis event on
the Hosgri is a 7.5M (Luco, fol. R.Tr.. 1138~.= ~).'ha
USGS value for the 1379 Imperial Valley is 6.9M R.Tr. 758.
Intervenors argue the latter could be in the- zaKge of. 6 .5~ ..

6.9MS, IV-79 Proposed Findings at 15; see fn. 83I p.
~su ra Zn., light of our finding that, in the near field, high
frequency earthquake motion appears to saturate with magni-
tude, the difference is not, significant.

199/ Newmark, fol. Tr. 8552, Reference A, p. C-4, Figs. la and lb.
200/ Kuo, fol. R.Tr. 538, Attachment 1.

201/ Young, fol. R.Tr. 608, Figure 7.

202/ Joint intervenors additionally argue that this is also a
violation of the Commission's seismic rules (set forth in
Appendix A of 10 CFR Part 100) that the .plant be designed
to accommodate maximum expected ground motion. J.I. Pro-
posed Findings at p. 25. For the reasons explained at.
pp. 68-69, ~su ra, we reject this argument as resting on
a misconstruction of those regulations.
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Ne have already outlined how the Pacoima Dam .record,

=which includes the highest recoxded ground, acceleration, was

= used- by Dr. Newmark. in creating, his basic response spectrum.
203/fo-r.Di..ahlo. Canyon (pp. 63-64, ~su ra) . Dn. Nevnnark testified

that the narrow ranges;. in which. the Pacoima Dam record exceed-

ed- the- boundary of the Hosgxi design spectrum are not .signifi- .

~t from the standpoint: of any structural behavior,—.... a- ...204/

205/position in which the staff concurred.—

As we previously observed, the Pacoima Dam record is not

considered representative of a typical earthquake in its. size

range; the geological features of that site resulted in a xec-

ord.. that magnified. the actual ground motion.-, (See. p.- 74, .

~su ra ). .Dr. Newmark elected to use the pacoima Dam record for

comparison purposes, essentially because it was one of the few

available that approached the high acceleration value recom-

mended by the USGS fox a 7.5N event.

203/ Tr. 8618-20.

204/ Newmark, fol. R.Tr. 534 at pp. 10, 13-14; Tr. 8590,
8593.

205/ Kuo, fol. R.Tr. 538 at pp. 5-7.
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No similar geological attributes of the site explain the
I

magnitude of the record, made at Bond's Corner during the 1979

.Imperial. Valley event.,— The evidence presented by Dr. Blume206/

for-.the applicant at the ZV-79 hearing does, however, under-

score- the large disparity between that one record and'he many

others obtained contemporaneously under similar circumstances.

.BQume, Figure XZ-1 is a plot of the xesponse spectrum developed

for the Bond's Cornex recoxd and. spectra developed for 23 other.

near-field (within llkm of the fault) recoxds obtained during

XV-79. Over most of the high frequency xange, the Bond' Corner

record of, peak ground acceleration exceeds those other records

roughly by a factor of 2., If the= Bond's Corner record d'oes not
'07/

reflect some sort of geological or recording 'station'nomal'y.,—

it certainly- represents a record at the boundary of empirically

determined statistical expectations, for accelerations at that

distance from the 1979 rupture of the Imperial Fault.

206/ Staff witness Dr. Rothman observed in his prepared testimony
(at p. 6) that there might be something unus'ual'&out the
Bond's Corner site or station as the records obtained there
at ZV-79 were high relative to surrounding stations, and the
same behavior was noted during a subsequent earthquake.
Under cross-examination, Dr. Rothman admitted, that he had
done no studies of the Bond's Corner geological structure
(i.e., such as had been done at Pacoima Dam) and had no
reason to discount the Bond's Corner recordings other than
their anomalous magnitude.. R.Tr. 563-64.

207/ See R.Tr. 185.
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':D'r:. Blume, in, his testimony below —and at the reopened,.208/

209/hearing,— described his method of obtaining. a.de~n spectrum

'by= averaging over a number of individual spectra,: obtained for
the -type of site being considered, and norma3:i;zed:to -some -corn.=

210/
mon high frequency anchor point..— Spec'tra- obtained in this

way, in Dr. Blume's view, represent the proper way of incorpo-

rating the available data, whereas the use oj-.<;single high

--'-record such as Bond's Corner would statisticallg- misrepresent.
211/the'ata.—

For the reasons we have discussed, neither the Pacoima Dam

nor. the Bond's Corner records typify the motion in the near field
of 6.5MS events but, rather, represent distorted responses. Even

so, the Newmark Hosgri Design Spectrum is approximately equivalent

to the raw spectra developed from those records —two of the

strongest near-field ground motion records ever measured. The

Newmark Spectrum is thus fairly comparable to them both. Taken

with our earlier finding that the magnitude of- near-field ground

motion is not strongly dependent on earthquake size, the Bond's

20 8/

209/

Fol. Tr. 6100, pp. 13-15;-Tr. 6680-84.

Blumei XV-79 testimony, p. Zl-1 &. 2.

2] O/ Ibid.; see aXso fn. 40, ~su ra.

211/ R.Tr. 185-189.
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- Corner and Pacoima Dam records are not cause to reject. the Hosgxi
\

Spectrum as an insufficiently conservative representation .of SSE

- ground motion at Diablo Canyon.

E. Variation of Motion on Rock versus Soil
212/Diablo Canyon has been described as a rock—or a soft

rock site; —on the other hand, the Imperial Valley is. a deep,213/

soft alluvium (i.e., sail) site.— This difference gave rise214/

to our question- about the relevance of. data obtained at.IV-79

to the prediction and description of seismic motion at, Diablo

Canyon. — Joint intervenors- and the Governor contend, that xn215/

the near- field of earthquakes of comparable magnitude, high fre-

212/ R. Tr.—192.

213/ Applicant's IV-79 testimony, Exh. 1 (TERA Corporation Report),
p. 2-4.

214/- R.Tr. 192.

215/ Appeal Board Question 3 (ALAB-598, ~su ra, 11 BRC at 889):

"We are told that IV-79 data are not relevant
to the Diablo Canyon seismic analysis because that
plant is a 'rock'ite, whereas the Imperial Valley
data were obtained on soil sites. (Rothman — Kuo
Affidavit at 3; Blume Affidavit, Para. 8.) What
is the significance of this difference in view of
the conclusion of the authors of USGS Circular 795
(based on an analysis of data provided in that docu-
ment) that, for comparable earthquake magnitude and
distance, there are no significant differences be-
tween peak horizontal accelerations measured on soil
or rock? (USGS Circular 795 at pages 1, 17, and 26.)

(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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'I

--- quency 'ground motion would be greater at a rock site than -at.-;

a deep soil site. — They rest their'ssertian largely on216/

217/=- the testimony and publications of Dr. H. Bolt.on -Seed,- —one

of-'applicant's witnesses, as well as on statements of- the
218/-'staff-'-s witness Dr Newmark —and Board witnesses Drs . Luco

219/
- and Trifunac..— Zntervenors and the Governor argue accordingly-6 — .-

215/ (FOOTNOTE. CONTZNUED FROM PREVZOUS'AGE)

This, question should be considered in light .of.
statements by applicant's witness Blume to the
effect that acceleration, rather than velocity
or displacement, is the critical parameter. in
the design of Diablo Canyon (Blume Affidavit,
Para. 9; Testimony fol. Tr. 6099, at 33)

226/ See, e.cC., Gav. IV-,79 Proposed Findings at no 12-13;
J.Z ZV-79 Proposed Findings at p. 23; ~Tr;. 863-64;

217/ Cross-examination of Dr. Seed, R. Tr. 212-220, 232-253;
J.Z.. Exhs. R-3 and R-4.

-218/ Newmark, fol. R.Tr. 534 at p.. 17. Dr.. Newmark indicates
here that the rock-soil acceleration ratios would be
sensitive to the intensity of motion. At higher intensities
(0.6g or above), the acceleration at a rock site would ex-
ceed that on a soil site.. This is in agreement. with Dr.
'Seed's findings illustrated in Fig. 9 of, J.Z. Exh. R-4 at
p. 1337. Dr. Seed's near-field conclusions (within about
20km or for accelerations greater than about 0.3g) are
extrapolations based on data taken at greater distances
and on the author's judgment (id. at p. 1334).

219/ Trifunac, fol., R.Tr..1138 at pp. ZZZ-1 6 2; Luco, .fol.
R.Tr. 1138, at pp. 3-2 to 3-6. (Note: Luco testimony follows
Figure 18 of App. A to App. VZA of Trifunac testimony.)
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that the Bond's Corner reading of 0.81g in IV.-'79 would';have .-

been even higher had it been obtained, on a rock .site They,—

puT this. forward as an, a'dditional reason why; =in,-their
judg-'ent,',

the Newmark Spectrum and anchor. point .acceleration
'(0.,75g)are not conservative.

Two compilations of earthquake data wex'e put into evidence

(USGS'95 —and the TERA Corporation Report—) and a third220/ —2-Z-1-/-

(NUREG/CR-1175—) was referred; to extensively by the, Govex'nor's222/"

witness Dr. Young. We note. that the authors of all these docu-

ments conclude —contraxy to intervenors''position —that for.

a- comparable- seismic event, peak ground accelerations measured -;

on. rock. would be generally equivalent to or .less than those

measured on soil,— although they qualified their findings as223/

220/

221/

J.I. Exh.. R-l.
K

Ezh. 1 to applicant's prefiled directed testimony at the
reopened hearing on Appeal Board Question l.

222/ NUREG/CR-1175 — Statistical Analyses of Earthquake Ground
Motion Parameters; Shannon a. Wilson, Inc., and Agbabian
Associates, December 1979.

223/ USGS 795, p.. 1. In discussing near-field motion, however,
the. authors of USGS 795 opine that "[a] t sites other than
rock sites accelerations might be less because of the
limited strength of near-surface materials." Id. at 26.
See also TERA Corporation Report at p. 1-7; NUREG/CR-1175
at p. 5-9.
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224/restin~n a relatively small data base for -the near field.—.
Applicant's. witness Dr. Blume reached the same conclusions- ~ ,

- using extensive near-field data compiled during: nuclear: weapons

225/testing—

Xn answer to our cpxestions,, Dr. Seed explained that no

ttheoretical basis .underlay his conclusion 0hat -accelerations

on rock would exceed, those on soil, but that-:it. was a. result;-

of the way in which he separated the'xistinq experimental-

data into rock and soil sites. —The TERA Corporation Report,226/ .

of- which applicant's witness Dr. Stewart Smith was a primary-

author,, also segregated ground motion data according,.to site-

~ geology, but into categories of recent alluvium (soil),
plafstocene deposits (soil), soft rock, and hard rock=2'27/

A

Although. no specific results are shown, that report concludes

that for the "soft rock" category (into which it places the

Diablo site), peak accelerations would be lower than those
228/

recorded on either hard rock or soil sites.—

224/ See-, ~e , Z.Z. Exh. R-l, at p. 25.

225/ Tr. 6650-51 (referencing Fig. 1, D-LL 11B)..

226/ R..Tr. 250-51.

227/ See 'ZERR Report (fa. 173, ~eu ra), Table 2-1.

228/ Zd. at p. 5-18.
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In light of the apparent discrepancy, we examined with

particular care" the TERA Corporation Report -(.19-80:) data base-.- and.-.

that given in Dr. Seed's two papers —(both-,published in 197.6) .229/

Our-review revealed that most of the near-field .data; used -by TERA

230/
was not. availabe to Dr. Seed. The evidence before us. thus.

favors the. concept that near-field. soft rock: and soi1 accej.er" .

ations should be expected to be about equal. We accept the

conclusions- drawn from the TERA Repoxt as resting upon a. more

recent and more comprehensive. data compilation. We do not,

howevex", believe that a finding in this regard is crucial to

the resolution of the issues raised before us.

7

Intervenors and amicus have. urged that the Bond,'.s Corner.

(deep soil) record and xesponse spectrum be adopted. as a basis

for Diablo Canyon, a suggestion we have already rejected on

statistical grounds (n. 94-95, ~su ra) . We have not, however, used

the IV-79 data directly to substantiate any of the Diablo Canyon

analyses. Rather, the new d'ata corroborate the concepts of dis-

tance and magnitude saturation (pp. 48-50, 54-56, ~su ra) and

229/ An investigation of the data base used by the TERA Cor-
poration to reach their conclusion reveals that, for
distances within 10km of the fault rupture suxface, their
recordings included records from 36 soil sites, 4 soft
rock sites and 3 hard rock sites (id., Table B-I).

230/ J..I. Exhs. R-3 and R-4.
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illustrate that focusing and high stress drop effects were not

apparent at IV-79. But this does not require the use of absolute
231/acceleration values from Imperial Valley at Diablo Canyon.—

We agree with the witnesses for the applicant and the

staff who cautioned that it would be inappropriate to use the

IV-79 data to predict the absolute value of ground motion at
Diablo Canyon because of the geological differences between

the two sites. —We note in passing, however, that Dr. Luco's23 2/

suggestion —that IV-79 data should be scaled up to account

for the rock-soil difference were it to be used to support the

Diablo Canyon reanalysis —was taken up by Dr.. Seed, who thereby

obtained a peak acceleration appropriate for .Diablo Canyon de-

sign conditions equal to 0.71g. —While we do not believe it233/

23]/ We did note that the highest peak acceleration at. IV-79,
0.81g, was in general agreement with the peak values tab-
ulated in the Hanks-Johnson paper (p. 90, ~su ra) .

233 Blume, ZV-79 testimony at pp. ZZZ-1 to ZII-3; Rothman, fol.
R'.Tr. 536 at pp. 3-4, 11-12.,

233/ R.Tr. 1407-15. Using IV-79 data regressed (App. Exh. R-18),
Dr. Seed determined that mean peak acceleration 5.8km from
the fault was 0.39g, and the mean. plus one standard deviation
(M + cr.) was 0.52g. He increased this for the rock-soil dif-
ference by the factor 1.2, obtaining a (M +a ) for a rock
site (Diablo Canyon) of 0. 62g .. He then multiplied this value
by the factor 1.15 to scale it from 6.9M (ZV-79) to 7.5MS
(Hosgri SSE), with a resulting peak (M +a ) acceleration
value of 0.71g. (These operations are outlined in App. Exh.
R-19.) Dr. Seed also calculated a (M +a ) design spectrum
using two scaling methods and the ZV-79 mean spectrum cal-
culated by Dr. Blume (IV-79, Fig. IZ-2.). Both spectra were
encompassed by the Newmark Design Spectrum at all frequencies
of interest for Diablo Canyon structures. App. Exh. R-20.
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necessary to accept Dr. Seed's computations for our decision,

they do suggest a basic consistency between various methods
234/

used to approach the ground motion prediction..—

234/ Dr. Luco also devised a response spectrum using scaled
XV-79 data. Fol. R.Tr. 1138 at Fig. 2-1 , p. 2-5. How-
ever, he first normalized Dr. Blume's raw XV»79 mean spec-
trum to a 0.75g anchor point (i.e., scaling:the Blume
spectrum up by a factor of 0.7~5.36 = about 2), and then
applied a factor of 1.50 to obtain a mean plus one standard
deviation spectrum. Applicant's witness Dr., Seed pointed
out, however, that a 0.75g anchor point value is in fact.
already a mean plus one standard deviation, and thus Dr.
Luco was using a standard deviation factor twice (R.Tr. 197,
208-209).

Similarly, Governor Brown's witness Dr. Young introduced a
response spectrum utilizing XV-79 data (Gov. Exh. R-14),
normalized to a mean peak acceleration of 0.75g and scaled
upward to -a mean plus one standard deviation at the anchor
point of 1.08g. Applicant's witness Dr. Blume correctly
pointed out, however, that. if the spectrum were properly
anchored at a (M +a ) of 0. 75g, all points of design sig-
nificance would fall below the Newmark Spectrum (R.Tr.
1353) .

Ne believe there is ample evidence to show that the ex-
pected mean peak acceleration at Diablo Canyon for a 7.5M
event on the Hosgri is about 0.5g. Hence, the objections
noted above to the Luco and Young spectra are well taken.
(TERA Corporation Report, Table 4.1 at pp. 4-4'; R.Tr. 245-47;
Blume, XV-79 testimony, Fig. X-9; Tr. 6067)

.'s

discussed earlier (p. 72; ~su ra), anchoring the design
response spectrum at an acceleration value lower than that
measured by an, instrument in the near field, i.e., at, the
"effective acceleration," is entirely justifiable.
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In closing this point, we stress that the real value of

the Imperial Valley data to these deliberations lies in the
j

large number of strong motion xecordings obtained there.

These allow a cohex'ent view of earthquake motion near a fault..
and some check on assumptions underlying the seismic reevalua-

tion. That usefulness does not, however, depend upon the .

precise motion values measured, nor does it require resolution

of the rock-soil question beyond that indicated in the foregoing

dLscussion

F. Vertical versus Horizontal Accelerations

One issue that has arisen solely as a result of the data

obtained at IV-79 is the'agnitudes of peak vertical

accelerations in the near field relative to those of peak hori-

zontal acceleration. To outline this matter, we quote below

our Question 4 of ALAB-598 (11 NRC at 889-90) . The question

also points to an apparent inconsistency between the Diablo

Canyon Hosgri Reanalysis and normal NRC staff requirements as

set forth in Regulatory Guide 1.60:

4. The magnitudes of vertical and horizontal
acceleration values measured at IV-79 ax'e gen-
erally comparable. (Mean values calculated at
a distance of 5.8 km from the fault are vir-
tually identical.) 36/ The response spectra
developed for vertical motion within ll km of
the Imperial Fault during IV-79 appear to show
genexally equivalent. values of vertical and
horizontal response for periods less than about,

*36/ Blume Affidavit, Table 1, Figures 1 and 2.

*; Footnote included in our Question 4.
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0.2 seconds (i.e., frequencies in excess of 5
cps). 37/ Fanally, in some instances the
higher frequency portions of the IV-79 response
spectra for vextical motion exceed comparable
portions of the Diablo Canyon Design Response
Spectrum. ~38

Observations made of the IV-79 data and response
spectra appear to be consistent with the criteria
set forth in NRC Regulatory Guide 1.60. These
require that vertical accelerations in the higher
frequency range be equal to.horizontal accele-
rations. As the guide states:

It should be noted that the vertical
Design Response Spectra are 2/3 those of
the horizontal Design Response Spectra
for Frequencies less than 0.25; for
frequencies higher than 3.5 they are the
same, while the ratio varies between 2/3
and 1 for frequencies between 0.25 and
3.5. 39/

The references to vertical motion made in the
Diablo Canyon record,,however, indicate that
a 2/3 ratio between vertical and horizontal
motion was apparently utilized at all fre-
quencies. 40/ The parties should address
this apprent inconsistency and explain, it,if possible. Should there be substantive
and relevant analyses suggesting that verti-
cal motion records do not reflect the true
vertical motion, these should be provided. 41/

67/ Rothman-Kuo Affidavit, Figures.

"38/ Ibid.
"39/ Ne note that elsewhere in the Regulatory Guide

frequencies are presented with accompanying
un'its of cycles per second (cps), and assume
that these units are inadvertently omitted in
the portion we have quoted.

40/ SFR Supplement 7 at-3-18; Knight Testimony,
at 13, fol. Tr. 8697, Ghio Testimony, at 1, fol.
Tr. 6993. Blume Testimony, at 41, fol. Tr. 6099.

"41/ See, for example, Newmark Testimony, fol. Tr. 8552,
Reference B at 4, 5; Tr. 9349.
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We note one other factor before addressing the responses

to our question. In addition to the IV-79 near-field data's

general trend toward equal vertical and horizontal accelerations,.

the peak vertical acceleration during that event, measured at

El Centro Station number 6, was 1.74g (uncorrected) and 1.52g

(corrected by the USGS). This is the highest ground acceler-
235/ation ever measured anywhere.—

We turn first to the apparent regulatory inconsistency.
236/

Dr. Kuo's. testimony for the staff sets this matter straight.—
Diablo Canyon was indeed analyzed on the basis of a vertical mo-

tion spectrum two-.thiRds the magnitude of the basic Newmark

horizontal spectrum (i.e., with an anchor point acceleration of

0..5g rather than 0.75g) . Regulatory Guide 1.60 was published in
its present form in 1973. In July 1976, however, the staff

235/ USGS Open-File Report 79-1654 (included with Board Notifi-
cation of December 17, 1979); Frazier, IV-79 testimony at
pp. IV-1 and IV-6; Int. Exh. R-9, Table 2-2 at p. 2-6.
There was little damage from IV-79 (Frazier at p. IV-8).

236/ Kuo,.IV-79 testimony fol. R.Tr. 538 at pp. 8-9.
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adopted a "branch position" allowing applicants in the western

part of the United States the option of using such a two-thirds
ratio for peak acceleration in lieu of the Regulatory Guide 1.60

criteria.—Xt is to be recalled that the'Regulatory'uides do237/

not lay down mandatory directives but delineate problem-solving

technicpxes the staff deems acceptable from past experience. See

p. 59, ~su ra. The changes were not made for this case.

Rather, they reflect Dr. Newmark's conclusions as the staff's
general consultant in this area from a study of extensive

compilations of ground motion records.—238/

Ne need only add that the earthquake data compilations

called to our attention in this case (to the extent that they

deal with vertical motion) confirm that within the distance

range of their measurements, the two-thirds vertical to hori-
zontal ratio provides a reasonably conservative measure of

239/vertical motion.—

237/ The Hosgri Reanalysis took place af ter July 1976. SER
Supplement 5, containing the Newmark Design Spectrumi
was published in September 1976.

238/ Kuo, TV-79 testimony fol. R. Tr. 538 at pp. 8-9.

239/ For instancei USGS 795 (J.Z. Exh. R-1'), without comment,
displays curves for vertical acceleration that are lower
by a factor of about 2 than comparable horizontal motion
curves. Compare Figures 1, 2, and 3, with 14, 15, and 16.
(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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The most extensive response to Question 4 was the testi-

mony of applicant's witness Dr. Frazier.— Briefly summarized,240/

he explained the general vertical-horizontal motion, behavior in

terms .of the Imperial Valley's geologic structure. The Valley

is a deep alluvial basin that tends to amplify -- as an echo

chamber —all vibratory motion. Compression waves- (P-waves)

are dispersed (attenuated) relatively slightly within the soils

and they emerge steeply at the earth's surface,.giving rise to

high peaks of vertical acceleration. The primary source of hori-

zontal motion, however, are shear waves (S-waves). These travel more..

slowly than P-waves —and are more heavily attenuated ~n the deep241/

soil of the Imperial Valley. Dr. Frazier's testimony provided a

239/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)

In NUREG/CR-1175, cited by the Governor's witness Dr. Young,
Figure 3-31 shows for all magnitudes and for distances
to about 10km, peak vertical acceleration less than
two-thirds of horizontal. This report also concludes
(at p. vii) that the Regulatory Guide 1.60 position on
vertical acceleration is "very conservative." For high
frequencies in the near field, Dr. Young disagrees with
this statement and believes more study is needed. Young,
fol. R. Tr. 608 at pp. 28-29.

240/ Dr. Frazier's IV-79 testimony, pp. IV 1-10.

241/ It is a well-accepted aspect of earthquake phenomenology
that the P (compression) waves travel more rapidly than
the shear waves. This fact is used to determine the
location and magnitude of earthquakes. Bee, Bolt, Earth-
~akes, 30, 31, 96, and 105. Bee also Tr. 5621'-23.
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graphic description of the early arriving, sharp (high fre-

quency) vertical peaks that contrast with the broader, later
242/

peaks of acceleration in the horizontal plane. —These

motion records lend corroboration to Dr. Frazier's attribu-
tion of the vertical peaks to P-waves.

According to Dr. Frazier, the Imperial Valley geology

-that gives rise to the enhanced P-wave vertical accelerations

is .not characteristic of California earthquake- =structures.

Zn the typical pattern, peak vertical accelerations would be

caused by vertically polarized shear waves generally arriving
in phase with the horizontal shear waves and having a vertical

243/to-horizontal peak acceleration ratio of less than one —.
Dr. Frazier testified that the typical situation would be

244/characteristic of the Diablo Canyon site.' Dr. Frazier also

presented calculations he performed with a simplified version of

his earthquake madel (see pp. 83-84, ~su ra) . The results of those

calculations support his proposition that the Imperial Valley

242/ Frazier ZV.-79 Testimony, Figures ZV-4, ZV-5, and ZV-6.

243/ Zd. at p. ZV-2; see also R.Tr. 282-86.

244/ R.Tr. 284-86.
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earth structure enhances vertical accelerations with respect
245/to horizontal, —something that would not be the case't-

Diablo Canyon.

Dr. Frazier also offered a geologic explanation for,.the

very large vertical accelerations recorded during IV-79 at
246/El Centro Array, Station Number 6.—He painted out that

this instrument is on the end of a, wedge-shaped section of

land formed by the intersection of the Imperial and Brawley

Faults and has recorded acceleration peaks during other events
247/that exceeded those measured at neighboring .stations.— He

attributed the peculiar behavior of Station Number 6 to the

fact that the wedge of land on which it is sited has lower

wave velocity than the surrounding area. Extensive geologic

investigation indicates that similar conditions are not present

at Diablo Canyon.—248/

245/ Frazier IV-79 Testimony, p. IV-15, Table EV-2.

246/ Zd. at pp. ZV-6'to ZV-8.

247/ At IV-79, for the three stations, Number 7 (lkm" southwest
of Number 6, and west of the Emperial Fault); Number 6

(east of Imperial but west of Brawley), and Number 5 (3km
northeast of Number 6 and east of both faults), the peak,
uncorrected vertical acceleration recordings were: Number
7, 0.65g; Number 6, 1.74g; and Number 5, 0.71g. Id. at
pp. ZV-6 to IV-7; p. ZV-16, Figure IV-1.

248/ Zd. at pp. EV-6 to ZV-8.
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Both Dr. Newmark and Dr. Blume observed that the way

in which seismographic instruments are mounted, whether on

the ground or in a structure, can give rise to spuriously high

indications of vertical accelerations, and our attention was

called to papers addressing the overregistration of vex'tical

ground motion from such causes. —Dr. Newmark noted, how-249/

ever, that he had made no study of the particular instxu-
250/

ments and their mountings at Imperial Valley.—Dr. Brune
251/ 252/-for intervenors —and Dr. Young for the Governor—testified

that they had no personal knowledge that seismographic records,
d

of vertical motion would be suspect. Dr. Young further added

that he was aware of no reservations in this regard being ex-

pressed by, the record processors at USGS or the California
Institute of Technology.—253/

ldd d

249/ Newmark fol. R.Tx'.'34 at pp. 8-9; fol. Tr. 8552, Reference
B, pp. 4-5; Tr. 9349; Blume IV-79 testimony at p. IV-5.

250/ R. Tr. 593.

251/ Brune,, fol. R.Tr. 601 at pp. 8-9.

252/ Young, fol. R. Tr. 608 at p. 29.

253/ Ibid. In this regardiwe have reviewed the USGS data for
IV-79 in uncorrected form (USGS Open-File Report 79-1654,
see fn. 235, ~su ra) and in corrected form (Znt. Exh. R-9,

dl -). d of the Impex'ial Fault,
with one exception (Station Numbex 6, 140'), the corrections
in horizontal data were-. reductions. in magnitude of about 10%
or less. The corrections to vertical peak accelerations were
reductions ranging from 14 to 60 percent, with an average
correction of about 35%. Ne believe this compaxison at least
implies some USGS sensitivity to. vertical instrumental over-
registration.
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Dr.. Luco had reservations about the validity of the Frazier
t

calculations, suggesting that the results for .the ratio of verti-
cal to horizontal peak acceleration appear to.be very sensitive

254/
- to the assumed earth structure. —Dr. Fraziex =appeared to

share this concern at least to some degree.. He observed that

the variation of ratios over the range of 3 to 10 reflects some

uncertainties in the earth structure models. used for the Imperial.

Valley. He went on to testify, however, that the same level of.

uncertainty was not present in the Diablo Canyon=calculations,

the earth structure there being better known. Thus he asserted

that calculational results at Diablo would be, less sensitive to
255/such variations.—

Dr. Luco —and Dr. Trifunac —both referred to Dr.256/ 257/

Trifunac s earlier analysis in which a coefficient, developed

for an empirical equation to 'describe earthquake motion, portrays

higher vertical than horizontaL accelerations for motion fre-
quencies exceeding 10hz. Both witnesses believed that further

investigation was needed of high peak vertical acceleration as

a near-field phenomenon of concern to Diablo Canyon.

254'uco, fol. R.Tr. 1138 at pp. 4-6 and 4-7.

255'.Tr. 439-441.

25@ Luco, fol. R. Tr. 1138 at p. 4-5.

257/ Trifunac, fol. R'.Tr. 1138 at p. IV.1 (citing Appendices IVA,
IIAand IIB of his testimony). We note, however, that Appendix
IIIAof the Trifunac testimony is a paper by Dr. Trifunac and A.
Brady that correlates peak acceleration data with earthquake
intensity. The data for all intensities show peak horizontal
acceleration greater than vertical by about a factor of 2

(Table 5) .
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In response to our question on the near-field nature of

the high ratios of vertical to horizontal peak acceleration,

Dr.. Frazier testified that, in his view, the ratio would, in-
crease in the near field because it is controlled by P-waves.

that decrease in importance with distance from the fault.—258/

We are satisfied from the record that the high peak accele-

rations at Imperial Valley are due to P-waves-of high frequency,
259/arriving well in advance-of the peaks in horizontal motion.—

We also believe that Dr. Frazier has made a reasonable case for
the proposition that this behavior is due in part to earth struc-
tures at the Imperial Valley that have no counterpart at Diablo

Canyon. - We are aware, however', that the calculations supporting

this'conclusion are very sensitive to the assumed earth structure

at the Imperial Valley.—Nevertheless, we conclude that even260/

if, due to its proximity to the fault, Diablo Canyon were to ex-

perience high vertical P-wave accelerations comparable to the

258/ R.Tr. 289-90.

>>9/ See p. 106, ~su ra.

260/ See pa. 107-110, ~su ra.
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horizontal peaks, they would not cause stresses exceeding

design values. This is because any such vertical acceler-

ation would be high frequency peaks having little energy

associated with them—which, moreover, would occur, well261/

out of phase with the peak horiz'ontal accelerations. (On the

latter point, the Hosgri analysis, in conformance wi'th NRC

practice, added the acceleration in both horizontal directions
262/

and-the vertical, as if the peaks occur simultaneously.—

This assumption would clearly be invalid for the early P-wave,

vertical peaks.)

A final observation regarding the significance of vertical

acceleration at Diablo Canyon is warranted. Before .the Licensing

Board, applicant's witness Dr. Hanusiak testified on cross-

examination that the contribution to the stress in the containment

shell due to vertical seismic excitation was about 1.9$ of the

total.— Put. another way, for the point under discussion, the263/

total stress was 60.31 KSI, the total seismic stress 40.70 KSI,

and the stress due to vertical seismic loading, 0.79 KSI. This

2631 See, e.cC., pp. 70-71, ~su ra. Also Blume IV-79 testimony,
p. ZV-6; Frazier IV-79 testimony, p. ZV-S.

262/ Frazier ZV-79 testimony, p. ZV-9; Blume IV-79 testimony,
p. ZV-5.

263/ Tr—. 7045, 7048-51; J.Z. Exh. 62 and 63.
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testimony was not challenged. Xt indicates that, even were

the vertical accelerations equal to those in the horizontal

direction (i e.,.increased by 50 Percent over the design value),

the resulting increase in the total calculated stress would, for
the case in point, be only about, 1 percent.—264/

For the reasons stated, we conclude that the vertical
motion phenomena we have described will have no significant
consequences for the Diablo facility.

264/ Tr. 7050.
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TEE TAU EFFECT

A. General Discussion

The "tau effect" is a phrase which was employed during the

course of these hearings to symbolize a phenomenon by which the

higher frequencies of earthquake motion are reduced in large

structures. ("Tau" is simply the Greek letter- "t") . The term

was defined by Dr. Nathan Newmark to represent the time needed

for a seismic wave propagating horizontally to cross the effec-
tive width of a building.— The applicant and the staff used265/

the tau effect in the Hosgri reanalysis. Doing so reduced

significantly the higher frequency portions of the response

spectra. — Xt is the validity of that use and that. reduction266/

which drives the debate on this point.

265/ Newmark, fol. Tr. 8552, Ref. A, p. C-3.4.

266/ FSAR Amendment 50, Appendix D-LL 10 at page 10.4. The
fractional reductions in the Newmark and Blume response
spectra due to the tau effect are presented here for dif-
ferent structures and for several frequencies. For ex-
ample, a tau value of 0.04 was assigned to the Diablo
Canyon containment building. This had the effect of
reducing the anchor point acceleration of the Newmark
Spectrum by 20%, 'i.e., from 0.75g to 0.6g. The reduc
tion is 22% at 5 hertz, generally decreases as freguen-
cies are reduced and disappears at about le7 hertz.



Joint intervenors objected to the adoption of these response

spectra reductions. Relying essentially on testimony of Drs.

Luco and Trifunac, they argued to the Licensing Board that the

tau effect had in general been insufficiently proven and its
application to the Diablo Canyon site in particular inadequately

demonstrated. The Board, however, found the tau effect reduc-
267)

tions in question to have been both justified and conservative.—

Joint intervenors renew their arguments on appeal. In light of

their assertion that their position has been fortified by in-

formation derived from the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake, we

posed two questions related to the tau effect for. the reopened
268(hearings on IV-79.—

267/ LBP 79 26 I 10 NRC at 494 96 ~

888/ ALAB-598, ~su ra, 11 NRC at 890-91 (footnotes omitted):

5. Peak horizontal acceleration values measured
at the base of the Imperial Valley Services Building
during IV-79 exceed those measured in the free field
103 meters away from the building. The motion records
are described as showing similar amplitudes but greater
low frequency motion in the building than in the free
field. No- response spectra for the two recording lo-
cations have been provided. The acceleration data,
however, may be taken to indicate that no reduction in
building motion due to the tau effect was realized in
this instance.

Based on these observations, intervenors question
the validity of the tau concept as well as its use to
reduce the higher frequency portions of the Diablo Canyon
(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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. Before turning to those matters, we note preliminarily that

the tau effect apparently encompasses (if not combines) several

268/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)

Design Spectrum. The staff and the applicant answer that,
because the Imperial County Services Building was supported
on piles in a deep soil structure, these observations are
irrelevant to the use of a tau effect in the.,seismic re-
analysis of Diablo Canyon, which is built on a rock site.
Staff witness Newmark, however, used recorded. earthquake
motions at the Hollywood Storage Building to demonstrate
the use of a tau effect analysis. The Hollywood Storage
Building itself is built on piles in soil. Thus, the
"built-on-piles" rationale appears insufficient to explain
why no tau effect was evident at the Imperial Valley Ser-
vices Building.

One feature distinguishing the two buildings that no
party commented upon is that the Hollywood Storage Building
has a basement and the Services Building does not. Inter-
venors'itness, Dr. Luco, used this fact to explain in part
why he believes the Hollywood Building should have a large
tau value. Rojahn and Ragsdale's discussion implies that
to some extent ground level instrumental responses within
the Imperial Valley Services Building may have been influenced
by the response (and failure) of the building itself.

In any event, given the apparent similarities between the
structural foundations of the two buildings, the explanations
provided thus far for a seeming lack of a tau effect at the
Imperial Valley Services Building are inadequate. The parties
should, provide additional information on this point and relate
their analyses to both geologic and structural conditions pre-
vailing at the Diablo Canyon site.
6. Throughout the Licensing Board hearings, parties stressed
the role of soil-structure interactions as a mechanism that
would reduce the magnitude of structure motion relative to
ground motion (e.cC., Tt. 8878; 8947-53). Staff and applicant'a
arguments (in response to intervenors'uggestion of the appar-
ent lack of tau effect during IV-79) point to soil structure
interactions as the reason for building motion exceeding that
of the ground (Blume Affidavit, Paragraph 10; Rothman — Kuo
Affidavit, page 7). (a) Describe and explain the circumstances
in which soil-structure interactions produce enhanced or reduced
structural response. (b) Discuss the relevance and applica-
bility for such interactions to the seismic response assumed
for Diablo Canyon.
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different and technically complex physical phenomena. While the

Governor joins intervenors in taking the position that its uti-
lization is not justified,—in addition the witnesses for the269/'

staff and applicant themselves differ about the role of various

individual physical phenomena in the net effect. Finally, per-

haps because of the complexities involved, the staff 's and the

applicant's presentations to us were less than pellucid. As a

result, certain bases upon which a quantification of this effect
is established tended to be obscured and our review of the sub-

ject became a difficult undertaking.

Xn applicant s direct testimony, the reduction in seismic

motion due to the tau effect was analogized to .the responses of

vessels in a choppy sea. Laxge ships "iron out" many of the

ocean's waves and wave motion does not toss them about the way
270/it does smaller craft.— Thus, the excellent performance of

the foundations of large buildings in earthquakes was cited as

evidence of the tau effect. — Physically, this effect results271/

269/ Gov. XV-79 Proposed Findings at pp. 35-45.

270/ Blume, fol. Tr. 6100 at p. 42.

271/ Xbid.
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as the large rigid foundation—averages out the motion of27 2/

the higher frequency (short wave length) ground oscillations,

which may be subjecting various portions of the structure simul-.

taneously to different and competing (e.cC., up and down, left
273/

and right) phases of the motion.—

Applicant presented a generalized analytical treatment of the

tau effect, using harmonic seismic waves of =-different frequencies
274/

incident, at -arbitrary vertical directions upon a slab foundation.—

In this paper, the averaging of idealized seismic motion over the

rigid foundation is represented mathematically by a frequency-

dependent motion filter that, for higher frequencies, reduces
275/input motion to the building relative to ground.— The filter

in this analysis represents a structure of given size subjected

to horizontally propagating seismic waves. It is used analytically

272/ The validity of the tau effect includes a necessary
assumption that the building foundation 'be rigid, and
hence that all portions of it would move generally
together (in phase) rather than would be the case for
a flexible foundation. Under the ship analogy, a large
ship with a relatively rigid hull structure would iron
out wave motion. On the other hand, in a collection of
small boats tied loosely together (a flexible array),
although they might cover the same area, each would
feel more of the wave motion than the large ship.

273/ A further discussion of the physical basis of the tau
effect appears at pp. 123-126, infra.

274/, D-LL 39A, D. Ray and'.P. Jhaveri, "Effective Seismic Input
through Rigid Foundation Filtering," p. 4 (presented to a
1977 conference).

275/ Id.. at 1, Figures 2 and 3.
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to modify a ground motion record in order to generate response

spectra characterizing the reactions of such a structure. For

increasing values of the tau parameter, the. resulting spectra

display progressively decreased spectral acceleration at the

higher frequencies —(tau in these calculations being defined27 6/

as the length of the building in the direction of wave propaga-

tion divided by the wave velocity).

The calculations in the paper are illustrative of the ana-

lytical technique but have no direct bearing on the Diablo Canyon

plant and were performed for purely horizontally moving waves,

although the technique would allow consideration of vertical in-
cidence. (Bee, p. 124, infra.)

The most definitive exposition .of the tau effect phenomenon

was provided by Dr. Newmark and appears in Appendix C of SER

Supplement 5.— Zn that document, Dr. Newmark presents response277/

spectra produced from motion records taken in the Hollywood Stor-

age Building (HSB) for two earthquakes (San Fernando 1971 and Kern

County 1952), along with the spectra from "free field" ground

276/ Xd. at Figures 5a and 5b.

277/ This Appendix is also Reference A of Dr. Newmark's direct
testimony before the Licensing Board. Bee fn. 121, ~su ra.
Dr. Newmark' definition of the travel time, tau, is slightly
different from that of the applicant. He states that he
obtained the travel time parameter tau by dividing the build-
ing width by the seismic wave velocity (id. at C-13) . This
would yield somewhat lower values of tau than would the
applicant's definition.
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motion records for those events obtained in a parking lot 112 feet

from the building.— For the San Fernando event (about 35km.,—27 8/

north of the building site), starting at a frequency of 1-2 hertz,

response spectra for motion records in both. the north-south and-

east-west directions show a distinct reduction in building motion

as compared to the parking lot. At higher frequencies, that dif-
ference increases to a factor of about 2. The reduction for the

Kern County e'vent (107km to the north) is very much less but still
evident in the frequency range 2-20 hertz. In the lover frequency

range, however, the spectra for the parking lot and the building
're virtually identical.

For both: earthquakes, Dr. Newmark's response spectra employ
279/travel time (i.e., tau) corrections.— The spectra generated

using the tau of 0.08 seconds and 0.12 seconds agree in shape and

magnitude with the spectra obtained from the building motion

records in the norM-south and east:-west directions respectively

278/ Newmark, fol. Tr. 8552, Ref. A, pp. C-10 through C-13, Figures
10 through 15, and Figure 8 (a drawing of HSB indicating the
location of accelerographs). The two earthquakes for which
records were available were Kern County on July 21, 1952
(7.2M, 107km from HSB); and San Fernando on February 9, 1971
(6.4M, 35km from,HSB) [Earthquake data from Applicant's IV-
79 testimony, Exh. 1 (TERA Corporation Report), Table 3-3,
p. 3-11].

279/ Newmark, fol. Tr. 8552., Ref. A, Figures,12 through 15. Dr.
Newmark's testimony does not indicate by what method he ob-
tained the tau-reduced spectra. He references papers by
H. Yamahara and R.H. Scanlan, both of which include analytical,
techniques comparable in general to those of Ray and Jhaveri
(fn. 274, ~su sa); we may fainly assume that he followed such
procedures.



(the tau = 0 spectra are merely -those generated from free-
280/field records). — From the results displayed in these

figures, Dr. Newmark concluded that a tau correction pro-

perly characterizes the high frequency motion. reduction

phenomenon, with tau established as the effective build-
ing width divided by the seismic wave velocity, i.e., the

281/
wave. transit time.— Dr. Newmark then defined a reduction

factor to be applied to a standardized response spectrum
282/based on the value of tau for a given building.—

280/ Similar results are obtained for the Kern County event,
for tau of about 0.08 sec-

281/ Newmark, fol. Tr. 8552, Reference A at p. C-13.

282/ From Newmark, Reference A at pp. C-14 and C-15:

Reduction Factor = R = Acceleration in Foundation
Acceleration in Free Fz.eld

R = 1 - 5 x tau.

For the Diablo Canyon Containment Building,
~1' 6 6
Wave Velocaty ~4OOO tj

Therefore,

0.04.

R
C

1 ''2 0'8

and the foundation acceleration for the building is
reduced from the free-field value of 0.75g to 0.8 x 0.75 =
Oe60g. Different values of tau apply to different structures
at the Diablo site (see fn. 266, ~su ra) .'
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Intervenors and the Governor argue that the tau effect

as introduced by Dr. Newmark recpxires the ground motion to be

horironta11y propagating waves (i.e., the motion reduction is

'solely due to a wave passage) and the effect would not be

apparent for vertically propagating waves. The basis for this

objection is apparently Dr. Newmark's definition of the tau

factor itself. We believe this complaint is poorly founded.

For the record shows that, while the tau factor is defined on

the basis of horizontal wave passage, the effect itself as

viewed by Dr. Newmark encompasses both wave passage and wave

inhomogeneity effects.

In Reference A, where the tau effect is introduced on the

basis of horizontal wave transit time, Dr. Newmark nevertheless

.observed that the parameter is "more closely associated with

the averaging of accelerations over the area of the structure
„283/

than it is with an actual wave transit time."— In other

portions of his direct testimony, Dr. Newmark specifically

associated the tau effect with all variations of ground motion

over the area of a foundation rather than with simply wave

passage time, citing phase differences due to ground inhomogeneities

and scattering (incoherence) .—284/

283/ Newmark, fol. Tr. 8552, Ref. A at p. 2-14.
h

284/ Newmark, fol. Tr. 8552, Ref. B at pp. 11-12; see, also Tr.
8567-68. We have observed that the tau effect reduction
comes about as a result of averaging ground motion over the
area of a building foundation. Clearly, horizontally pro-
(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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We believe that despite the confusion associated with the

definition of tau in terms of wave passage, it is quite clear that
the tau effect as discussed by Dr. Newmark was intended to include

as well spatial inhomogeneities in the wave motion over the foun-

dation surface, a characteristic of virtually all seismic motion.—-285/

For example, an important source of data on the tau effect was the

I

284/ 'FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)

pagating pure harmonic wave motion'an cause different
portions of the foundation area to be subjected to dif-
ferent phases of the motion if the wave lengths of the
harmonic. waves are short compared to building dimensions
(i.e., for higher pregnancies) . a similar effect will
also result if the-ground motion is inhomogeneous —i.e.,
chaotic —rather than harmonic. (See Trifunac, fol.
R.Tr. 1138, Fig. V2, for an illustration of such motion.)
In the case of chaotic wave motion, phase differences
across the area of a building foundation occur at random
and are not dependent upon the direction of wave propa-
gation, as in the case of pure harmonic waves.

285/ Tr. 9279, 9294, 9349, 8565-66. Intervenors suggest that
the basis for the tau effect has changed with the passage
of time (J.I. IV-79 Proposed Findings at p. 33, fn. 16,
citing Luco and Trifunac) with the notion of wave motion
incoherence coming later. We believe the discussion 'above
shows clearly that this insinuation is not correct, and
that wave motion incoherence has always been a part of the
explanation of observed motion reduction in large buildings.
Intervenors may have been misled by the use of the tau
parameter to characterize these effects,
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work of Dr..Yamahara, in Japan, to

frequent reference not only in his
286/but on cross-examination. —Dr.

ber of ground motion records for a

which Dr. Newmark made

prefiled direct testimony

Yamahara,displayed a'um-

building with associated

near-'field measurements. A review of hi;s paper reveals that

Dr. Yamahara indeed identifies a tau-like parameter to use in

a high frequency filter analysis to explain his. observations

(similar to that of Ray and Jhaveri, fn. 274, ~su ra) . Rut his

discussion of the physical basis for the reduced motion in

large buildings focuses almost exclusively on the inc'oherencies
287/

observed at high frequency in ground motion records. — Dr.

Yamahara also indicated that an assumption of vertical, rat:her,

than horizontal wave propagation yields
288/of his observed results.— Simply in

the bes t interpreta tions

light of his repeated

references to Dr. Yamahara's work, only a very crabbed reading

of Dr. Newmark's testimony could assume that he did not appreci-

ate tau in all its ramifications.

286/ Newmark, fol. Tr. 8552, Ref. A at p. C-18 (Ref. 14) .

H. Yamahara, "Ground iMotions During Earthquakes and the
Input Loss of Earthquake Power to an Excitation of Build-
ings," Soils and Foundations, Vol. 10, No. 2, pp. 145-161
(1970). See, also Tr. 9296, 9346.

287/ Yamahara, fn. 286, ~su ra, at pp. 145, 146, 160.

288/ Id. at; 160.
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As we also noted (at p. 119-20, ~su ra), records taken at

the Hollywood Storage Building during the 1971 San Fernando

earthquake played a significant role in Dr. Newmark's quanti-
fication of the tau effect. Of concern was the fact that
Diablo Canyon, close to the probable source of strong seismic

motion, might receive a larger component of vertically propa-

gating seismic motion than did the Hollywood Storage Building,
some 37km from the San Fernando event. This raised questions

about the validity of transferring observations made at the

HSB to Diablo Canyon. — Our concern in this regard was re-289/

lieved by the unchallenged rebuttal testimony of Dr. Frazier.

He called our attention to the results of investigations in-
dicating that, even for sites far from the source, the high

frequency components of earthquake motion are likely to arrive
in the vertical direction. — This, he explained, 'is based290/

on the fact, (previously noted) that high frequency waves are

rapidly attenuated in the surface layers of the earth.—291/

This portion of seismic motion is therefore transmitted laterally
in the rock deep below the surface and emerges in a generally

289/ Gee, e.cC., Gov. ZV-79 Proposed Findings at p. 43, fn. 17.

290/ Tr. 10,128-36. Dr. Luco uses Dr. Frazier's work in this area
as the basis for some of his own conclusions (Tr. 8879-80;
see also Tr. 10,127).

291/ Gee fn. 109, ~su ra.
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vertical direction even at distances from its source. Dr.

Prazier testified accordingly that such waves emerged at least

as steeply at the Hollywood Storage Building as they would at

Diablo Canyon from an event on the Hosgri.

Ne conclude en ~assant: that there is a reduction in the

high frequency ground motion transmitted to the rigid founda-

tions of large structures -- an effect more pronounced at higher,,

frequencies —because the different 'parts of such structures
292(

are affected by vibrations that are out of phase. —Analytical

,studies of such motion demonstxate that, in these circumstances,

the foundation as a unit vibrates less than -individual points

on the earth underneath it. Spatial variations in ground motion

can result from wave passage effects and inhomogeneities in the

seismic motion itself. The quantification of the tau effect for

the Diablo Canyon reanalysis, rather than being derived from a

simple wave passage model, appears to have been influenced strong-

ly by actual observations of the effect at the Hollywood Storage

Building. As we noted, those observations find conf ixmation in

similar studies conducted independently in Japan by Dx. Yamahara.

B. S ecific Challen es

To this point, the objections we have considexed were

bottomed essentially on allegations that tau gave inadequate

292/ See fn. 284, ~su ra; Smith, IV-79 testimony at 9. V-3.
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consideration to vertical components of seismic motion at

Diablo Canyon. We found those objections unfounded because

the tau effect reductions do indeed encompass the effects of

i'nhomogeneous and vertically propagating waves. - A number of

objections to the use of the tau effect were also made on

other grounds; we turn to them in the succeeding pages.

1. There would be no appreciable tau effect at Diablo
Canyon because of its proximity to the Hosgri
Fault.293/

Dr. Newmark testified that wave inhomogeneities can result

from a number of causes; for example, passage through imperfect

(inhomogeneous)'oil and rock and the reflection of vertical
waves at the earth's surface. — The only available direct294/

evidence on earthquake motion inhomogeneity in the near field
are data from the El Centro Differential Array obtained in the

IV-79 event. These ground motion records were obtained at five
seismic stations within 214 meters of one another and located

about 5km from the rupturing Imperial Fault. Applicant, through

its witness Dr. Smith, put into evidence several different
analyses of these data that demonstrate incoherence effects

293/ This point. is raised in joint intervenors'original appeal
(Brief on Exceptions at 46) as well as 'in their IV-79
Proposed Findings (at pp. 35-36); it is also pressed by
the Governor (Proposed Findings at p. 40) and was supported
by Dr. Luco's testimony below. See, e.cC., Tr. 8887-88.

294/ Tr. 9294.
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increasing with frequency. —Briefly, those analyses showed295/

that incoherence effects were small for frequencies below about

5 hertz. But in the case of two stations located about. 50 meters

apart, they also revealed that only about 80-percent of the seis-

mic, power between 5 and 15 hertz was linearly related (i.e.,
296/coherent). — This is of significance because the Imperial

297/
Valley is composed largely of relatively homogeneous soil,—.

a geological condition less apt to cause inhomogeneities than-
298/

the rock formations underlying Diablo Canyon.—

Both Dr. Newmark —and Dr. Frazier —testified that.299/ . . 300/

seismic records obtained during blast testing display near-field

inhomogeneities. Because such tests provide a single seismic mo-

tion source, they are more likely to produce homogeneous motion

~2/ Smith IV-79 testimony at pp. V-1 through V-6; R.Tr.
1386-96; App. Ezhs. R-13, R-14,. R-15, and R-16.

296/ R.Tr. 1395; App. Exh. R-16.

297/ Seed IV-79 testimony at V-4.

298/ Id. at V-6; Hamilton IV-79 testimony at V-9.

299/ Tr. 8568-69; Tr. 9329-30.

300/ Tr. 10,134-35.
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at a measurement point than an earthquake, which represents a

multitude of seismic sources releasing energy over a considerable
301/distance.—

Xn short, the evidence presented, supports the concept that
the near-field, high-frequency seismic motion at the Diablo

Canyon site would be incoherent or chaotic in nature because it
will be generated at many locations along a rupturing fault, and

302/must--pass through deformed rock strata to reach the site.—
Thus, there is no reason to discount the tau effect because of

Diablo Canyon's closeness to the Hosgri; the conditions under-

lying that effect are not diminished by the proximity. This

conclusion is underscored by the reminder that. it was observa-

tions of the survival of large buildings in the near field of

earthquakes that led to the investigation of the tau effect in

the first instance.—3 03/

301/ R.Tr. 1296, 1329.

302/ See fn. 298, ~su ra.

303/ Newmark, fol. Tr. 8552, Ref. B at 11; Blume, fol. Tr. 6100
at 42.
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2. The foundations of the Diablo Canyon facility are
insufficiently rigid for a tau effect reduction.>04/

There appears to be no dispute that the tau effect is
305/'perative only in large buildings with rigid foundations.—

Joint intervenors'bjection based on the rigidity vel non

of the Diablo facility stems primarily from a study made by

Dr. Trifunac.— Zn that study, he was not able to correlate306/

data for reduced building motion with building.,size. This led

him to conclude that some of the buildings studied had founda-

tions of insufficient rigidity to register any tau effect. Be

that as it may, this record establishes that the Diablo founda-

tions are all rigid ones. — Zn the absence of any contrary307/

evidence at all we find no merit in the objection. Indeed, we

raised this point ourselves in Question 5, which sought the rea-

son for the apparent lack of a tau effect at the Imperial Valley

Service Building during IV-79.—Witnesses for the applicant,308/

304/ This point is raised in Joint Zntervenors'rief on
Exceptions at p. 45 and their ZV-79 Proposed Findings
at p. 43.

305/ See fu. 272, ~su ra.

306/ Trifunac, fol. R.Tr. 1138 at pp. V-3 to V-7.

307/ Blume, IV-79 testimony at V-4 to V-5; R.Tr. at 1301-1302;
R.Tr. 690-91.

308/ See ALAS-593, ~su ra, 11 NRC at 890-91.
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the staff, and Dr. Luco testified'hat the Services Building

was in general poorly designed for earthquake resistance and

. in particular lacked a rigid foundation. —. In. this circum-309/

stance, the structural failure of the Imperial Valley Services

Building sheds little (if any) light on the tau effect con-

troversy.

3. The observation of motion reduction at the Holly-
wood Storage Building is not sufficient to justify
the use of tau effect at Diablo Canyon.310/

As we mentioned earlier, the tau effect was quantified

essentially from ground motion recordings made at the Hollywood

Storage Building during the Kern County and San Fernando earth-

quakes. — In studying response spectra developed-from .those311/

data, Dr. Newmark discerned a frequency-dependent reduction in .

~ motion that he associated with the tau parameter.— But it3 12/

is not accurate to assume that the %au effect is justified solely

on this single study. Other sets of records also indicate motion

reduction at high frequencies. For example', as we mentioned

earlier, Dr. Newmark also relied on the work of Dr. Yamahara in

309/ Newmark, fol. R.Tr. 534 at pp. 14-16; Blume, IV-79 testimony
at pp. V-2, V-4 to V-5; Luco, fol. R-Tr 1138
at p. 5-18.

3 10/

31i/

See J.I. IV-79 Proposed Findings at pp. 39-45.

See pp. 119-120, ear|ra.

312/ Newmark, fol. Tr. 8552, Ref. A, Figures'0 to 15.
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Japan. Dr. Yamahara presented actual motion records that

demonstrated a lack of high frequency motion in a large build-

ing compared to nearby free-field stations. There .is no mis-

taking the incoherence of free-field motion .at .high frequencies

in that study; the coherency of lower frequency motion and the

fact that near-field and building motions are .comparable at.

lower frequencies are similarly clear.— And, like Dr. Newmark, .
313/

Dr. Yamahara adopted a parameter analogous to tau in substantiating
314/the analytical explanation of his results.—

In our judgment, the data. and analyses presented in Dr.

Newmark's Reference A,—(including the referenced works by315/

Yamahara and Scanlan), provide a justification for the tau effect

reduction that goes well beyond the data presented for the Holly-,

wood Storage Building in that document. The use of tau cannot be

fairly criticized as based solely on the reaction of that one

structure.

We stress again that the structural failure of the Imperial

Valley Services Building is not evidence that the tau effect is

inadequately proven. That Building did not meet the prime re-

quirement for displaying a tau effect -- that of a rigid founda-

tion.—Moreover (as distinguished from the Hollywood Storage316/

313/ Yamanara (fn. 286, ~su ra) ar p. 147, Figures 2, 3 6 4.

314/ Id. at p. 148, Figures 5 & 6;

315/ Newmark, fol. Tr. 8552.

316/ see pp. 130-31, ~su ra.
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Building), the response spectra obtained for the ZVSB bear no

similarity to those for the adjacent free-field at any fre-
quency. —At the Hollywood Storage Building, the-free-field317/

and building spectra coincide at low frequencies. At higher

frequencies, they differ in magnitude —but very little in

shape. This behavior of the HSB spectra is reproduced very

well by applying, as Dr. Newmark did, a tau correction to the

free-field data. Ne conclude, therefore, that the behavior

of the ZVSB does not affect the validity of the tau concept.

Rather, it illustrates the absence of conditions predicate to

that phenomenon.

Joint intervenors also argue that there must.be soft soil
for the tau ef'feet to take place, a condition met at the Holly-

318/.
wood Storage Building but not at Diablo Canyon. — However,

the testimony, they cite (Tr. 8879 and 8975) is not directed to

that point. Rather, Drs. Trifunac and Luco were there referring

to conditions pertinent to a calculation of motion reduction re-
A

suiting from a soil-structure interaction. They were simply not

317/ Blume, ZV-79 testimony, Figures V-5 and V-6; see also
pp. V-8 and V-9. Dr. Blume observes that the building
spectra are affected by the fact that the building struc-
ture is failing during the ZV-79 event (pp. V-10 and V-ll).
Other reasons for distinguishing the ZVSB situation from
that of the HSB insofar as tau., is concerned appear in
Dr. Blume's ZV-79 testimony at pp. V-1 to V-4.

318/. J.Z. Br. at pp. 44-45, citing Tr. 8879, 8975..
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addressing the type of motion reduction that would be caused

by wave passage and wave incoherence effects. (We discuss the

soil-structure interaction at pp. 141-145 ~ infra.)

That to one side, Dr. Newmark noted that the data support-

ing the tau effect comes (in gart) from measurements made during

weapons tests indicating less damage than expected for both rock

and soil foundations. — In Dr. Newmark ' view, the tau effect -—3 19/

is a result of high frequency wave propagation and incoherence

that exists even for steeply emergent waves and not a function
320/

of whether the site and conditions are soil or rock.— The

record supports Dr. Newmark on this point.

4 If there is a tau effect, there will be a concom-
mittant torsion excitation of the struction which
has. not been accounted for in the Diablo Canyon
analysis.

Joint intervenors also contend that any tau effect reduction

associated with wave passage will be accompanied by a "torsion

excitation"—and complain that the latter effect was..neglected„321/

322/in the Hosgri reanalysis. — The record, however, does not

319/ Tr. 9229-30.

320/ Tr. 9279, 9293-94.

321/ Torsion excitation is an earth movement that tends to rotate
or twist the affected structure.

322/ J.I. Br. at 46.
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support intervenors on this point. For example, in describing

the tau effect, Dr. Newmark explained that:

[c]onsistent with the concept of a wave motion of
earthquake deformation, there are torsions and
tiltings of a building foundation. Both effects
are less on rock than on soil. The torsional
effects are taken account of in current codes by
assuming an eccentricity of horizontal seismic
force of 5 percent of the width of the structure.
This effect is less, however, for a very large
structure, and the tilting effect is even smaller. 323/
Account should be taken of these effects in design.—

And Dr. Blume, testifying for the applicant, not only touched

on the matter of torsional forces, but stressed that the struc-

tures of Diablo Canyon are such that those effects would pro-

bably not be noticed. He added, however, that an assumed
324/eccentricity was in fact considered in the Hosgri reanalysis.—

The direct testimony of the NRC staff similarly deals with this

subject. Among other things, it describes in considerable de-

tail the torsion analysis criteria used for the Hosgri reanalysis

of Diablo Canyon and indicates just how these factors were
325/

applied to each major structure at the plant.—

323/ Newmark, fol. Tr. 8552, Reference A at p. C-16. Dr. Newmark
also described in his direct testimony his analytical de-
velopments of the torsional effects which accompany a tau
effect. Id., Reference B at pp. 14-17.

324/ Blume, fol. Tr. 6100 at 44-45.

325/ Knight, fol. Tr. 8697 at pp. 13-24.
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As we perceive it, the intervenors'osition on the torsion

response stems essent3.ally from the testimony of Dr. Luco, who

was critical of the techniques used by the applicant and the.
326/staff to determine these effects. — Later,. however,.-.Dr; Luco

explained that his testimony had not intended to convey the idea

that torsional forces were ignored but, rather, that the subject

was quite complex and in his judgment could have been better

analyzed. He further testified that some of the particular

points he had in mind when he wrote his prefiled testimony "have

„327/
been corrected." — And, on cross-examination, Dr. Luco can.-.

didly acknowledged that motion records obtained at the corner of

the Hollywood Storage Building (which were used in the reanalysis)
328/

would have included torsional motion were it present,,— a fact

Dr. Newmark had also mentioned.— Finally, as Dr. Frazier ex-329/

plained, much 'of the motion at Diablo would be propagating verti-
330/

cally and therefore cause minimal torsional excitation, —a

phenomena attributed primarily to horizontally propagating waves.

326/ Tr. 8890-92.

327/ Tr. 8930.

328/ Tr. 9162.

329/ Fol. Tr. 8552, Ref. B at p. 13; Tr. 9277.

330/ Tr. 10,168.
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In sum, the record confirms that torsional forces were

adequately considered in the Diablo reanalysis;
intervenors'omplaint

that they were not is simply ill-founded.

5. The motion reductions upon which the tau effect
is based are frequency-dependent, whereas Dr.
Newmark's correction for the tau effect is essen-
tially uniform down to about 1 hertz.331/

Intervenors and Governor Brown note that the reduction in

building motion due to the tau effect is "frequency-dependent."

That is, the magnitude of the correction generally increases

as the frequency increases. -This dependence is particularly
displayed by the incoherence data obtained during XV.-79

the El Centro Differential Array.— It is also borne332/

by a number of the analyses undertaken to determine the
s

tude of the effect that were called to our attention in

proceeding.—s 333/

from

out

magni-

this

Applicant's analytical approach to determining the tau

effect produced response spectra in which the tau-correction

331/ J.I. IV-79 Proposed Findings at, 35-39; Gov. IV-79 Pro-
posed Findings at 39-42.

332/ See pp. 127-28, ~su ra.

333/ See, e.cC., the works by Ray and Jhaveri (fn. 274, supra);
R.H. Scanlan, "Seismic Wave Effects on Soil Struc-ture
Interaction," 4 Earthquake Engineering and Structural
Dynamics, 379-88 (1976) (see fn. 279, sunra); and Yamahara
(fn. 286, ~su ra) .
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began at a threshold frequency of about 2 hertz and gradually

increased to a maximum value determined by the value of tau.

This is best illustrated in the Hosgri reanalysis by .Figure

10A of Report D-LL 10. The basic Blume response spectrum

is presented there together with tau-corrected versions.

That figure (modified for illustrative purposes) is reproduced

as Figure 4 of this opinion (infra, p. 140) . Figure 4 also

displays the tau-corrected Newmark spectra, in which the cor.—

rection begins at frequencies between about 1.7 and 1.5 hertz,

depending upon the value of tau; above this, the correction

(reduction) is more or less constant. and independent of fre-
quency. The Newmark form of the tau correction represents a

consistent interpretation of the empirical results obtained

from the Hollywood Storage Building. Data from that source

displayed the reduction in motion in the building compared to

the free field to be only slightly frequency-dependent above
334/an inception frequency of roughly 2 hertz.—

For purposes of the issues before us the
intervenors'riticism

is wide of the mark. Xt is to be recalled that when

the Diablo Canyon facility was reanalyzed to take account of

the Hosgri Fault, calculations for the responses both of struc-
tures and equipment were performed not only using Dr. Newmark's

334/ Newmark, fol. Tr. 8552, Reference A, Figs. 10 and 11.
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spectra, but also Dr. Blume'. The latter ' spectra do in
fact employ a frequency-dependent tau factor; where. they ex-

ceeded Dr. Newmark's values Dr. Blume's results were deemed

controlling.— Indeed, as Figure 4 shows,- in the 2.5 to 8.0335/
336/

hertz frequency range (a region of major concern —) the tau-

corrected Blume spectra have the highest values of spectral

acceleration and therefore were employed. —.
337/

335/ Bee p. 66, ~eu ra; Blume fol. Tr. 6100 at p. 41.

336/ The natural frequencies of the major structures and systems
for Diablo Canyon are discussed in D-LL 42, and depicted in
Figure 42-A of that Appendix. The approximate values are:

Structure or S stem
Natural Frequency

(hertz)

Turbine Building
Auxiliary Building
Containment Shell
Interior Containment

Structure
Reactor Pressure Vessel
Westinghouse Piping

Systems
Nuclear Steam Supply

System

1. 4 (after modification)
2.0
4.5

10.0
14.0

2.9 — 16.0 (range)

5.5 - 10.0 (range)

337/ We have drawn the heavy line on Figure 4 to indicate which
of the two spectra —Dr. Newmark's or Dr. Blume's -- is
controlling in the various frequency ranges for tau = 0.04.
We also added a frequency scale on the horizontal axis that
does not appear on the figure from which this is taken.
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The differential array data obtained at IV-79 demonstrate

the existence of incoherence, but these data were (obviously)

not used to determine the tau reduction at Diablo Canyon. As

noted, the tau-coxrected spectxum selected for the Hosgri re-

analysis was the highest composite of the Newmark and Blume

spectra. So used, these spectra fairly account for the fre-

quency dependence of the tau effect motion reduction in an

appropriately consexvative fashion.

6. Because the impinging motion at Diablo Canyon will
be primarily vertical, the only basis for a reduced
'response in building motion is the interaction be-
tween the structure and the underlying soil. Such
an interaction is insufficient to justify the re-
sponse spectrum reductions used in the Diablo Canyon
analysis.338/

The "soil-structure interaction" phenomenon is associated

with massive buildings that rest upon or are embedded in the

earth. The earth can be deformed and therefore may absorb

some of the impinging seismic wave motion with the result that

the structure's response is different than that of the underlying

soil.— The effect has been characterized as a third mechanism339/

338/ Gov. IV-79 Proposed Findings at'pp. 46-51; J.I. IV-79
Proposed Findings at pp. 41, 45-46; J.I. Br. at pp. 46-47.

339/ Tr. 6773-74.
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that may serve to reduce the response of a large structure to .

seismic motion.— (The other two are -the wave passage and-- in-340/

coherence effects we previously discussed. ,See p. 122-26, ~su ra.

The question of soil-structure interaction has been con-
1

troversial and a source of much misunderstanding. Dr. Luco

appears to have been the first to inject it,in these proceedings,

expressing the view that the applicant and staff's use of tau

could not be supported because that effect requires horizontally

propagating waves and the incoming waves at Diablo Canyon from
341/

a Hosgri event would be vertical.— Zt was Dr. Luco's belief

that the applicant's soil-structure interaction analyses were

inadequate — and he therefore recommended elzminatzon of the342/ ~ ~

tau concept. in favor of a "complete three-dimensional soil-
„343/ 344/

structure analyses," —a viewpoint shared by Dr. Trifunac.—

340/ See Seed, Tr.. 10,162-66.

341/ Board Exh. 2C (July 7, 1978 Comments to ACRS, p. 1; May 30,
1978 Report. to ACRS, pp. 3-4); Tr. 8881;

342/ Board Exh. 2C (May 30,'1978 Report to ACRS, pp. 6-8). This
opinion preceded the Seed Lysmer-report (fn. 246, infra),
however, a work with which Dr Luce.seems to have no guarrel,
though he personally pref erred other methods (Tr. 9033-35) .

343/ Board Exh. 2C (May 30, 1978 Report to ACRS, p. 8) .

344/ Board Exh. 2D (Comments to ACRS, April 1978), p. 6.
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Soil-structure interactions and their consequential effect

on the ability of large buildings to survive earthquakes are

no doubt important issues in seismic engineering. But, they

are not centraL matters in this case. The record is clear that

the tau-effect reductions in the Diablo Canyon response spectra

were not formulated on the basis of such interactions. Rather,

those reductions were derived from studies of actual motion

records (such as the ones from the Hollywood Storage Building—345/

and those reported by Dr. Yamahara), and are attributed to causes

discrete from soil-structure interaction, a, conclusion we have

found firmly supported in. the record S.ee pp. 133-34, ~su ra

.345/ Xn his lV-79 testimony (pp. 5-11 to 5-19), Dr.. Luco argues
that the Hollywood Storage Building motion records show
a soil-structure interaction effect-rather than a tau-effect.
He then discusses analyses of the response of that building
to the 1952 Kern County earthquake and concludes that "soil-
structure interaction proper was not sufficient to produce
the observed reduction and that the reduction was associated
with scattering by the basement and piles" (p. 5-18). With
due deference, we cannot reconcile Dr. Luco's initial state-
ment with this conclusion. Dr. Luco also presented results
of soil-structure interaction analyses (p. 5-11, Table 2).
These, however, also show little or no difference between
basement and free-field motion. Again, these results appear
to undercut rather than support his argument that the
Hollywood Storage Building records reflect soil-structure
interaction.
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To lay the point to rest, we note that the NRC instructions

governing the Hosgri reanalysis required that the earth under-

lying the Diable facility be assumed rigid —.—.i.e:.,that in an

earthquake the structures would move as one with the underlying .

ground. —This means that in developing the response spectra346/

no credit was taken for soil-structure interaction. Thus,, to

the extent that there is some reduction in building motion

fairly attributable to that cause, it represents a further con-
347/

servatism and not a ground for criticism of the reanalysis.—

In, sum, the tau-effect motion reductions are reasonable

ones well supported in the record; any further reduction in

building motion attributable to possible soil-structure inter-
actions should be considered as a conservatism. If, as Dr. Luco

346/ See Blume, IV-79 testimony at pp. VI-1 to VI-2.

347/ Ne note that Dr. Seed and Dr. Newmark testified that soil-
structure interaction effects should not be lumped into an
overall tau-effect but considered separately from the
effects of wave passage and inhomogeneity. Tr. 9333;
10,167. Both also expressed the view that the effects of
such interaction at the Diablo site would be negligible.
Dr. Newmark put the reduction at less th'an 10 percent
(R.Tr. 676-678); Dr. Seed quantified his estimate as a
20 percent reduction in seismic motion limited to the 4.0
to 25 hertz range (Tr. 10,149).
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has suggested, the Hollywood Storage Building record includes

not only inhomogeneity and wave passage effects but soil-structure
interaction as well, we are satisfied by the calculations per-

formed by Dr. Seed that it is reasonable to expect comparable

348'otionreductions at the Diablo Canyon site.—

348/ Dr. Seed testified at the hearing below about calculations
he and Dr. John Lysmer had performed for the applic nt
(Tr. 6770-74). These compared the ground and structural
motion in a simulated Diablo Canyon containment structure
resting on a rigid earth base with two cases of seismic
motion for which the earth is considered deformable (a)

, for vertically propagating S and P waves and (b) horizon-
tally propagating Rayleigh waves. Zn the latter case,
the earth is assumed to have the actual properties of the
rock underlying the Diablo Canyon site. Figure 13 of the
Seed-Lysmer report (J.Z. Exh. 58) illustrates their re-
sults for a point at the center of the building foundation.
The response spectra calculated for the deformable base
show reduced magnitudes in the higher frequency ranges,
in general accord with Dr. Seed's estimates. This figure
was also offered in the Seed XV-79 testimony as Figure VZ-1.
(We had asked that soil-structure interaction effects, with
particular reference to the Diablo Canyon site, be addressed
ae the reopened hearing. See ALAR-598, ~au ra, 11 NRC an
891, Question 6.)
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DAMPING

A vibrating system will slow and eventually cease.os-

cillating because of unavoidable energy losses from friction
or analogous phenomena operating to dissipate its original

energy. The rate or degree of that energy loss varies with

different materials and systems and is usually, expressed as

a percentage of "critical damping," i.e., that amount
of'ampingat which vibratory motion could not exist. The sig-

nificance of damping for this case centers on the need to

factor into the Diablo Canyon seismic response spectra appro-

priate damping values for the facility's bolted steel and re-

inforced concrete structures. Regulatory Guide 1.61 (October

1973) states that a 7 percent damping factor should be appro-

priate for that purpose in the absence of documented tests

that would support a higher value. That value was in fact

applied in the Hosgri reanalysis. The joint intervenors

challenged the figure as too high, relying on testimony of Drs.

Lucd and Trifunac. The Board below, however, accepted the views

of the applicant's and staff's experts and found the 7 percent

figure to be both appropriate and, conservative. LBP-79-26,

10 NRC at 496-97.
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After capsulizing the testimony of the various witnesses,

joint intervenors'rief on appeal asserts (at 54, reference

omitted):

Finally, we turn to damping, here again, the
Licensing Board's decision is devoid of a fair
explication of the evidence. The Licensing
Board cites mostly general concepts, and fails
to discuss the views of Trifunac and Luco.

From that argument (quoted in its entirety) the intervenors

would have us conclude that "the evidence in this case does not

demonstrate that . . . 7% damping values are appropriate and

conservative" ( id. at 55) .

The Licensing Board devoted substantial attention to the

damping phenomenon in its opinion. See 10 NRC at 494-96. Its,
discussion may not satisfy the intervenors, but the Board did

indicate the basis and the reasoning that led to its conclusion.

Unfocused objections of the kind intervenors raise here are

singularly unhelpful in our review of the Board's decision..

Zn Black Fox, where we were faced with similar generalized

complaints, we explained:

we may not "make an appellate determination
on a clean slate without regard to the Licensing
Board's opinion" and do not "weigh each piece of
evidence de novo." Rather, "the decision below
is 'part of the record'; we may, indeed must,
attach significance to a licensing board's eval-
uation of the evidence and to its disposition of
the issues." By neglecting to address their
brief to the decision under review and by omit-



ting adequate. record citations, intervenors leave
us {and the appellees) guessing about the precise
nature of their arguments and. ignorant of the
evidence they rely on to support them.349/

As we stressed there, the record need not be searched for un-
350/specified error even in criminal cases.— Zn this case as

in that one, the circumstances justify treating essentially
351/unbriefed issues as abandoned.—

We have, nevertheless, elected to review the record on

the point as best we can to assure ourselves of the. soundness
352/of the Licensing Board s decision. As summarized in the margin,—

349/ Public Service Co. of 'Okl'ahoma (Black Fox Station, Units 1
and 2), ALAB-573, 10 NRC 775, 805 (1979)={ci;tation omitted) .

350/ Zd. at 806 and authorities cited there in fns. 131 and 132.

351/ Xhid.

352/ The applicant initially used a value of 5% for damping as
then required by Regulatory Guide 1.61. " Prior to the Hosgri
reanalysis, however, new data had caused the staff to revise
Regulatory Guide 1.61 in October 1973 to allow the use of 7%

damping in the analysis of bolted steel and reinforced con-
crete structures. Blume, fol. Tr. 6100 at pp. 14-15. The
applicant's basis for adhering to the new value in the Hosgri
reanalysis is described in the record in a paper by Dr. Blume
and Ahmad F. Kabir, "Data on Damping Ratios," D-LL 9. From
the results of (a) tests on two other nuclear reactor con-
tainment buildings, (b) damping determinations on 22 concrete
building components, (c) tests on bridge. piers, (d) tests on
models of shear walls and (e) a series of tests on scaled
buildings models, the authors concluded that "a 7% damping
ratio for the main structures seems proper, even conservative,
fez' very'severe seismic loading such as i4 = 7.5'adjacent
to the Diablo Canyon plant." Zd. at p. D9.13. They emphasized
that their summary results (shown in Table 9.4 of the paper)
showed an increase in.damping with increasing stress levels
and "[i]f the strain level in the reinforCement exceeds about
70% of yield strain, 7% appears to be a realistic value for
damping." Xd. at p. D9.8.
(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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the staff and the applicant presented both laboratory and actual

building tests that show increasing damping as stress levels

352/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)

Dr. Blume and Dr. Frazier elaborated on this report at
the hearing, noting, inter alia, the application ot this
experience to bolted steel structures and reinforced con-
crete buildings (Tr. 6486-94; 6552-66), and emphasizing
that the damping within reinforced concrete and bolted
steel structures is in addition to the so-called "radi-
ation" damping, which refers to soil-structure interaction.
In rebuttal testimony, Dr, Blume pointed out that tests
carried out by the Portland Cement Association on rein-
forced concrete shear walls show damping values of 7%

or above at loadings comparable to those aC Diablo Canyon,
under conditions where there can be no, radiation damping
(Tr. 10,119).

Mr. Knight and Dr. Kuo testified for the staff concerning
the 1973 change in Regulatory Guide 1.61, explaining that
the new damping values were adopted after a-review of all
information known to them, including data that "were ob-
tained, from forced vibration tests of structures, including
reactor buildings and commercial buildings, and from actual
earthquake data where available, and were supported by labor-
atory tests of what I would call. structured elements, that's a beam or a section of a wall" (Tr. 9819) . Dr. Kuo em-
phasized that while much of the data included both building
and soil damping (damping caused by soil-building inter-
action was termed '-'radiation damping" by most of the wit-
nesses), all of them "showed an uncpxestionable trend toward
higher damping as the strain rates increased." Ibid. Dr.
Kuo also noted that damping measured in the totalltuilding-
soil system is much higher than 7% and in fact, Japanese
forced vibration tests on their Tokai 2 reactor showed com-
posite damping of- about 20% (Tr. 9820). Kith respect to
the building damping alone, Dr. Kuo pointed out that the
tests applicant referred to showed that pure structural damp-
ing (for concrete and bolted steel buildings) was in the 10%

range (Tr. 9821).
(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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increase with the value of damping of up to 10% or more at high

stresses for structures alone, and up to 20% for structures and

soil combinations. Drs. Luco and Trifunac,.on the other hand,

relied on their belief that 5% damping would .be:more conserva- .

tive and the unpublished tests at the University of California

on masonry under stresses of one-half yield point or less

(Tr. 8895-97), but ignored the staff's and applicant's test

results showing higher damping with increased stress. In our

judgment, the weight of the evidence supports the use of 7 percent

damping. There is, therefore, no occasion to disturb the Licen-

sing Board' finding that, as recommended by .Regulatory Guide 1. 61,

7 percent damping was appropriately used in the reanalysis.

352/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)

The joint intervenors rest on the testimony of Drs. Luco and
Trifunac on this point. Dr. Trifunac claims that, while the
soil-structure system damping "may be much larger than 7%,
inadecpzate basis has been presented to justify 7% damping in
structural systems only." M.D. Trifunac, "Comments on Seis-
mic Design Levels for Diablo Canyon Site in California,"
(April 1978), Board Exhibit 2D at pp. 3-4. Dr. Luco agreed
and referred to tests run at the University of California at
San Diego on reinforced masonry (Tr. 8897). These showed
a damping of 3% for strengths ranging from very low to about
one-half of yield strength. Dr. Luco had not, however, seen
results for highs strength at the time of his testimony.
Ibid. The concerns of Drs. Luco and Trifunac were effectively
answered in the rebuttal testimony of Mr. Knight and Dr. Kuo
for the staff (Tr. 9818-26).
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VII
THE EFFECT ON THE EL CENTRO

POWER PLANT OF THE 1979

IMPERIAL VALLEY EARTHQUAKE

I

A sizable electric generating station exists only 5km from

the fault that ruptured in the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake.

~ The 174 MW El Centro Steam Plant is a gas or oil-fired, four-

unit facility that serves the Imperial Irrigation District.
The most recent unit (No. 4), built in 1968, has an output of

90 MW. At the time of the earthquake two of the earlier units

were down for repair, leaving only Unit 4 and one other running

when the event occurred. Both operating plants tripped off the

line, but one was back on line in a quarter of an hour and the
353/other in about two hours.—

J

Power plants have many similar components; the construction

and operating systems of El Centro have at least some resemblance

to those at Diablo Canyon. We therefore instructed the parties to

examine the effects of the 1979 earthquake on the El Centro plant

"to help confirm or refute the analytical techniques and assump-

tions used in the Diablo Canyon seismic analysis." ALAB-598,

353/ The El Centro facility was called to our attention in the
staff's response of May 5, 1980, to the "Joint

Intervenors'otion

to Reopen," as well as in a prior "Board Notifica-
tion" letter dated December 17, 1979, from Mr. Steven A-
Varga of the staff.
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ll NRC at 891-92 (Question 8). Only the applicant and the

staff undertook to do so. They presented their .results at

the reopened hearing in the form of testimony, exhibits and ..
proposed findings that focused mainly on the newest and lar-

gest of the El Centro units, Number 4. The Governor re-

stricted his efforts in this regard to cross-examining the.

witnesses presented and submitting his own findings. (The

joint intervenors essentially left this point,to the .Governor.)

The applicant s analyses were presented in the testimony

of Dr. Blume and Nr. Willmer C. Gangloff. Dr. Blume's testi-
mony described the structure of El Centro Unit 4 in some de-

tail, pointing out its substantial differences from Diablo

Canyon—and that it, had been "designed for a 0 2g horizontal-354/

seismic load, using simple static analysis techniques, with no

„355/consideration of vertical acceleration." — On the basis of

354/ Dr. Elume observed, in'ter alia, that the four El Centro
units are structurally independent and 'each contains three
distinct structures:

a steel frame and concrete turbine building, con-
taining mechanical and electrical equipment as well
as piping systems; a concrete pedestal supporting
the turbine and located within, but structurally
separated from, the turbine building; and a boiler
structure which is a braced steel frame supporting
a hanging boiler and structurally connected to the
turbine building.

Blume, ZV-79 testimony at p. VZZZ-1.

355/ Id. at VIZI-2.
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response spectra derived from ground motion records made during

IV-79 at a seismographic station less than a kilometer from the

El Centro plant, —Dr. Blume analyzed both the El Centro steam.356/

and turbine buildings with procedures and techniques comparable

to those employed in the Diablo Canyon Hosgri reanalysis. That

analysis, Dr. Blume testified, "predicted much more damage than

actually occurred" at the El Centro plant as a consequence of

the 1979 earthquake.—357/

Mr. Gangloff's 'testimony explained how the El Centro plant

had been inspected and a computer model of Unit 4 structures and

piping prepared. Using the methods employed for the Diablo Canyon

356/ The ground motion records used for these calculations were
taken from the seismograph at the El Centro Differential
Array (USGS No. 5165) 0.85km from the plant. Blume IV-79
testimony at VIII-1J Staff-Exh. R-1 at p. 6. This instru-
ment gave peak acceleration values of 0.49g (north-south),
0.35g (east-west) and 0.66g (vertical). Staff Exh. R-1
at. pp. 29-30. The validity of using this record to repre-
sent motion at the steam plant is supported in Staff Exh.
R-1 at p. 6.

357/ Blume, IV-79 testimony at VIII-3. Ne note in this connection
that. the El Centro plant, though designed only for an 0.2g
horizontal seismic load., actually withstood 0.5g acceler-
ations during IV-79. Id. at VIII-5.
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reanalysis, the time history of ground acceleration during IV-79

was applied to the computer model. This method was used to pre-

dict the responses of various parts of the plant when subjected

to a seismic event of the intensity of IV-79.— According to Mr.

Gangloff, the Diablo Canyon analysis methods "significantly over-
„358/predicted the actual [damage] results for the El Centro plant."—

The staff's analysis of the effect of IV-79 on the El Centro

power plant was performed for it by the Lawrence Livermore
359/National Laboratory. — This report also describes the damage--

incurred by El Centro Steam Plant Unit 4, and explains the Liver-

more method of modeling the plant to calculate the expected dam-

age under the Diablo Canyon reanalysis criteria. The major dif-
ference between the Livermore model and the applicant's was the,

inclusion of soil-structure interaction. — By using high soil360/

damping values, the overall model approximately matched the

358/ Gangloff, IV-79 testimony, passim (the gnote appears at
p. VIII-8). A specific example of this'verprediction was
brought forth in the questioning of Nr. Gangloff. For one
particular pipe section (node 3230), depending upon the
motion assumption used, the amount of displacement pre-
dicted by the analyses was from 12 to 21 inches; the
actual displacement was 2. 8 inches (R. Tr. 1347; Ganglof f,
IV-79 testimony, pp. VIII-6 and 7) .

359/ Staff Exh. R-l, "Equipment Response at the El Centro Steam
Plant During the October 15, 1979 Imperial Valley Earth-
quake" NUREG/CR-1665 (October, 1980).

360/ Id. at p. 25.
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361/
-observed structural reaction of the El Centro plant. — The

staff's approach and methodology were selected to emphasize the

p f h '*i~'
1 p

opposed to the structures themselves, which were believed to be

"substantially different from those at Diablo Canyon.—3 62/

Their study of the El Centro plant's response to the

Xmperial Valley earthquake led the Livermore-Laboratory to draw

the following implications for the Diablo facility and other

nuclear plants:
From these data and others available in'he

literature, it can be concluded that the in-
herent seismic resistance of engineered struc-
tures, piping and equipment is greater than is
assumed in both past and current analysis and
design procedures. Even facilities designed
with very nominal seismic'onsideration, such
as the El Centro Steam Plant, withstand severe
seismic environments. Xt can be concluded that
when even the most modest attention is paid, in
design to providing lateral load carrying paths,
significant capability is rendered. Zn contrast,

361/ Zd. at p. xvi.
362/ Mr. Knight explained that (R.Tr. 1341):

"En the published report we focused —I should
say, sought to achieve a realistic picture of the
loads which were actually experienced by the
equipment. The analytical results for the struc-
tures were adjusted by applying relatively large
amounts of damping to the soil-structure inter-
action analysis to minimize the loads that one
would depict as having actually applied to the
equipment.

"ln this way we felt we would get a conservative
view of equipment performance. That is, we would
give the least credit for the equipment ability
to withstand loads above the design loads."



nuclear power plants are designed to very
rigorous techniques. Therefore, it is
reasonable to expect even higher inherent
margins than are implied in this evaluation.
Many of the factors which contribute to our
conservative prediction of seismic response: .

during earthquakes can be quantified in
light of current knowledge. Other factors
are largely unquantified at this time; how-
ever, this study and others demonstrate that
they do exist.363/

As we mentioned, neither the joint intervenors nor the

Governor furnished any evidence of their own relative to the

El Centro plant. The Governor did, however,. cross».examine

the applicant' and, staf f ' witnesses. Zn his judgment,

"the Steam Plant experience during ZV-79 does not provide

relevant data for Diablo Canyon" essentially for the following
364/

reasons: (1) Contrary to Appeal Board Question 8,—the

Diablo Canyon and El Centro Power Plant structures are signi-

ficantly different;—(2) the staff analysis takes xnto365/

account soil-structure interaction and shows that the El Centro

363/ Staff Exh. R-1 at pp. 40-41.

364/ Appeal Board Question 8 stated in pertinent part that:
"Zn many respects, the structures and systems of [the El
Centro Power Plantj resemble those of the Diablo Canyon
plant. Their response to a severe, well instrumented
seismic event can be analyzed. to help confirm or refute
analytical techniques and assumptions used in the Diablo
Canyon seismic analysis." ALAB-598, ll NRC at 891-92.

365/ Gov. ZV-79 Proposed Findings at pp. 74-75.
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Power Plant was not overstressed; —and (3) the claim made366/

by. applicant's witness that the El Centro plant structure and
367/pipin'g was severely overstressed cannot be substantiated.—

Nith due deference, we cannot agree, for the Governor

misapprehends the record. First, both the applicant and staff
recognized —indeed emphasized —that despite the fact that
there are many similarities in the equipment used, "the steam

plant structures are substantially different from the Diablo

... Canyon srrucuures." — Here again (see p. 102, ~su ra), the„368/

significance of the IV-79 observations is not that they could

be transferred directly to the Diablo facility, but that they

provide, as it were, a laboratory test of methods used in the

Diablo Canyon analysis.

Second, the staff expressly acknowledges that its analysis

used very high soil damping; the Livermore report itself re-

cognized that "the resulting composite modal damping values shown

in Table 6 [of that report] may be unrealistically high."—„369/

366/ Id. at pp. 75-77.

367/ Id. at pp. 77-78.

368/ Blume, IV-79 testimony at p. VIII-2; Gangloff, IV-79 testi-
mony at p. VIII-1; see also Staff Exh.'R-1 at pp. 40-41.

369/ Staff Exh. R-1 at p. 26.
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And in his reply to Board questions, Mr. Knight emphasized this
370/deliberately assumed overdamping in their models.— Even

using the large soil-structure interaction —
, which tends to reduce

motion in the structure -'- the Livermore analysis found that,.the

plant equipment at El Centro experienced forces 2 to 9 times
371/their specified design load.—

Third, in testifying for the applicants, Dr. Blume stated.

clearly that the El Centro plant was designed to withstand an

earthquake induced acceleration of 0.2g. — Dr. Blume stressed'372/

,h fg' h 1 *'1'1'g~h
criteria of the Hos ri regnal sis "demonstrated that the shear

stresses in the operating floor diaphragm at each end of the

turbine-pedestal opening exceeded the calculated ultimate stress

by a factor of two. In addition, selected columns in the turbine

building were found to be overstressed. Yet an inspection of the
„373/building resulted in no observation of the predicted damage."—

Diablo-type analyses of piping and a control panel similarly
374

predicted expected damage to be far greater than actually occurred.—

370/ Ts. 1347-49; see also fu. 362, ~su sa.

371/ Staff Exh. R-1 at p. 39.

372/ Blume, IV-79 testimony at VIII-2.
373/ Id. at p. VIII-3 (as corrected at R.Tr-. 1335-37) .

374/ Blume, IV-79 testimony at pp. VIII-4 through 10.
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The record thus amply supports Dr. BLume's statement that:
In conclusion, the analyses done for EL Ce6tro

predicted damage that did not occur. The analyses
were done in a manner consistent with the Hosgri
reanalyses for Diablo Canyon. The obvious result
is that such analyses are conservative in that
they theoretically predict damage where in reaLity
none occurs.375/

In short, the analyzed, response of the El Centro Power Plant

to IV-79 lends weight to the view that the methodology used in
the Diablo Canyon Hosgri reanalyses is indeed conservative.

375/ Id. at p. VIII-LO.
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VIII
THE APPLICANT'S TESTING PROGRAM

Joint intervenors level a broad-gauge attack on the-. „

applicant's program for testing the adequacy of. the Diablo

facility and its components. They assert (Br. at p. 56,

capitalization omitted) that:

The Licensing Board erred in finding that the ~

applicant's program of testing and analysis
demonstrated that structures, systems and com-
ponents necessary to achieve safe shutdown and
to maintaining a safe shutdown condition will
perform their safety functions during the
Hosgri earthquake and aftershocks.

In support of that claim, intervenors cite four items .in the

staff's analysis of the Diablo facility which .they contend de-

part from. normal requirements: (1) the use of the "tau effect"

to. reduce the ground response spectra; (2) the use of actual

rather than code-specified minimum material strengths; (3) the

allowance made for structural ductility; and (4) the method of

combining loads for testing purposes.

The tau effect has already been discussed; we found that

the use of this device reasonably predicts the motion reduction

to be found in large buildings. Ne turn here to the remaining

points.
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A. Use of Actual Rather than Code Material Stren ths

In its reanalysis of the Diablo Canyon structures for their
response to a 7.5M Aosgri earthquake, the applicant used the same

basic procedures and analyses as it had used, in its initial ana-
376/lysis with certain exceptions. — One was the use of "as built"

or actual average material properties for the concrete and steel

components in the facility structures rather than the engineering

code minimum requirements.

Intervenors maintain that- this method of calculation is an

unacceptable "departure from normal Staff practice" and that "the

evidence offered by the Staff and Applicant fails to. justify an

exemption from the requirements [of] 10 CFR I50.55a" (Br. at pp.

58-59). — It is the intervenors'hesis that this section377/

mandates conformance to certain American Concrete Institute and

American Institute of Steel Construction codes which require use

of minimum specified material strengths for concrete and steel

rather than average actual strength.

376/ See Hosgri Report (fn." 70, ~su ra), Section 4.1 at p. 4.2.

~37 / The brief literally refers to 10 CFR 550. 55 (a), an obvious
typographical error..
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To begin with, the cited regulation, while it refers to

other industry codes, does not address the ones to. which inter-

venors refer. Be that as it may, both the applicant .and the

staff acknowledged that, in building design,- minimum acceptable
378/

material strength values are used in establishing design values.—
However, in this evaluation we are concerned not with the design

of new buildings but with the evaluation of -the strength of al-

ready constructed facilities; it is for this .very reason that
379/

applicant used the actual properties of the building components..—

Intervenors maintain nevertheless that use of an average

value of actual concrete strength is non-conservative. As they

see it (Br. at 59), "use of the 'averacVe actual value'eans that

one-half are not expected to fall below the computed average."

This may be so, but we do not believe it indicates a problem with

the analyses. that were carried out. The record indicates that

(1) the measured variation in the concrete strengths were small

(less than 10%); —and (2) the concrete strength was based,yri-380/

marily on tests made 28 days after pouring—but the actual3 8'1/

378/ Blume, fol. Tr. 6100 at pp. 26-27; SER Supp. 7, fol. Tr.
8183, Section 3.9.3.2(2), p. 3-49.

379/ Blume, fol. Tr. 6100 at pp. 26-27; Tr. 7211-13. See also
Knight, fol. Tr. 8697 at pp. 13-14.

380/ D-LL 6, Appendix D-6A at p. D-6A.3 (Table 6A.1).

381/ A small percentage. of the tests were made 60 days after
pouring. 'Ibid.
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values today are at least several tens of percent higher due
382/to the aging factor that was ignored in the analysis. — The

average yield strength of reinforcing steel is more than 10.,per-.

cent higher than the specified value, and the. margin between the

measured yield strength and the ultimate strength is much larger

for the measured average values than for the specified values.—383/

.On the basis of the evidence presented, this exception is

simply not well taken.

B. Allowance for Structural'uctil'i't
Under this general heading the intervenors maintain that

10 CPR Part 100, Appendix A, Section VI(a) "permits stresses

and strains beyond the yield point [for] 'some'afety related

structures, systems, and components only where the safety func-

tions are not impaired" (Br. p. 60). They do not dispute that

an analysis of stresses beyond the yield points showed that

material yielding would not impair safety functions. Znter-

venors point is, we take it, that in their judgment those

analyses were inadequate because (a) aftershocks were not

382/ Tr. 7194.

383/ D-LL 6, Appendix D-LL 6B, at p. D-6B.2. Staff testimony
in support of the applicant's assessments appears in SER
Supp. 7, fol. Tr. 8183, Section 3.9.3.2(2) at p. 3-49; and
Knight, fol. Tr. 8697 at pp. 13-14.
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considered, —(b) no inelastic analyses were done, and-(c)
384'he

Licensing Board neither addressed the deficiencies in com-

ponent design criteria nor insisted upon an analysis of potential

system interaction due to fracture of some systems following a.

seismic event (Br. pp. 61-62).

Our review of the record convinces us, however,.that proper

analyses were in fact undertaken. While the Licensing Board did

not spell these out, it referred in its opinion to.those portions

of the record which discuss those analyses in detail. See LBP-

79-26, ~su ra, 10 NRC at 499-907. Thus, for example, the Board

specifically mentions Appendix F of the Hosgri Report, where

much of the information in question can be ascertained. We see

nothing to be gained in an already lengthy opinion by restating

that material here. The Board also cited (id. at 504) the direct

384/ In support of this challenge, intervenors have cited Dr.
Newmark's testimony fol. Tr. 8552 at p."*5. What he actually
said there was:

"Contention 5 — Adequacy of the Dynamic Analysis

The design spectra that I recommended in Ref. A
are generally more conservative than those pro-
posed by the applicant, and were intended to be
applied without allowance for inelastic structural
response except where proper justification could
be made. Hence the design criteria were intended
to and do cover aftershocks, since no or little
permanent deformation would result from the main
shock.

"In my review of the structural design, I felt
that my intentions were achieved by the applicant."
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385/'t'estimony of applicant' witness Thomas C. Esselman,— who

discussed the analyses that show the effects of combinations of

stresses on various components'and systems, and refers as well
386/to his cross-examination on the point.—

The Board below might well have articulated its reasoning

more fully, but we believe that its path "may reasonably be dis-
cerned." — Particuj;arly as the intervenors neither, point to„387/

specific items in error in the referenced testimony nor offered

any testimony of their own, we find the exception not well taken

and on the basis of the record it must be denied.

C. „,,Combination of Loads on Facilit Com onents and' stems

Among other things, certain piping systems in a nuclear

facility must be able to withstand not only normal operational

stresses but the additional loads that they might be expected

to receive in an earthquake. Vi RC Regulatory Guide 1.92 provides

a method for making the necessary assessment to insure this re-

quirement is met.

385/ Esselman, fol. Tr. 7548.

386/ Esselman, Tr. 7549-86. Nith regard to systems interaction,
also see fn 406,.infra.

.387/ B'owman Trans ortation, Inc. v. Arkansas-Best Frei ht S stem,
Inc., 419 U.S. 281, 286 (.1974).
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IX

THE OPERATING BASIS EARTHQUAZE

As we explained earlier, the Operating Basis Earthquake

is the strongest seismic event considered likely to occur
390/

during the operating lifetime of a nuclear power plant.—
To be licensed, such facilities must 'be designed and built
to function through an, OBE without creating undue risk to the

public health and safety. 10 CFR Part 100, App. A, Section

III(d) .

By way of general background, from the plant design stand-
391/

point the—distinction between the OBE and the more severe SSE—

is in essence this: the SSE is the seismic design basis for

safety-related or "Category I" structures and equipment and the

OBE the benchmark for the balance of the plant. — (At Diablo392/

Canyon, however, two structures that, would normally fall into

the latter category -- the turbine building and the intake

structure —have been designed with the capability to withstand

an SSE without loss of function.—) A nuclear plant subjected393/

390/ See p. 7, ~su ra.

391/ The safe shutdown earthquake is discussed at pp. 5-7I
~su ra.

392/ See generally Hoch, fol. Tr. 6879.

393/ Hoch, fol. Tr. 6879 at pp. 14-15; Ghio, fol. Tr. 6941 at
pp. 5-7.
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The intervenors complain that "[t]he methods used in

combining seismic stresses with normal operating loads and.

stresses for the piping systems were not in -accord with the

method in Regulatory Guide 1.92" (J.I. Br. at.64) . However,

the Guide itself permits an applicant to propose an alternative

method to demonstrate compliance. Id. at p. 1. 92-4.—- This388/

was'one here. The record .reveals that the staff reviewed and

accepted the applicant's method of combining .stresses; inter-
venors have apparently overlooked the discussion of the piping

system analyses in'Supplement 8 to the SER (fol. Tr..8183) .

There, in section 3.9.3.4, the staff explained how the appli-

cant's analyses compared favorably with the results obtained

using the methods of Regulatory Guide 1.92, a point reiterated
389/

by the staff in Nr. Knight's prefiled testimony.— Inter-

venors did not challenge this'estimony on cross-examination;

accordingly, on the basis of this record the exception must be

denied.

3SS/ As mentioned previously (p. 59, ~su ra), the Guides are
advisory, not mandatory.

389/ Knight, fol. Tr. 8697 at pp. 44-46.
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to vibratory ground motion exceeding that contemplated by the

OBE must be shut down until the licensee can .",demonstrate to

the Commission that no functional damage has; occurred. to those

features necessary for continued operation without. undue. risk
to the health and safety of the public." 10 CFR Part 100, App.

A, Section V(a)(2).

Calling our attention to the fact that the Diablo- Canyon ~

SSE is 0.75g and the OBE is 0.2g, the intervenors contend that

the Licensing Board erred in holding that the,OBE satisfied the

regulatory requirements. Their argument rests on Section V(a)(2)

of Appendix A, which provides that:
The maximum vibratory ground acceleration of

the Operating Basis Earthquake shall be at least
one-half the maximum vibratory ground acceleration
of the Safe Shutdown Earthquake.

Intervenors argue that the use of the word "shall" indicates a

mandatory intent that the OBE be set at one-half the SSE, i,e.,
I

at 0.375g and not at 0.2g for the Diablo plant.

Ne cannot accept that argument, which is bottomed on maxims

of statutory construction. Regulations, like statutes, may

neither be read in isolation nor interpreted piecemeal.—394/

394/ "In expounding a statute, we must not be guided by a single
sentence or member of a sentence, but look to the provisions
of the whole law, and to its object and policy." United
States v. Heirs of Boisdore, 49 U.S. (8 How.) 113,~122 1849)
(per Taney, Ch. J. ), quoted in
(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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Xntervenors have simply disregarded other relevant portions of

the governing Commission regulations allowing departures from

the- genexal Appendix criteria where justified in a specific

situation. Thus, Section XX of Appendix A expressly provides

that:
Each applicant for a constxuction permit shall

investigate all seismic and geologic factors that
may affect the design and operation of the pro-
posed nuclear power plant irrespective of whether
such factors are explicitly included in these
criteria. Additional investigations and/or more
conservative determinations than those included
in these critexia may be required for sites lo-
cated in areas having complex geology or in areas
of high seismicity. If an a licant believes that
the articular seismo o and colo of a sxte
and>cate that some of these crater>a, or ortions
thereo , need not be satyrs z.ed., the s ecxfzc sec-
tions o these crater>a shoul'd be identi ied xn
the license a lxcatxon, and su ortxn data'o
ustif clearl such epaxtures s oui be presented.395/

394/ (FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVXOUS PAGE)

Philbrook v. Gladclett, 421 U.S. 707, 713 (1978) . The same
rules of construction apply to administrative regulations.
Rucker v. Wabash R. Co., 418 F.2d 146, 149 (7th Cir. 1969).
We need only add that the use of "shall" in the regulation
cited by intervenors is not controlling. That term can be
merely directory; backgx'ound, context and the general intent
of the administrative agency are what govern. United States
v. Reeb, 433 F. 2d 381, 383 (9th Cir. 1970), certaorari de-
nied, 402 U.S. 912 (1971); In re Franklin Matronal Bank Sec.
Lzta ation, 478 F. Supp. 210, 223 E.D.N.Y. 1979 hol ang
that 'hall," as used in Rule 56 of the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure, is permissive).

395/ 10 CFR Part 100, App. A, 5 XX (paragraph 3) (emphasis sup'plied).
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Intervenors also fail to appreciate the very definition of
4

0he OBE itself. The OBE is characterized as "that earthquake

which, considering the regional and local geology and seismology

and specific characteristics of local subsurface material., could

reasonably be expected to affect the plant site during the oper-

ating life of the plant . . . ."— Put another way, the OBEsi 396/

is defined in terms of local seismic conditions. In this case

the applicant followed the alternative means. of meeting .the cri-
teria by studying the seismicity and geology, of the Diablo Canyon

site. From these studies it determined the likely occurrence of

various size earthquakes and selected as the OBE the largest which

could reasonably be expected to affect this facility.
Intervenors'rgument

(J.I. Br. at 81) that "[i]n this case the Staff and the

Applicant have substituted their own (OBE] standard for the Com-

mission's," is therefore not well taken; the applicant has done

nothing more here than the governing Commission regulation permits.

The procedure just described is not novel and our inter-
pretation of the controlling regulation is not new. The record

is uncontradicted that, previous to this case, the OBE's for the

Byron, Braidwood, Clinton, Koshkonong, Marble Hill, and Phipps

Bend facilities have been found justified and approved by the

396/ Id. at 5 V (a) (2) .
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staff with "a maximum vibratory ground acceleration less than

one-half of the Safe Shutdown Earthquake." —'397/

Joint intervenors complain, however (Br. at 74), that:
Xt is quite possible that the OBE for these plants
[i.e., the ones listed at P.. 170, ~su ra], if indeed
they are less than one-half (1/2) the SSS, might be
extremely close to being one-half (1/2) the SSE.
Tr. at 6896; 6905. For example, for. a plant: with
an SSE equal to 0.25g, OBE might be .10g; instead
of .12g. That example would appear to have little
bearing on this case —where the OBE is .20g and
one-half the SSE is .375.

This argument, is specious. As we have noted, Appendix A

to 10 CFR Part 100 Section V(a) (2) states that the OBE "shall
be at least one half . . ." of the SSE. As we have been, if
the applicant wants any value of the OBE Less than one-half of

the SSE (how much less is immaterial), .it must justify th«
value by the alternative allowed in 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix

A, Section XX.—398/

Turning to the specifics of the case before us, to fulfill
the requirements of the alternate method of establishing the OBE

397/ Hoch, fol. Tr. 6879 at pp. 9-11. See also Allison, Tr.
8419-20, 8471-75; SER Supp. 7, pp. 2-4 and 2-5.

398/ Xt is public information that the NRC Safety Evaluation
Reports (SER') for some of the plants mentioned by Mr. Hoch
give the following SSE and OBE values:

Plant SSE —OBE

Byron
Braidwood
Marble Hill
Phipps Bend

.20g

.20g

.20g

.25g

.09g

.09g

.08g

.09g
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value, the applicant performed a series of analyses.

which estimate exceedance prob'abilities and average
return periods for various values of peak instrumental
and peak effective acceleration at the Diablo Canyon
site . . . . The analyses considered the factors of *

~ regional and local geology and specific characteris-
tics of local subsurface material as required by
Section III(d) of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100.399/

The results of those analyses are in the record. — They400/

establish that,
[f]or a peak instrumental acceleration (maximum
vibratory ground acceleration) at the site of
0.20g, the lowest average return period computed
by and of the methods used in the analyses is

" 275 years. The corresponding exceedance pro-
bability for a 40 year plant lifetime is approxi-
mately 14.5 percent. 401/

,This recurrence time is well beyond the staff minimum of 110
4'02'/years.—

Dr. Trifunac (who was called by the Board at joint inter-
venors'equest) also calculated a return interval for the OBE

causing an acceleration of 0.2g. Depending on the model he used,

399/ Hoch, fol. Tr. 6879 at p. 11.

400/ D-LL 11, D-LL 28, D-LL 41, and D-LL 45.

401/ Hoch, fol. Tr. 6879 at p. 11.

402/ Id. at pp. 11-3.2; Mr. Allison (who is the NRC project manager
&or Diablo Canyon) pointed out that. Dr. Newmark did an inde-
pendent study for the staff of„the recurrence probability of
the 0.2g seismic event at Diablo Canyon and agreed with the
applicant's conclusions. Tr. 8423-24; see also SER Supp.
7, Ref. 4, App. D.
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'i

Dr. Trifunac's preferred results showed a 30 percent probability
(i e., a recurrence period of approximately 110 years), —that403/

accelerations ranging from 0.18g to 0.24g would be exceeded at

least once in a 40-year period.
k

Dr. Trifunac was not questioned directly about his OBE

404/
~ calculations in this proceeding. — A staff witness, however,

4 03/ Board Exh. 2F, M.D. Trifunac, "Diablo Canyon Consultants
Report," June 8, 1978. See also, J.X. Br. at p. 75.

404/ The applicant; made several estimates of the 0.20g return
period (D-LL 41, Table 41.5 at p. 41.22 gives 275 years,
600 years and 860 years). These are obviously far longer

. than Dr. Trifunac's. Applicant provided several critical
analyses of Dr. Trifunac's return period estimates (D-LL 24)
concluding generally that, while the methodology was correct,
assumptions made along the way yielded return periods that
were too short. Dr. Luco, citing Dr. Trifunac's work, was
in turn critical of the applicant's-analyses and found that
their return periods too long (Board Exhibit 2C at pp. 8-12) .

We have reviewed all of these papers as well as what the oral
examination of the various witnesses brought forth. While
we need not decide between the methods because both give re-
turn periods which meet the NRC's OBE criteria, we are in-
clined to believe Dr. Trifunac's predictions overly conser-
vative, i.e., they yield too short return periods. Our in-
clination stems from two principal factors. First, Dr.
Trifunac assigns much of the higher magnitude activity in
the region chosen for the data base to activity on the Hosgri
Fault. His choice of the distribution of seismic activity
does not appear consistent with the record of epicenters
shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3 of his paper (Board Exhibit 2J).
Second, Dr. Trifunac uses the Trifunac and Brady correlation
to define motion attenuation relationships. We believe that
the record before us shows that these predictions are likely
to yield peak acceleration values that are too high in the
near-field (see, e.cC., Blame XV-79 testimony, p. 1-5 and Figure
I-8) —the region that would be affected by activity on the
Hosgri Fault.
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characterized Dr. Trifunac s position on the OBE as being

essentially in agreement with the staf f', making the obser-

vation that (Tr, 8424):,

Dr. Trifunac took his probability study and.
answered the ACRS as to what he thought the
return period was, and he felt it was within
our criteria as well. So he was with a. dif-
ferent number, but, you know, he's in agree-
ment with our conclusion.

Not.only was this unchallenged by joint. intervenors, their
counsel expressly agreed "that Dr. Trifunac endorsed the selection

of the OBE" ('Tr. 9235) . In all the circumstances, we conclude

that the OBE approved by the Licensing Board is both permissible

under the regulations and sustained by the record.

Intervenors'rief calls for one further comment. It
states at page 80 that "where a nuclear plant is located in an

area of high seismicity, as is the case with DCNPP, an exemption

to the regulatory requirements [such as those in 10 CFR Part 100,

Appendix A, Section II] is not justified." The, record, however, does

not bear out the claim that the Diablo Canyon site is one of

"high seismicity." The term refers to the frequency of seismic

events. Drs. Anderson and Trifunac plotted for the. years 1950

through 19)4 the known epicenters in the region, centered around

Diablo Canyon, between 33'nd 37'orth latitude and 119'o
123'est

longitude. — That plot, and the calculated low recurrence405/

405/ Board Exh. 2J, Fig.2.
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rate of an earthquake of the magnitude assigned the OBE, in-
dicate that the region is at most one of low to moderate seis-

micity. See also Smith, fol. Tr. 5490 at p. 14.—406/

406/ Intervenors raised another matter with respect to the OBE.
They questioned whether the seismic specification of non-
safety related plant equipment to an event of 0.20g might
result in equipment failures that could jeopardize the
plant's safety'-related systems (Joint Intervenors'rief
at p. 78). Challenges of this type —"systems inter-
actions" —are in fact the subject of questions directed
to the applicant by the staff as a follow-up of concerns
generated by the Three Mile Island Unit 2 (TMI-2) accident.

-(See NUREG-0660.)

In response to a query by this Board, counsel for the staff
outlined the status of the review of this matter and also
pointed out that it was before the Licensing Board as'a
part of its consideration of the panoply of post-TMI issues.
NRC Staff Response to Board's Request for Information on
Systems Interactions, dated December 12, 1980. In these
circumstances, our consideration of the matter would be
premature.



JOINT INTERVENORS 'OTION TO REOPEN THE

RECORD FOR A SECOND TIME

The joint intervenors have moved us to reopen the record

again, this time to receive into evidence USGS .Open;File Report

No. 81-365 dated March 1981, entitled, "Peak Horizontal Acceler-

ation. and Velocity from Strong-i%otion Records.including Records .

from the 1979 Imperial Valley, California, Earthquake."'he
Governor supports the motion and the applicant and staff oppose

it. Those favoring admission of the new report'rge that it
supports the contention that 0.75g is not. a conservative esti-
mate of peak acceleration for the Hosgri earthquake; those object-

407ying contend that it does no such thing.—

We have examined the USGS report with care. We note that,
while its analysis is new, the seismic motion records underlying

it are not. For the most part. these either were or might have

407/ The joint intervenors called this USGS Report to our atten-
tion by letter of April 13, 1981. In response to our order
of April 15 calling for comments on the report, the inter-
venors formally moved on April 27 to reopen the record to
receive it. In papers filed that, same day, the Governor
supported and the applicant and staff objected to that
proposal.
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been addressed at the reopened hearing on IV-79.— Indeed,408/

the authors of USGS Open-File Report 81-365 expressly acknowledge

(at p. 19) that "Iulnpublished strong motion data were generously,

supplied to us by [inter alia) J.N. Srune on behalf of the Uni-

versity of California at San Diego." Dr. Brune was a principal
witness for the Governor and the intervenors in this case. Our

point. is not that the USGS Report is irrelevant. Rather, it is
that the subject matter it addresses was thoroughly litigated,
before us, albeit on the 'basis of analyses supplied by other

qualified experts.—409/

408/ In addition to seismic records from IV-79 (for which we
previously reopened the record and have already considered,
see ALAB-598, ~su ra, 11 NRC 876), the USUS Report also re-
views strong motion records from earthquakes at Livermore
Valley (January 27, 1980), Horse Canyon (February 25, 1980)
and Coyote Lake (August 6, 1979). USGS Report at pp. 31,
35-37. The reopened hearing was held in October 1980
and we indicated specifically that we would consider all
relevant evidence bearing on the reopened issues. See fn.
14, ~su ra.

409/ As the Supreme Court cogently explained in ZCC v. cease
~Cit, 322 U.S. 503, 514 (1944): "Administrative con-
sideration of evidence —particularly where the evidence
is taken by an examiner, his report submitted, to the par-
ties, and a hearing held on their exceptions to it —al-
ways creates a gap between the time the record is closed
and the time the administrative decision is promulgated.
This is especially true if the issues are difficult, the
evidence intricate, and the consideration of the case de-
liberate and careful. If upon the coming down of the order
litigants might demand rehearings as a matter of law be-
cause some new circumstance has arisen, some new trend
has been observed, or some new fact discovered, there would
be little hope that the administrative process could ever
be consummated in an order that would not be subject to
reopening." Accord, United States v. ICC, 396 U.S. 491,
521 (1970).
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i<fore important is the caveat in the USGS Report itself
(at p. 15) that for "distances less than 40 km from earthquakes

with M greater than 6.6 the prediction equations [in 81-365],

are not constrained by data and the results;should be treated

with caution." Those distances and magnitudes, however, are

precisely the ones that are important in this case.

Finally, we have thoroughly examined the evidence now

before us, bearing on the points covered by the new Open-Pile

Report. Even were the caveat we mentioned not present, we are

satisfied that the report itself is insufficient to overcome the

result required by the record as we have discussed and evaluated

vw

it in this decision. In all the circumstances, and .particularly

as the new report would not affect the outcome of the case, the „

standards for reopening are not met. ALAB-598, ~su ra, 11 NRC

at 879; Kansas Gas a Electric Co. (Wolf Creek Station, Unit 1),

ALAB-462,,7 NRC 320, 338 (1978) . Bee also, Bowman Trans ortation

v. Arkansas-Best. Frei ht S stem, 419 U.S. 281, 294-96 (1974);

motion to reopen accordingly must be denied.
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ENVIRONMENTAL MATTERS

The environmental consecpxences of Diablo Canyon were

reviewed following the issuance of construction permits for
the facility. LBP-74-60, 8 AEC 277 (1974), affirmed, ALAB-

254, 8 AEC 1184 (1975). Additional contentions under the

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)—were considered410/

and decided by the Licensing Board in the operating license

proceeding. LBP-78-19, 7 NRC 989 (1978) . The Board there

held that the -mandates of NEPA as well as related environ-

mental statutes and Commission regulations had been satis-

fied, and that, "after weighing the environmental, economic,

technical, and other benefits against environmental costs and

considering available alternatives, the Board concludes that

the final environmental balance weighs in favor of the licen-
sing of Diablo Canyon, Units 1 and 2," subject to specified

conditions for the protection of the environment. Id. at 1035.

No party took exception to LBP-78-19 or the license conditions

imposed, by it, and the time to file exceptions has long since

expired Thi.s Board's custcmary review sua ~sante has dis-

closed no err'or warranting corrective action; there is thus
411/

no occasion for us to disturb that decision.—

410/ 42 U.S.C. 554321 et ~se

411/ We have similarly .reviewed. and reached the same conclusion
regarding the portions of the Board's September 27, 1979
decision dealing with aircraft and missile accidents (10
NNC at 459-63); See fn. 2, ~su ra
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CONCLUSION

For the reasons we have explained in this opinion, the

exceptions to the Licensing Board's partial initial decision

of September 27, 1979 (LBP-79-26) are denied. As is our

practice, we have also examined on our own initiative the portions
412/of. that decision not excepted to—or which,,though, excepted

to, were not briefed-,- and have similarly reviewed the Board'.s

partial initial decision of June 12, 1978 (LBP-.78-19) to which

no exceptions at all were taken; —we found no error warranting413/

corrective action., Accordingly, the Licensing Board's partial
initial decisions rendered in this case on June,12, 1978 and

414/
=-September 27', 1979 (except for security plan issues) —are

affirmed.

It is so ORDERED.

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD

C. Je n Bishop
Secre ary to the Appeal Board

412/ See 10 NRC at 459-63, and fn. 2, ~su ra.

413/ See Part XZ, ~su ra.
414/ See fn. 2, ~su ra



ADDENDUM I — LIST OF WITNESSES

APPLICANT'S WITNESSES

Antiochos, Panos G.

Education: M.S. Mechanical & Electrical
~ Engineering, 1969

University of California
Present Occupation: Registered Professional Engineer

Mechanical Engineer
PG&E

Bacher, Richard E.

Education: B.S. Mechanical Engineering, 1968
San Jose State College

Present Occupation: Registered Professional Engineer
Senior Mechanical Engineer
PG&E

Bettinger, Richard V.

Education: B.S. Civil Engineering, 1947
University of California

Present Occupation: Chief Civil Engineer
PG&E

Blume, John A.

Education: PhD. S true tural/Ear thquake
Engineering, 1967
Stanford University

Present Occupation: Licensed civil engineer and licensed
structural engineer
President of the consulting firm of
URS/John A. Blume and Associates, Engineers

Bolt, Bruce A.

Education: PhD., 1959 and ScD., 1972
University of Sydney, Australia

Present Occupation: Prof essor of Seismology
University of California
Berkeley, California



Carroll, James C.

Education: B.S. Chemical Engineering,. 1952
University of California at Berkeley

Present Occupation: Supervising Engineer, Department of.
Steam Generation
PGGE

Chakravartula, B. (Chuck)

Education: M.S. Civil Engineering, 1970
Indian Institute of Technology,
Madras, India, and M.B.A. Business
Administration, 1973
University of California at Berkeley

Present Occupation: Marketing and Technical Representative
URS/John A. Blume and Associates, Engineers

Cornell, C. Allin
Education: PhD. Civil Engineering, .1964

Stanford University

Present Occupation: Consultant and Professor of Civil
Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology

Crawford, Thomas N.

Education: B.S. Mechanical Engineering, 1971
University of California

Present Occupation: Registered Mechanical Engineer and
Registered Control Systems Engineer
Mechanical Engineer
PG&E

t

Cunningham, Andrew B.

Education: M.A. Geological Sciences, 1955
University of California at Berkeley

Present Occupation: Senior Engineering Geologist
URS/John A. Blume and Associates, Engineers



Dettman, Bryan A.

Education: B.A. Police Administration
Sacramento State University and
M.A. Public Administration
Golden Gate University, San Francisco

Present Occupation: Security Supervisor
PG&E

de Uriarte, Thomas

Education: B.S. Civil Engineering,. 1967
University of California at Berkeley

Present Occupation: Senior Engineer
PG&E

Doudiet, James T.

Education: B.S. Mechanical Engineering, 1967
University of California at Berkeley
M.B.A. Finance, 1969
University of California at Berkeley

Px'esent Occupation: Treasurer
PG&E

Esselman, Thomas C.

Education: PhD. Mechanical Engineering
Case Western Reserve University

Present Occupation: Manager, Support, Structures Design,
Equipment Engineering
Westinghouse

Frazier, Gerald

Education: PhD. Civil Engineexing, 1969
Montana State University

Present Occupation: President, Del Mar Technical Associates
Corporation

Ganglof f, Wilmer C.

Education: B.S. Physics, 1964
Ohio State University

Present Occupation: Project Manager
Westinghouse



Ghio, Vincent J.

Education: B.S., 1959
University of California

Present Occupation: Registered Civil Engineer.
Senior Civil Engineer
PG&E

Gisclon, John M.

Education: B.S. Mechanical Engineering, 1961
University of Nevada

Present Occupation: Registered Nuclear Engineer
Senior Power Production Engineer
PG&E

Gormly, H. James

Education: B.A. Physics, 1960 San Francisco State
and M.S. Mechanical Engineering, 1966
San Jose State

Present Occupation: Registered Mechanical & Nuclear Engineer
Supervising Mechanical Engineer
PG&E

Hamilton, Douglas H.

Education: M. S., 1962
Stanford University

Present Occupation: Engineering Geologist
Vice President & Principal Geologist
Earth Sciences Associates, Inc.

Hanusiak, Stanley A.

Education: MSCE Structures, 1955
Cxacow Technical University
Poland

Present Occupation: Registered Civil Engineer & Structural
Engineer
Civil Engineer
PG&E

I-4



Helms, John F.

Education: M.B.A. Business Administration, 1960
University of California at Berkeley

Present Occupation: Manager, Financial Planning & Analysis
PG&E

Herbst, Julius'rich
Education: Electrical Engineeri'ng, 1950

Ingenieur-Schule Polytechnikum
Gies sen, Germany

Present, Occupation: Engineer
PG&E

Hoch, John B.

Education: B.S. Mechanical Engineering, 1959
University of Idaho

Present Occupation: Registered Mechanical Engineer and
Registered Nuclear Engineer
Project Engineer
PG&E

Ibanez; Paul

Education: PhD. Nuclear -Engineering, 1972
University of California at Los Angeles

1

Present Occupation: Engineer
Applied Nucleonics Company

Jahns, Richard H.

Education: PhD. Geology, 1943
California Institute of Technology

Present Occupation: Consultant (Professor of Geology &

Dean, School of Earth Sciences)
Stanford University



Jhaveri, Dilip P.

Education: PhD. Civil Engineering, 1967
University of Michigan

Present Occupation: Vice President
URS/John A. Blume and Associates, Engineers

Kabir, Ahmad F.

Education: PhD. Structural Engineering, 1976
University of California at Berkeley

Present Occupation: Senior Engineer
URS/John A. Blume and Associates, Engineers

Lang, David A.

Education: M.S. Structural Engineering/Dynamics, 1967
University of California at Berkeley
M.B.A. Business Administration, 1978
University of Californiat at Berkeley

Present Occupation: Project Manager
URS/John A. Blume and Associates, Engineers

Laverty, Ross M.

Education: B.S. Mechanical Engineering, 1954
University of California at Berkeley

Present Occupation: Registered Professional Mechanical
and Nuclear Engineer
Senior Mechanical Engineer
PGGE

Lawson, Robert T.

Education: B.S. Civil Engineering, 1948
University of Washington

Present Occupation: Executive Vice President
Harding-Lawson Associates



Lin, Chi-Win

Education: PhD. Engineering Mechanics & Sciences, 1968
Georgia Institute of Technology

Present Occupation: Fellow Engineer
Westinghouse

Lee, Ming E.

Education: B.S. Civil Engineering, 1972
Heald Engineering College

Present Occupation: Civil Engineer
PG&E

Li, Chung M.

Education: M-S- Civil Engineering, 1959
University of Tennessee

Present Occupation: Civil Engineer
PG&E

Lysmer, John

Education: PhD. Civil Engineering, 1965
University of Michigan

Present Occupation: Professor of Civil Engineering
University of California at Berkeley

Malik, Lincoln Edgar

Education: PhD. Civil Engineering, 1976
University of California at Berkeley

Present Occupation: Senior Engineer
UpS/John A. Blume and Associates, Engineers

McLaughlin, John A.

Education: B;S.= Civil Engineering, 1957
Healds Engineering College, San Francisco

Present Occupation: Senior Civil Engineer
PG&E



Medcalf, Alfred N.

Education: M.S. Physics, 1961
University of Louisville

Present Occupation: Senior Steam Generation 'Engineer
PGGE

Nielsen, Donald

Education: B.S. Electrical Engineering,
University of California at Berkeley

Present Occupation: Registered Electrical Engineer
Senior Electrical Engineer
PGGE

Ray, Debabrata

Education: PhD. Structural Engineering, 1974
University of California at Berkeley

Present Occupation: Senior Engineer
URS/John A. Blume and Associates, Engineers

Rocha, Oscar A.

Education: B.A. Civil Engineering
National University of Nicaragua

Present Occupation: Registered Professional Engineer
Civil Engineer
PGGE

Shiffer, James David

Education: M.S. Nuclear Engineering, 1961
Stanford University

Present Occupation: Registered Mechanical and Nuclear Engineer
Power Plant Engineer
PGGE



Seed, H. Bolton

Education: PhD. Civil Engineering, 1948
Kings College, London'University

Present Occupation: Professor of Civil Engineering,
Geotechnical Engineering
University of California at Berkeley

Shipway, George D.

Education: B.S. Mechanical Engineering, 1947
California Znstitute of Technology

Present Occupation: Chief Technical Specialist
Wyle Laboratories

Smith, Stewart W.

Education: PhD. Geophysics and Mathematics, 1961
California Znstitute of Technology

Present Occupation: Professor and Chairman, Graduate Program
in Geophysics
University of Washington

Sokoloff, Zgor

Education: B.S. Civil Engineering, 1968
Heald Engineering College

14

Present Occupation: Civil Engineer
PGGE

Steinhardt, Otto W.

Education: M.S. Civil Engineering, 1949
State University of Zowa

Present Occupation: Professional Civil Engineer
Senior Civil Engineer
PGGE

Traisman, Steven E.

Education: M.S. Engineering Mechanics, 1969
University of Wisconsin
M.S. Environmental Engineering, 1974
John Hopkins University

Present Occupation: Registered Professional Engineer
Mechanical Engineer
PGGE



Udaka, Takekazu

Education: PhD. Civil Engineering (Earthquake Engineerin
University of California at Berkeley

Present Occupation: Manager, Soil Dynamics and =.Earthquake -.

Engineering
PG&E

Villatuya, Roger,R.

Education: M.S. Civil Engineering, .1967
Stanford University

Present Occupation: Senior Engineer
-URS/John A. Blume and Associates, Engineers

Williams, David

Education: PhD. Structural/Engineering
University of Canterbury, New Zealand

Present Occupation: Senior Research Engineer
URS/John A. Blume and Associates, Engineers

Williamson, Michael V.

Education: B.S. Engineering, 1970
California State University at Los Angeles

Present Occupation: Registered Civil Engineer
Civil Engineer
PGGE

Willingham, C. Richard

Education: M.S., 1968
University of California at Riverside

Present Occupation: Geophysicist
Earth Sciences Associates, Inc.



Wischow, Russell P.

Education: PhD., 1958
Vanderbilt University

Present Occupation: Director of Quality Assurance
PGGE

Yokoyama, Ralph T.

Education: B.S. Civil Engineering, 1951
University of California at Berkeley

Present Occupation: Registered Civil Engineer
Principal Engineer
URS/John A. Blume and Associates, Engineers

Young, Robert Allyn
Education: B.S., Electrical Engineering', 1961

University of California

Present Occupation: Registered Professional Engineer
Electrical Engineer
PG&E

Ziomek, Norman L.

Education: B.S. Mechanical Engineering, 1960
University of Santa Clara

Present Occupation: Mechanical Engineer
PGaE



JOINT INTERVENORS 'ITNESSES

Brune, James N.

Education: PhD. Geophysics, 1961
Columbia University

Present Occupation: Professor of Geophysics
University of California
San Diego, California

Graham, Stephan Alan

Education: PhD. Geology, 1976
Stanford University

Present Occupation: Exploration Geologist
Chevron USA, Inc.
San Francisco, California

Hall, Clarence A. Jr.
Education: PhD. Geology, 1956

Stanford University

Present Occupation: Professor of Geology
University of California
Los Angeles, California

Hubbard, Richard B.

Education: B.S. Electrical Engineering, 1960
University of Arizona
M.B.A.
University of Santa Clara

Present Occupation: Partner in consulting firm named
MHB Technical Associates
Palo Alto, California

Luco, Enrique, J.

Education: PhD. Applied Mechanics, 1969
University of California at Los Angeles

Present Occupation: Associate Professor of Applied Mechanics
University of California
San Diego, California



Silver, Eli Alfred
Education: B.A. Geology, 1960

University of California at Berkeley
PhD. Oceanography, 1969
Scripps Institution of Oceanography

Present Occupation: Associate Professor Earth .Sciences
University of California
Santa Cruz, California

Trifunac, Mihailo D.

Education: PhD. Civil Engineering and Geophysics, 1969
California Xnstitute of Technology

Present Occupation: Associate Professor of Civil Engineering
University of Southern California



GOVERNOR„ BROWN'S WITNESSES

Brune, James N.

Education: PhD. Geophysics, 1961
Columbia University

Present'ccupation: Professor of Geophysics
University of California
San Diego, California

(Dr. Brune is li'sted under Joint Zntervenors'itnesses —Dr..
4

Brune appeared for Governor Brown at the reopened hearing (October

20 - 25, 1981)

Young, George A.

Education: PhD. Civil Engineering, 1956
University of Xllinois

Present Occupation: Engineering Consultant
Rolling Hills Estates, California



STAFF'S WITNESSES

Allison, Dennis P.

Education: B.S. Engineering Physics,
University of California at Berkeley
M.S. Nuclear Engineering
University of Missouri at Rolla

Present Occupation: Licensing Project Manager in Light
Water Reactors Branch No. 1
Division of Project Management
U.S. NRC

Chen, Pei-Ying

Education: PhD. Engineering Mechanics (Dynamics &

6 Vibrations), 1970
Georgia Institute of Technology

'resent Occupation: Leader of the Seismic Qualification
Review Team Conducting Audit of
Applicant's Seismic Qualifications

" for Seismic Category I Mechanical and
Electrical Equipment
U.S. NRC

Devine, James F.

Education: B.S. Geology
West Virginia University

Rosa, Faust

Education: B.S. Electrical Engineering
University of Pittsburgh

Present Occupation: Chief, Power Systems Branch
Division of Systems Safety
U:S. NRC

Present Occupation: Deputy for Engineering
Office of Earthquake Studies, USGS
and'SGS Geological Coordinator for
U.S. NRC Nuclear Power -Plant Siting



Hall, William J.

Education: PhD. Engineering, 1954
University of Illinois

Present Occupation: Professor of Civil Engineering
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois

Hofmann, Renner B.

Education: M.S. Geophysics (seismology option), 1955
St. Louis University

Present Occupation: Seismologist for Site Safety Standards.
Branch
Office of Standards Development
U.S. NRC

Knight, James P.

Education: B.S. Mechanical Engineering, 1957
Northeastern University

Present Occupation: Assistant Director for Engineering
Division of Systems Safety
U.S. NRC

Knox, John L.

Education: B.S. Electrical Engineering, 1971
University of Maryland

Present Occupation: Senior Reactor Systems Engineer (Electrical)
U.S. NRC

Kuo, Pao-Tsin

Education: PhD. Civil Engineering, 1974
Rice University

Present Occupation: Structural Engineer
Structural Engineering Branch
U.S. NRC



McKeown, Francis A.

Education: M.A. Geology, 1950
Johns Hopkins University

Present Occupation: Geologist
USGS
Lakewood, Colorado

McMullen, Richard B.

Education:

Present Occupation:

B.S. Geology, 1959
University of Florida

Senior Geologist
Division of Site Safety and Environmental
Analysis
U.S.

HRC'ewmark,

Nathan M.

Education: M.S. Civil Engineering, 1932
PhD. Engineering, 1934
University of Illinois
It is with sincere sorrow that we note
the death of Dr. Newmark a few weeks
,after he appeared as a consultant to,
and witness for the NRC staff at our
reopened hearing in October 1980.

Stepp, J. Carl

Education: PhD. Geophysics (seismology), 1971
Pennsylvania State University

Present Occupation: Chief Geosciences Branch
Division of Site Safety and. Environmental
Analysis
U.S. NRC

Sullivan, Edmund J.

Education:

Present Occupation:

M.S. Solid Mechanics, 1969
Villanova University

Technical Assistant to Assistant. Director
for Engineering
Division of Safety Systems
U. S; NRC



ADDENDUM II - LIST OF EXHIBITS

Aa lican

Exhibit
No.

R-1

R-3

Smith Drawing - Fault Rupture

Map of the Fault Model for the 1966
Parkfield Earthquake

Imperial Valley 1979 Epicentral
Distances

In Evidence

68.

68

68

R-4

R-5

Imperial Valley 1979 Significant -* ~

Distances
"Peak Acceleration From
Strong-Motion Records: A
Postcript" by Boore and Porcella

"Peak Horizontal Ground Motions From
the 1979 Imperial Valley
Earthquake: Comparison With Data
From Previous Earthquakes" by Boore
and Porcella

68

225

225

R-7

R-8

"Tectonic Stress and the Spectra of
Seismic Shear Waves from
Earthquakes" by James N. Brune

Blume Figure I-1 (modified by Young)

800

1349

R-10

R-11

"Evaluation of Seismic Crite'ria and
Design Concepts for Point
Conception LNG Import Terminal
Environmental Impact Report" by
Agbabian Associates, Dec. 1977

A Diablo Canyon SSZ Curve Based
Upon IV 79 Data (w/o reduction for
soil differences)

Map - Strong-motion stations
in the Imperial Valley, California
(R. L. Porcella 6 R. B. Matthiesen,
USGS Open File Report 79-1654)

1073

1418



Aanlicant (continued)

Exhibit
No.

R-12

R-13

R-14

R-15

R-16

R-17

R-18

R-20

Diagram - Surface faulting
accompanying October 15, 1979
earthquake.

Smith diagram-
Clock Time Lineup Stations 1-3

Smith diagram-
Arrival Time Lineup Stations 1-5

Smith diagram-
Clock Time Lineup Stations 1-3

Smmith diagram - Peak Spatial
Covariance and Distance

Distance from Imperial Fault (km)
Statistical Study of IV-'79 data by
Dr. Young

Regression Analysis of the Peak
Accelerations Recorded During the
October 15, 1979 Imperial Valley
Earthquake - Seed

Analysis for Diablo Canyon NPS
Based on Imperial Valley (1979)
Earthquake Data - Seed

Mean and Mean plus 1 sigma spectra
for IV-79 - Seed

In Evidence

1418

1418

1418

1418

1418

1418

1418

1418

Joint Intervenors

R-1

R-2

"Estimation of Ground Notion
Parameters," USGS Circular 795

"Geophysical Assessment of Peak
Accelerations" by Thomas C. Hanks
and Dennis A. Johnson (J.Z. Exh. 47 below)

"Site-Dependent Spectra For
Earthquake-Resistant Design"
H. Bolton Seed, ~t Q .

225



Joint Intervenors (continued)

Exhibit
No.

R»5

R-6

R-7

R-8

R-9

R-10

R-11

R-12

'R-13 ~

R-14
h

"Relationships of Maximum
Acceleration, Maximum Velocity,
Distance From Source, and Local
Site Conditions for Moderately
Strong Earthcpxakes by H. Bolton
Seed, et al.
Regression Analysis of the Peak
Accelerations Recorded During the
October 15, 1979 Imperial Valley
Earthcpxake

"Simulation of Earthquake Ground
Motions for San Onofre Nuclear
Generating Station Unit, 1, Final
Report," by De3.mar Technical
Associates, May X978 (TERA Report)

Supplement I to J.I. Ex. R-6,
July 1979

Supplement II to J.I. Ex. R-6,
August 1980

Supplement III to J. I. Ez. R-6,
August, 1980

Map «Coastal and Offshore Geology
Between Point Sal and Point Estero

Parts 1 and 2 - Preliminary Map
Showing Recency of Faulting in Coastal
South-Central California by Jane M.
Buchanan-Banks, et al. 1978

Trifunac Figure I.l (modified)

Seed Figure I»2 (modified)
Blume SAM IV and SAM V curves
(modified)

In Evidence

245

1349

1133, Q2

1133 Q2

1133 Q2

1133 Q2

361

882

+2 Certain portions excluded.
dated, November 5, 1980.

See Appeal Board Order



Joint Intervenors (continued)

Exhibit
No. In Evidence

R-15

R-16

R-17

Trifunac curve (modified)
Transcript p. 9333

Dr. Luco's Review of J.I. Exh. R-9 1164 2/

R-18 Analysis of Soil-Structure Interaction
Effects by E.R. Seed et, al. (J.Z. Cxh. 58 below)

R-.19 Dr. Luco's Review of J.Z. Exh. R-7 ~ 1164 3/

R-20 Figures from "Seismic Evaluation For
Postulated 7.5M Hosgri Earthquake"
(Hosgri Report, Part of App. Exh. A below)

NRC Staff
NUREG/CR 1665, "Ecpxipment Response
at the El Centro Steam Plant During
the October 15, 1979 Imperial
Valley Earthcpxake" 1342

R-2 Map - Seismo-Tectonic Features
of the Santa Barbara Channel Area 1349

R-3 Map - Features of Oil Fields and
Lines of Structure Sections-
Northwest. Santa Barbara Channel 1349

2Q Certain portions excluded. See Appeal Board Order
dated November 5, 1980.

Q3 Except for portions referring to San Onofre Nuclear
Generating Station.
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Governor Brown

Exhibit
No.- In Evidence

R-1 SAM V Plotted as a Function of
Horizontal Fault Distance

R 2 Table Showing Building Heights,
Site Conditions and Fault Distances
For 1971 San Fernando Earthquake
Stations Listed in USGS Cir. 795
With Fault Distances Z,ess Than
50 km.

R-3 USGS Circular 795 Data From 1971
San Fernando Earthquake With Fault
Distance less than 50 km Not Included
in TERA Report of August, 1980

R-4 U.S. Dept. of Commerce Report,-
San Fernando, Cal'ifornia,
Earthquake of February 9, 1971

"Seismic Design Spectra For Nuclear
Power Plants" by Nathan M. Newmark
et al.

R-6

R-7

R»S

Visco-elastic parameters for the
earth structure at Diablo Canyon

Prescription of Rupture Incoherence
Used in Earthquake Modeling Process

'Source Parameters for Rupture
Simulations Along the Hosgri Fault

900

'01

901

R-9

R-10

Response to Proposed Task 4.
Earthquake Ground Motion
Simulations For San Onofre, Unit 1
by Del Mar Technical Assoc.,
revised September 5, 1979

Fault Dip Sensitivity Study-
Frazier (3 Pages)

911 Q4

912

4/ Cover and p. 34 only.



Governor Brown (continued)

In Evidence

Imperial Valley Earthquake
Computation

Blume Figure I-1 (modified)
by Young 1112

Figure A - Comparison of TERA
1971 San Fernando Earthquake
Accelerations Plotted at Seed, Fault
Distances With Seed Attenuation
Curves; Figure B-
Comparison of TERA 1971 San Fernando
Earthquake Accelerations Plotted at
TERA Fault. Distances with Seed
Attenuation Curves 1112

Comparison of IV-79 and
Newmark-Diablo Canyon Horizontal
Spectra Both Scaled to 0.75 G Mean
Peak Ground Acceleration 1112

Comparison of IV-79
Unscaled Vert.ical Spectrum With
Newmark Diablo Canyon Spectra 1112


